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EXTRA COPIES OF  
THE HELVETIA NEWS LETTER  THE  A PO  I UVENTUTE ARMS STAMPS  

 

As reported in the  
Minutes of the A.G.M.(see  
November issue), the sugg-
estion was made that  
`smbers should be able to  
purchase extra copies of  
the 'Helvetia News Letter'  
for cutting up and filing  
under subject headings.  

This has now been arr-
anged and commencing with  
the issue of December 1959  
extra copies can be supp-
lied at the rate of 6d.  
each or 9d. for two - 
including postage. 

Members - other than 

By: E. J. RAWNSLEY 	 Part V.  

APPENZELL  - (1531)  

The last of the 13 Cantons of the Anci-
ent League. It is completely enclosed  
within that of Canton St. Gallen, and  
following religious disputes in the 14th  
cent. was divided into two half-cantons,  
the Inner-Rhoden being Catholic and the  
Ausser-Rhoden Protestant.  

Inner-Rhoden:  Argent, a bear salient sable  
armed and langed gules.  

Ausser-Rhoden:Argent, a bear salient sable  
armed and langued gules,  
between the letters 'V':and  
'R' of the second  

ARMS  

those of the Yorks/Lancs 	The arms are virtually the same as those of the Abbey  

Group, where arrangements of St.Gallen and the town of that name, and of other towns  

are being handled by Mr. in the neighbourhood, all of which at one time came under the  

H.W.Robertshaw - should jurisdiction of the Abbey. The bear is from the legend of  
fiend their orders to the St.Gallen, who brought Christianity to the countryside. St.  

itor. For single 	Gallen, having built a cell by the waters of the Steinach,  
éopies payment in stamps was one day confronted by a bear, he ordered it to go and  

will be accepted, but 	look for wood, the bear obeyed and was rewarded with some  

where such extra copies bread. It thus became the emblem of St.Gallen and on some  
are required regularly 	of the ancient Abbey seals appear the  
payment for 6 or 12 monthe figures of the Saint accompanied by the  

by cheque or postal order bear holding the wood and the bread, but  

would be appreciated, to in the arms of the communes the bear is  
avoid complicating oit 	always shown alone o  The two half-Cantons  
finances. 	 have kept the same arms, differentiated  

E. J. R. only by the letters 'V' and 'R' on either  

	  side of the bear, 'V' being the ancient  
way of indicating 'U' (for 'Usser' ). The arms of the two half- Cantons  

are never shown jointly on a shield, as are those of Unterwalden and  
Basel, thus conforming to the heraldic law of not repeating the same device on each  

half of the shield.  

The border of the Inner-Rhoden stamp of 1924 shows cow-bells, referring to the  

vast herds of cattle that graze on the rich pastures, while the Ausser-Rhoden stamp of  

1925 shows embroidery motifs, for which the area is famed.  

The Thirteen Cantons dealt with so fax, from 1291-1531, were known as the  

'Thirteen Ancient Places', and together with a•number of subject or adherent areas,  
constituted the Old Confederation, although it eras not yet referred to as such. 	In  
this form it throve, but without further additions, for almost 300 years,. until 1803.  

Following the French Revolution Napoleon and his armies swept over Europe and  

tiny though she was, Switzerland did not escape the notice of the Conqueror, resulting  

ih a period of French occupation and control. Under the vast administrative schemes  

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt;  
MR. J.H. SHORT,  

115 9  Peppard Road,  
Caversham. 	Reading.  



1531 - 1796  
The '13 Ancient Places' 

Uri 
Schwyz 
Underwalden 
Luzern 
Zurich 
Glarus 
Zug 
Bern 
Fribourg 
Solothurn 
Basel 
Schaffhausen 
Appenzell 

+ 'Dependencies'  of 

Aargau 
Thurgau 
St. Gallen 
Tessin 
Vaud 

'Allied States'  ofs 

Valais 
Rhdtia (Graubunden) 
Geneva 
Neuchatel 

1798 - 1803  
The Ho Republic. 

s Luzern 
/fefveire 

I Zurich 
Basel 
Fribourg 

{ Solothurn 
Schaffhausen 

j Valais (to 1810) 

I Thurgau 

Bern 
' Oberland 1 Aargau 
1 Leman 

formerly Uri, 
Schwyz, Unter-
walden, Zug 

new Canton 

formerly 
Appenzell, 
N. St. Gallen 

formerly 
S. St. Gallen 

formerly  
Tessin 

formerly 
Bern 

Present Confederation  

) 

Waldstatten 3 

3 

1 Baden 

1  Santis 

Linth 

Lugano 
Bellinzona 

Graubunden 

Uri 
Schwyz 
Unterwalden 
Luzern 
Zurich 
Glarus 
Zug 
Bern 
Fribourg 
Solothurn 
Basel 
Schaffhausen 
Appenzell 
St. Gallen 
Graubunden 
Aargau 
Thurgau 
Tessin 
Vaud (Waadt) 
Valais (Wallis) 
Neuchatel 

(Neuenburg) 
Genf (Geneva) 
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THE PRO JUVENTUTE ARMS STAMPS Continued)  

set up many changes took place. Some areas were annexed to France, others were com-
bined, while new names and new cantons were instituted during the Helvetic Republic, 
perhaps best illustrated by means of the following tables 

The territories annexed by France, chiefly the Bishopric of Basle, the Swiss 
Jura and areas around Geneva, form a separate subject outside the scope of this art-
icle, but one with which it is hoped to deal at a later date.. 

The Helvetic Republic collapsed and a fur-
ther unsettled period followed. Eventually Napoleon 
was overthrown and during the famous Peace Congress 
of Vienna in 1815 - the 'Dancing Congress' as it 
was called, because of the gaiety and the magnific-
ent balls amidst which it was held - when much of 
the territory of Europe was divided up, the original 
Cantons received back their former status, while a 
number of areas were placed under Swiss administrat-
ion, some merely as a result of politics, some by 
secession from Italy and France. These new Cantons 
made up the 22 which exist today. 

(to be continued) 

DANGEROUS FORGED POSTMARKS.  The S.B.Z. and other 
philatelic journals have issued warnings to collect-
ors on forged postmarks which have come onto the 
market. Those so far established are circular with 
wide bridge to outer rims and Federal cross in 
circle at base on 'Sitting Helvetia' perf., mostly 
on granite paper, cancelled; YVERDON 11.VIII.82-5; 
LAUSANNE 17.IX.82.XI; KALCHOFEN 8.11.83 and BRIENZ 
25.V.83. Also a straight 2-line boxed cancel of 
MAYERSKAPPEL (without date). Used stamps of this 
issue, especially on granite paper, when offered 
cheap, should always be regarded with suspicion. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS: 	The Treasurer is grateful for the 
response to his appeal for prompt payment. Have 
you sent in your renewal yet? 

For all issues of Swiss 
stamps, mint & used; miniature'•;' 
sheets, airmail covers, etc.. 

Write for approval selections. 

Have you got your copy of 
the latest 'AMATEUR COLLECTOR 
CATALOGUE OF SWISS STAMPS ? 

Enlarged and up-to-date, with 
many new features. 

Price s 7/9d. + 6d. postage 

Have you tried 'PEELAX' 
ready folded hinges? The hinge 
which protects the value of your 

collection. 

Price t 1/9d per 1000. 

27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park,j 
London. N.12. 

AMATEUR  C O L L E C T O R  
LTD. 
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INDEX To ARTICLES PLJEK_19-1 1:: ::)  

Following requests from members we are publishing a further list of the main 
articles which have appeared in the 'HELVETIA NEWS LETTER' since October 1956, the 
period 
serial 

Year 

reached 
articles. 

in 

No. 
11 

our previous listing. 	As before, the first date 

Title 

only is given of 

Author 
1956 Postal Stationery can be Fascinating (serial) E.H. Spiro 

tt Vt Frank Stamps & Labels (serial) E.H. Spiro 
1957 2 The 'F.F. 1  & 'F.D.' Postal Markings George W. Caldwell 

3 Swiss Ambulant Post Offices (serial) E.H. Spiro 
4 The Posts of the Helvetia Republic Laurence Moore 
7 Swiss Stamps used in Liechtenstein J. Beken 

ti 
11 'Hurry, Hurry, Hurry' 	(the 'Cita' markings) 

Who's Who on Swiss Stamps s Col. Ludwig Pfyffer 
E.J. Rawnsley 

Johann Rudolph Wettstein 
1958 1 Mystery of the Three Historical Stamps 

2-3 Swiss Internment Posts P.W. Stratton 
3 Who's Thos Gen. Theophil Sprecher v. Bernegg 
3 The Silk Thread Issues of Switzerland (serial) Laurence Moore 
4 Publicity Postmarks - check list (serial) 

I t 

ti 

6 
7/8 

Special Postmarks of Switzerland 
Swiss Hotel Posts (serial) 

P.W. Stratton 
E.M. Hamilton 

Uncatalogued Tete-Beche Pairs 	 I 	Laurence Moore 
1900 U.P.U. Issue (serial) W.R. Morrison 

9 Retouches on the Mobile P.O. Stamp W.R. Morrison 
10 Who's Whos 	Philipp Emanuel v. Fellenberg 
ii Strubelis - The Munich Prints Lt.Col. J.D.Blyth 

1959 1 It 	 ti 	VI (reply) Laurence Moore 
2 Who's Whos 	Hans Konrad Escher v. d. Linth 

Ferdinand Hodler 
3/4 Strubelis - The Munich Prints - further comments Lt.Co. J.D.Blyth 

Swiss Hotel Stamps - Belalp L.N. & M. Williams 
It 4 Swiss 'Day of the Postage Stamp' E.J. Rawnsley 
It 6 Postmark Identification U.J.F. Gosling 

7 The Pro Juventute Arms Stamps (serial) E.J. Rawnsley 
9 20 c. 	'Grimsel' - Double Print 
10 (comments) Lt.-Col. J.D.Blyth 

Slaves to the Catalogue (serial) R.L. Christian 
12 The Framing of the Federal Cross Laurence Moore 

ERL/-\\D 4,N3 TI- 11-  1-1/-VDSBURGS 
In the early 11th century the Count of Altenburg lost his hawk and follni it on 

top of the Wulpelsberg, where he subsequently built a castle known as the 'Habichts-
berg' or 'Hawk's Castle'. This became in time first Habsburg, then Hapsburg. 	From 
such humble beginnings, a castle an hour's drive from Lucerne, of which only the tower 
survives to this day, rose the most powerful rulers in Europe. It was Richenza, 
daughter of Count Altenburg, who started the Hapsburg precedent for lucky marriages. 
She married Ulrich, Count von Lenzburg, whose line became extinct in 1173; by virtue 
of the marriage the possessions passed to the House of Hapsburg. Another marriage 
brought possessions of the House of Kyburg, which also became extinct, and later they 
acquired a large part of the lands of the House of Zahringen. 

It was left to Rudolph to make his way to the Imperial throne (which was elect-
ive, not hereditary) in 1173. On succeeding his father he purged Western Switzerland 
of robber bands who were interfering with trade, captured and razed their headquarters 
at Regensberg near Zurich. The German Electors were looking for a candidate. Rudolph's 
military prowess recommended him to the Pope who influenced the Electors to choose this 
obscure Swiss noble rather than one of the German princes. 

As Emperor, Rudolph defeated and killed Ottocar II King of Bohemia, and created 
his sons Albrecht and Rudolph Dukes of Austria & Styria, the first step in transference 
of the Hapsburgs from the Rhine to the Danube. Rudolph's son Albrecht was elected to 
the Imperial Crown in 1298 but was murdered by his nephew Johann, Duke of Austria in 
1308 - as related in the Tell story. In 1352 the Hapsburg castle near Meggen (Lake 
Lucerne) was sacked by the Confederates and in 1415 the ancestral home on the Wulpels-
berg was sacked by the Bernese„ thus bringing to an end the era of Hapsburg domination 
over Switzerland. It was not until the election of Albrecht II in 1438 that the Crown 
again came to the Hapsturg family. Thereafter all the Emperors, with two exceptions, 
belonged, to this remarkable family which provided 16 kings to Germany, 22 to Austria, 3 to 
Portugal, 11 to Bohemia & Hungary, 6 to Spain and but for the childlessness of Mary I of England 
might have brought the Hapsburgsto this country. 	 R.J.R. 



The questions are being set by the 
Yorks/Lanes Secretary, Mr.A.Gullis, and 
will be sent down in a sealed envelope to 
be opened at the meeting. The list of 
answers will also be sent sealed. 

The results of the Quiz will be for- 
warded to Mr.Gullis $  who will then put 
the same questions to members of the 
Yorks/Lancs Group at theirmeetingonMatch 
5th. The final results will be published 
in the March 'Helvetia News Letter'. 

As members will have seen from Group 
reports our northern colleagues are ex-
tremely keen, so it is hoped that London 
members have been brushing up their know-
ledge. So far we have not succeeded in 
wresting back the Silver Cup from the 
North, and we hope to fare better in the 
forthcoming 'Battle of Wits'. 

This Quiz is so popular lup North'that 
it has become an annual event in their 
programme, so we hope that as many mem-
bers as possible will come along on Feb. 
10th to uphold the prestige of the Society. 

AND NEWS ) 
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LONDON GROUP:  Hon.See, Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley, 222ELLANCS 

32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex. 

The next meeting will be on Wednesday, 
February 10th, at the Kingsway Hall(Room 
32) at 6.30 p.m. when members of the 
London Group will try their skill at the 

INTER-GROUP QUIZ  

LIECHTINSTEIN 'CHRISTMAS STAMPS' 

A set of 3 special stamps was issued 
on December 2nd. Details are as follows: 

5 c. Dk.green - Bell of the Parish Church 
of Bendern 

60c. 01.-green-Relief-St.Theodule 
1 Fr. Wine-red-Relief-St.Lucien 

(both from church at Bendern) 
Designed by Martin Frommelt, Schaan; 
produced in heliogravure by Courvoisier 
S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds, on white paper 
with brown and green threads; in 2 sheets 
of 20 each Nos. 1 & 2. 

GROUP: Hon.Sec. A.Gullis, 
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

On December 22nd the Group gave a combined 
display to the Bradford P.S. Chairman Hoyle, 
with members Robertshaw $  Highsted, Gosling, 
Guilds, Heaps, Myers & Moore put on a veri-
table exhibition of Swiss material of all 
periods, with many of the 'side-lines'. It 
was obvious that the display and the accom-
panying papers were greatly appreciated by 
the Bradford members, who remarked on the 
sustained enthusiasm of 'Helvetideolleetors. 

Over the years, when arranging the season's 
programme, the Group has endeavoured to cover 
everyperiod, issue and section of SwissPhila-
tely. At the meeting on January 2nd Mr. 
Moore led members in a group study of'PROOFS, 
ESSAYS, REPRINTS & FORGERIES', ably supported 
by Messrs. Gosling & Highsted. Considering 
the limitations these three members displa5ral 
an amazing variety of material. The essay 
for the Zurich '4' was followed by the'Hera-
dic Error' essay for the Basle Dove. Then—
came a wide range of proofs and colourtriL 
of Strubeli, Sitting Helvetia & Standing 
Helvetia, and all known unadopted essays and 
designs were shown. 

Forgeries of all periods were displayed, 
together with the Swiss examples of the mas-
ter forger Sperati and the B.P.A. text and 
plates. The works on forgeries by Earee, de 
Reuters-kiold and Dorn were available for 
reference and a most useful discussion ensued. 
Mr.Robertshaw l  who is a printer, explained 
some of the technical considerations and it 
was agreed that this study of a dangerous 
and little known section of Swiss collecting 
was helpful to all members 

HIGHS TED CUP 
This Northern Group Competition will be 

judged on Saturday, February 6th. Entries 
must be of a minimum of SIX sheets with 
maximum of TWELVE. Members unable to attei.... 
the meeting are invited to post their entries 
to Mr. J.N.Highsted, 4 Park View Road„Heatm, 
Bradford 9,  Yorks. 

A 	NE W 	YEAR 

RESOLUTION 

To fill those remaining album spaces 

while stocks last and before prices 

rise still further 

STAMPS WITHDRAWN  FROM CIRCULATION: The 
following were withdrawn from use on 31st 
December 19593 Publicity issue 1959 (in-
cluding NABAG miniature sheet), Pro Patria 
1259.  

TOURIST  PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS:  Four new 
circular pictorial cancellations have 
just been put into use: 

BUREN AN DER AARE 
CHURWALDEN ! Klima-Kurort 
ROUGEMONT - Soleil, Sport, Vacances 
ST. CERGUE - Soleil, Sport, Sante. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS:  Please note: 

SWISS FILMS 	 - Wed. March 9th. 
ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION- Wed. April 13th 

Swiss stamps of all periods available 
Write for Price-List NOW 

Send your want-lists to 

J .S.ARMSTR \G 
for prompt attention. 

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme, Morecambe, Lancs. 
1 
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The first 'Verbano' 

TNEU=RBA\O ^POSTMARKS OF  LAKE V/-\GGI  ORF  
By LAURENCE MOORE, M.B.E.  

Quite near to Locarno is the old lake-side port of Magadino, where the almost  
empty warehouses, the completely empty stables and the now rarely used landing stages  
bear mute evidence to the one-time importance of Lake Maggiore as a commercial water-
way. Before the construction of the Gotthard railway with it's extension over Monte  
Ceneri to Lugano, all merchandise coming from Sardinia and other Italian States to  
'titzerland was carried by ship up the long lake to the terminal port of Magadino and  
tnence forwarded by horse transport. South-bound traffic from Magadino went by ship  
to Sesto Calende at the southern end of the lake. The shipowners of Magadino acqu-
ired a virtual monopoly of the water -borne trade, and gradually began to carry letters  
between Sesto Calende and their own home port. In 1803 (during the Napoleonic occu-
pation of Italy), the service became semi-official for a time. 	In due course a post  
office was opened in Magadino. After the Treaty of Vienna, the eastern shore of the  
lake passed into the hands of Austrian-Lombardy, and more post offices were opened in  
towns on that shore, but Magadino remained the main transit office for mail through to  
Switzerland. 	Together with the existing office of Locarno, it ultimately came under  
the postal administration of Canton Ticino.  

In 1825, an agreement was reached between the Imperial Austrian Government, the  
Kingdom of Sardinia and the Swiss Confederation to grant a concession to operate a  
steamship service on the lake. A Postal Convention was arranged and the navigation  
company paid a substantial sum for the privilege of carrying the mail.  

The first vessel, 92 ft. long and  
16 ft. beam, was named the 'Verbano'. 
Of wooden construction, she was fitted 
with a British engiti of 14 h.p.l Her  
first skipper was Via` Britisher named  
'Copier' (?Cooper). 	She did the round  
trip Magadino-Arona-Sesto Calende-
Magadino every week-day.  

In 1841 the old 'Verbano' was un-
able to cope with the great extension of  
traffic in goods, passengers and mail, 

 and a new iron ship 32 h.p. was launched  
named the 'San Carlo', but in memory of  
the first 'Verbano' a successor was named 

after her in 1844. 	Then in 1875, still another 'Verbano' appeared.  

There was at one time a Swiss postal clerk aboard the 'Verbano', but this arrange-
ment ended in 1859 when the Swiss postal agencies were opened on the Piedmont shore at  
Intra, Pallanza and Canobbio, also at Luino on the Lombardy shore almost opposite, and  
ceded to Sardinia by the Peace of Villafranca. After the unification of Italy in 1861  

a postal agreement was concluded with Switzerland, fixing the (Swiss) diligence agenc-
ies at Arona and Luino, also at Colico on Lake Como. At the same time the Swiss  
'messageries' agencies at Chiavenna, Camerlata and Tirano were established. 	All mail  
from Italy to Locarno and Magadino was, however, still by steamship up Lake Maggiore.  

To be continued.  

FIFTH ANNUAL COMPETITION FOR THE ' H E L V E T I A' SILVER CUP  

To be held on Wednesday, April 13th. 	Entries should be prepared now. 
See Page 8 for the Rules of the Competition. 



SUBSCRIPTIONS  

There are quite a number  
still outstanding. Prompt . 

payment would greatly assist our hard- 
working Hon. Treasurer,  

Please!!! 
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L!THOGRR1HY AND THE RAONS  
Bys Lt.-Col. J. D. Blyth 9  0.B.E. 9  R.P.S.L. 

It seems a very great pity that more members do not follow the example of Mr. 
Moore and allow their papers to be published in the 'Helvetia News Letter', for by 
doing so they would give every reader the chance to learn from the results of their 
researches instead of confining their information to the limited number privileged to 
hear them. 

Mr. Moore's excellent article on 'The Framing of the Federal Cross' led me to ex-
amine my small collection of the lithographed issues more closely than I have done be-
fore but taking everything into account I am inclined to believe that (as Zumstein 
says) the framed cross came first. 

It is nearly fifty years since I went through a course of lithographic printing 
(for map reproduction), probably in the same school in which the trade was taught to  
Captain Thuillier, who was responsible for the first issues of India, and it is not 
likely that the processes differed from those used by Durheim in 1850. 	The map (or 
other design) was drawn in colours on a master sheet with register marks in the margin, 
and separate tracings were made from each colour in lithographic ink, always including 
the register marks, and these tracings were used to transfer the design to a number of 
lithographic stones, one for each colour. 	The register marks were essential to en- 
sure that the colours were correctly superimposed during printing. 

In the case of the multi-coloured 'Ortspost', 'Poste Locale' and 'Rayons' colour 
on the master sheet would not have been necessary; with the design drawn in black and 
the cross outlined the tracer could prepare the transfer for the red printing stone by 
filling in the space between the outline of the cross and the ornamental border of the 
shield with lithographic ink and include, of course, the register marks. For the 
Rayon I and Rayon II of 1850 additional transfers would be made by filling in the 
whole area of the sheet outside the ornamental shield borders for, in spite of the 
description given in most catalogues, these stamps were not printed on coloured paper. 
It is impossible to lithograph a white cross on to blue paper. 

If the first crosses had no frames it.v,ould have been a difficult and laborious 
task to add them to the stone so accuratel,..,, ....>,:::Y:,::z::.....,>::,:,,:::,. , :.......:,i..i,:::r,...:. ,+:..: .::::r.,,, ... , t...v.++,  :+.,,,:..,:.,.tr: ,::::.r ,r:.:.:>.;..... 

that they would register correctly with theft 	SWITZER' 	 A  

outlines of the white spaces on the red 
printing stone; and although the out- 	 ESSAYS  AND  PROOFS 
lines of the crosses on the master sheet 11851 (1854 issue STRUDEL): 5 Rp. Green 
may have been intended only as guidelines 1 
	with emerald green silk thread E50  for preparing the red transfer sheet, it  

seems more probable that the tracer did in 	
Ditto - 5 Rp. Pink pen cancelled X45  

fact reproduce them on the black transfer 
;1854 5 Rp. Blue without silk thread 	x.18 

4  
sheet. 	This may have been intentional 	

11854 on thick paper, without silk threads 	â  
with the idea of emphasising the cross, 	

10 Rp. Blue (very rar©) 	E25  

and the thickening of some of the frame 	1 	
10 Rp. Yellow or orange 	ea. 	70/-i 

lines in the 'Ortspost' and Rayon III 	
15 Rp. Grey 

issues may have been.the conventional way 	
85/ 

s.tai:t+iv^rlr.»v:s.:[:.::::::sa:::.t:ta _Y SCis[:: rib.::>.ts+::::t:.auss^rsr+nyr: rrrs:rs:r[rr.̂ risis.tisniiix-Giiru[ssssnp 

 making the cross appear to stand out in 	
20 Rp. Gold ,  

1862 issue(SITTING HELVETIA) imperf. 	1 
relief with the light falling from the with control marks 

5 c. Red 	 95/-'  
5 c. Gold 	 £6  
30 c. Gold 	 £6 1 
Ditto but  without irontrol mark: 
2 c. Grey 	 75/-= 

10 c. Blue 	 60/-4 
20 c. Gold 
2 c. Mauve  

direction of the top left corner of the 
stamp. 

The removal of the frame lines from  
the stone would give rise to no registra-
tion difficulty, and the traces to be seen 
on some specimens are almost certainly due 

 to the work having been performed incom-
pletely. 	Apart from the question of reg- 
istration there is no technical difficulty 
in adding lines on a stone, and as the 
traces are generally so small I find it 
impossible to accept de Reuterskiold's 
suggestion that they resulted from the 
imperfect adherence of lithographic ink 
to a newly added frame line. 

or Lilac 	ea.  
5 c. Blue or Carmine 	ea.  

Ditto but perf orateds  
2 c. Green  

40 c. Green on laid paper  
2 c. Lilac-brown w. EXPERIMENTAL  

POSTMARK RK  
;Proofs of later periods will be listed  
inext month. 	Approval selections of 
proofs  9  priced from 2/3d. each and up-
wards, are available on request.  

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.  
27, Westbury Road,  

Woodside Park, 
London, N.12. 

20 Rp. Violet  

£6  

30/-;  
20/- 

60/-'  
E6  

£6  
0  
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• i 900.   Bys W. R. MORRISON (Continued) 

30 Small dot under J. 
80 Dot above frame above U of Union 

H/line from globe at L. to head 
130 Small star over top R. corner 

Small str. at 7 
180 Small dot top L. in tab . Wart on breast 90 

81 Dot L. of 1 of 10 
31 Star over value 10; Dot over 5 of 1875 

140 
Dot outside L. frame at 10 
Star L. over 1 of 10 
Small dot on 1 of 10 
Wart under J of Jubile 
Small o over globe in cloud 

Dot over globe 
Small star over globe at L. 
Small dot on 7 of 1875 
Dot in cloud over globe 
Small dot in 0 of 10 

Small str. on 2 wire 
Small dot below J at frame 
Dot outside R. frame at globe 
Small H. str. on L. forearm 
Dot on 2 N of Union 
Small o on R. upper arm 
Dot on L. forearm 
Blob btw. 1 and 2 wires 
	

4 
Small dot at L. of L'Union 
Small o on top of E of Postale 
	

9 
Small dot in 0 of 10 
Wart on L. hand 
	

14 
Small dot at E of DE 
	

19 
Dot btw. JU; Dot in 0 of Union 
Dot above 1 of 10 
	

4 
Small V. str. on top R. corner 
Small dot in cloud under J 
	

9 
Small V. str. in bottom R. corner 
	14 

Three small dots outside L.frame at shawl 

146 
196 Small dot below btw. 75 
47 Small o in clouds 

Two dots on and above 7 of 1875 
97 Small dot on frame over B 
147 Small dot L. of 10 
197 Small dot in clothes over 8 of 1875 

Dot in last E of Universelle 
48 Large blob on hyphen 

Small star btw. 1 and 0 
98 Wart on lower L. envelope 

White dot in 0 of 10 
148 White spot in globe at L. 

Small dot R. below 2 N of Union 
(To be continued) 

131 

181 

32 
82 

132 

182 

33 
-43  

133 

183 

34 
84 

134 

184 

35 
85 

135 

185 

36 

86 

136 

186 

37 

87 

137 

187 

38 

88 

138 
188 

39 

89 

Small dot outside L. frame above tab. 19 
Small dot on R. of Grasset 4 
Small str. on 5 of 1875 
White area in left frame at top 	9 
Small dot above 1 of 10 	 14 
H/line from L. btw. 1 & 2 wire over wing 
Indent over AL of Postale 	 19 
Small dot on 8 of 1875 
Two small dots outside L. frame at tab. 46 
Dot on 4 wire over head 
Two dots in scroll bottom left 
Dot over frame and DE 
Small dot on R. wrist 
Small o on pole at L. arm 
Two small dots L. of face 
Wart on top frame 
Small dot in clothes over 5 of 1875 
Three more dots below 1 of 10 
Small dot over hyphen 
Small dot above Wing 
Small dot on top L. corner 

Wart on neck (medallion) 
Small o at E of DE 
Spot on first 0 of 1900 
Small dot under N of Universelle 
Small dot L. above 10 

No. 78B - 10 c. RED - Box (Harrow) Perf. 

139 Dot under L. of L'Union; Retouch in arms 
189 Dot on head of 5 

Small dot in cloud under V 
40 Small dot at L. of centre of 10 

Small dot outside L.frame below 3 wire 
Str. from 2 to 3 wire 
Small v. str. in cloud below IV at L. 
H/line on R. upper-arm 
Small str. L. above 1900 

190 Small H. str. at L. frame and tab. 
H/line from V to globe 

41 Spot low in tab. 
Small v. str. in cloud below UN of 

Universelle 
91 V. str, outside lower L. frame 

H. str. on R.forearm, & thro' R. frame 
141 Small star under UN of Universelle 
191 Small V. str. under 9 of 1900 

Small dot under 0 of Postale 
42 Star under L of Postale 

Small V. str. under F of Florian 
92 Dot btw. LE of Jubile 

H. smeared lines thro' scroll and 1875 
142 Small o below UN of Universelle 

Dot on scroll above 1 of 1875 
192 Small o in V 

Wart in shawl R. near tab. 
3 Small dot under 2 E of Universelle 

Small dot L. of 1875 
3 Small o on pole under R. hand 

Dot above globe 
3 ---- 

3 Small dot on 3 wire 
H. h/line in top of tab 

4 Large blob below 19 of 1900 
Small dot on 2 E of Universelle 

4 Small o in J; Small o in apostrophe 
4 V. of Universelle cut into at side 

Small dot outside top R. corner 
4 Star under B of Jubile; H. h/line over 10 
5 Dot on B 

Small dot over frame and ST of Postale 
5 Small dot under hyphen 
5 Two small o' s over globe 

Small dot above top L. corner 
5 Small o outside frame L. of 10 
H. h/line thro' 10 and clothes 
Dot on second 0 of 1900 
Small dot frame below scroll 

96 Dot L. of 7 of 1875 
Small dot in ribbon R. of L. forearm 
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TI-I. FIFTH ANNUAL CUP COMP 	- I I ICI 
will be held at THE KINGSWAY HALL (Room 31) 9  Kingsway, London, W.C. 

on W E D N E' S D A Y, 13th April, 1960 9  at 6.45 p.m. 

We are very pleased to announce that on this occasion the Adjudicators will be 
PROFESSOR H. LANDAU, an eminent collector and a former Helvetia member, and MR.F.STREIT . 

President of the London-Swiss Philatelic Society. 	This annual event is always both 
interesting and instructive; we look forward to a record number of entries and a 
bumper attendance. 

RULES  
1. The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee of the 

Helvetia P.S. as a display of album leaves from collections of Swiss Stamps owned 
by members of the Society. The display shall be held at a meeting of the London Group 
but shall be open to all members of the Society, wherever they reside. 
2. Competitors shall enter not less than SIX and not more than TEN sheets, comprising 

any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official or any other 
items, miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as hotel, soldier stamps, airmail 
labels etc.), entices, flown covers, postal stationery issued in Switzerland. (Notes 
Thematic entries will not be excluded but we would remind members of the remarks of 
last year's Adjudicators of the difficulty of judging these in conjunction with more 
strictly philatelic entries). 
3. Entries sent by post should be packed carefully and despatched by Registered Mail 

and must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, the Hon.Secretary of the 
Societys Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley, 32 Ethelbert Gdns. Ilford, Essex, not later than 191112Z7 
11th April. Members attending the meeting may bring their entries along on the nigh 
4. All entries will be covered fully by insurance during the period from receipt to 

return to their owners. 
5. A JURY appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge the entries and 

award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall select as 
most worthy. In addition a consolation prize will be presented to the Runner-up. 

6. Entries shall be judged by a system of points based on the following headingss 
1.. General philatelic interest 	..25 	3. Writing-up and arrangement-25 
2. Originality (including research)..25 	4. Condition (catalogue value 

to be ignored)..25 
7. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession of the 

winner for 11 months following the award and then be returned to the Competition 
Organiser named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to the next winner, 
but if the same person wins 3 successive Annual Cup Competitions, the Cup shall become 
his or her property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition. 

YORKS/LANCS GROUP.  Hon. Sec. Mr. A. Gullis 	LIECHTENSTEIN  - New post  offices o ened 
3 Bowood Road, E11and,Yorks. 	To mark the opening on 1st Feb. 1960 

of new post offices at Nendeln and GC—  
prin-Bendern 9  attractive commemorative 
scroll-type slogan postmarks were used 
for mail posted on that days 

Er3ffnung der Poststelle 
NENDELN 
(Liechtenstein) 

and the same for Gamprin - Bendern. 

JS  , ARMSTRONG 
Do YOU need help with your 

COMPETITION ENTRY? 

Those blocks, varieties, retouches, 
colour shades, etc., all help so 
much to enliven your pages and 
increase your chances of gaining 

an award. 

02 
NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING: Wed. 	March. 

'HIGHSTED tC1'  COMPETITION 

At the meeting on- February 6th there were 
10 entries for the Competition. 	The First 
winner of the new 'Highsted' Silver Cup was 
the Group's Hon.Sec. Mr. A. Gullis with a 
detailed specialised study of the 10 c. 
'Chillon Castle' stamp. This was a very popu-
lar win, particularly as Mr.Gullis explained 
that all his unusual items had been culled 
from 'Kiloware'. Mr.R.A.Hoyle gained the 
second prize with a study of the '1900 U.P.Uâ 
with greatly enlarged photographs clearly 
illustrating the differences in the types. 
Mr. R.C.Tyreman gained third place with a 
cleverly conceived study of the 'Tallboy' 
issues - a difficult subject well devised. 
Other entries covered Postal History. Hotel 
Stamps, Standing Helvetia, Sitting Helvetia, 
Pro Juventute 9  Pro Patria and Landscapes Send your enquiries or want lists to 

me for prompt attention 

SWISS FILMS: 'POSTAGE STAMP PRODUCTION' 

Those who have not previously seen these 
films should not miss this opportunity. The 
processes for producing stamps by engraving 
& photogravure are fully explained and help to 
solve many problems. Book the date now! 

o000000 

14, Low Lane, 

Torrisholme, 

MORECAMBE, LANCS. 
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Edward H. SPIRO  
R.P.S.,L 

rriji  / 

fl  N 
Hon. Treasurer: 

MR. A.J. HARDING, 
31, Somerset Way, 
Iver. Bucks 

PRESIDENT:  

SERVICE STASLTSs 
ONU (1) 	Fr. 5.- 
BIE, BIT, 	6 x 20 Rp. 
OMM 9  OMS, ley x 30 Rp. 
UIT, UPU 	6 x 50 Rp. 

24 Oct. 

Details regarding the 1960 release are now given 
as followss 

10 Rp. 50th Anniversary of Swiss National League 
to Central Cancer (green, red & lt. green) 

20 Rp. 500th Anniversary of Basle University (the 
oldest in Switzerland). Design shows the 
charter and sceptre (carmine, grey-brown 

grey & yellow) 

50 Rp. World Refugee Year. Symbolic Design of 
uprooted tree (ultramarine, yellow, lt.blue) 

75 Rp. Swissair 1960 - commencement of jet service 
Jet plane in flight (lt.blue, grey & red). 

Designers: 

Productions 

Stamp sizes 

10 Rp. Emil Ruder, Basel 
20 Rp. Maja Allenbach, Bern 
50 Rp. Paul Jacopin, Lausanne 
65 Rp. Eugen & Max Lenz, Zurich 

Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S•A• 

36 x 26 mm 

Picture sizes 32.5 x 22.5 mm. 

Paper: White, with red and blue fibres 

The stamps will be printed in panes of 25 
in 4 sheets (A-D) 

The 75 Rp. value is being issued following 
many requests, to meet the airmail rate (for 5 
grams) to U.S.A. and Canada. 

The stamps will 
offices in place of the 
& 50 Rp. from 7th April 
or until 31st December, 

be on sale at all post 
normal stamps of 10, 20 
until stocks are exhausted 
1960. 

Hon. Secretary & Editors 
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,. 
32, Ethelbert Gardens, 
Ilford. Essex. 

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supt; 
MR. J.H. SHORT, 

115, Peppard Road, 
Caversham. 	Reading. 

No. 3, 	 MARCH 
	

1 9 6 0 
	

14th YEAR 

NEW ISSUES 1960 
In response to requests the 

PTT will, in future, publish early 
in the year, a list of the stamps 
which it is ,anticipated will be 
issued during that year. The list 
will, of course, be subject to 
amendment. 

For 1960 the following some-
what formidable list is givens 

7th April PROPAGANDA STAMPS  (4) 
10, 20, 50 & 75 Rp. 

ONU SERVICE STAMPS  with 
over-print 'Année mondia7s 
du refugiet (2) 20& 50 Rp. 

10 May 	NEW DEFINITIVES  Postal 
History motifs (4) 
5, 10, 15 & 20 Rp. 
Monuments (14) 25, 30, 
35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 75, 
80 & 90 Rp. Fr. 1.- 9  
1.20, 1.50, & 2.- 

PRO PATRIA  (5) 5+5, 
10+10, 20+10, 30+10, 
50+10 Rp. 

PRO PATRIA JUBILEE  
MINIATURE SHEET  4x50+10 
plus 60 Rp. (Fr.3.-) 

Sept. or EUROPA STAMPS (2) 
October 30 & 50 Rp. 

1 Dec. 

1 June 

D -R a AGA\DA STAMPS 

As usual specially designed envelopes will 
be available and a special first day cancellation 
will be used on 7th April consisting of the Federal 
Cross within a posthorn, with 'Bern 7.IV.1960' 
above and 'Ausgabetag' below 

PRO JUVENTUTE  (5) 
5+5, 10+10, 20+10, 
30+10, 50+10 Rp 

T .__ No s • ° Tot .1 fa e value Fr. 2 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  

1. 'HELVETIA' SILVER CUP COMPETITION.  It is hoped that a large number of entries are 
almost completed. Entries by post should reach the Competition Organisers Mrs, E. 
J. Rawnsley (address above) not later than MONDAY 11th April. This meeting con-
stitutes an excellent exhibition of the work of 'Helvetia' members, so to those of 
the London Group, even if you are not competing, do not miss it. 

2. CHRISTMAS 'QUIZ:  Although the number of entries was rather small we have pleasure 
in announcing that the winner was MR.L.E. STILES (London Group), with MR.u11.R. 
MORRISON(Scotland), a close runner-up. 	Answers to the Quiz are given on page 12 



Fig. 1.  Fig.  2.. Fig. 3. 	. Fig. 4.  
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THE VFRBANO' POSTMAPKS OF LAKE  MAGGIORE  
by: LAURENCE MOORE, M.B.E. 	(Conclusion)  

Coming now to 'Verbano  
the name of the ship and at the foot a star of the Sardinian type. This is on a  
letter from Chur to Nice in 1852 (Fig.1). Next in date order is a similar c.d.s. but  

with (N.1) or (N.2) at the  
foot. (Figs.2 & 3). In a  
well-known auction recently  
I saw these two marks des-
cribed as 'Northbound & South  
bound respectively', but the  
numbers apparently have noth-
to do with direction, as'I  
have them both on two separ-
ate letters from Swiss towns  
(Walkringen and St.Gallen to  
Nice in 1858. Both Southbound  

adhesives in 1863 (Fig. 4).  
In 1859, also from St. Gallen to Nice, I have a straight-line  

'VERBANO' (Fig.5). There are two other marks which I do not poss-
ess: the double c.d.s. (Fig. 6) with 'Corsa ascendents' (upward  
journey) and a clear 'No.1' after 'Verbano' and a similar mark but  
with 'Corsa discendente' for the southbound trip.  

YERBAN  
Fig. 5.  

I do not know if this latter mark has a 'No.2'. If it has,  
then the 'No.l+ and 'No.2' are truly to denote North and South- 

^ t 	I ^ 	bound respectively, but the 'N.1' and 'N.2' previously mentioned 
are not necessarily so. Another marking which perhaps ought to be 
mentioned is the one used on the Austrian steamer 'Radersky', al- 

Fig. 6. 	though not, I believe s  on mail to and from Switzerland. This is 
an oval stamp with the words Imperial Regio Piroscafe sul Lago 

Maggiore', usually cancelling adhesives of Lombardy-Venetia, and it is quite rare. 

AUTHOR'S NOTE:  Most of the historical information given above comes from a condensed 
translation of an article in Italian in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken 

Zeitung' of 1949, which I have freely adapted in the light of my own knowledge. In 
the originGl article the section on the postmarks was rather sketchy, so I have added 
illustrations of items in my own collection, together with any information on the 
uses of the marks which I have been able to gather from various sources. 

All the letters I have seen from Swiss towns which bear 'Verbans'marks 
are stamp less. I believe the only adhesives with 'Verbano' cancellations would be 
on fairly local letters with the stamps of either Sardinian Lombardy-Venetia or the 
Kingdom of Italy. I think it is quite possible that mail could be carried by ships 
other than the 'Verbano' and still receive that postmark. If you look at a map of 
Lake Maggiore you will find that the name 'Verbano' still applies to the peninsula 
around Pallanza, and it runs in my mind that it was the old name for the whole lake. 
I believe I have seen this on old maps of the district, just as Lake Lugano was pre- 
viously called '.Lago 'i. CprPsio' ynd T ,n.ke Como 'Lago  

Since preparing this article I have received information from two mem- 
bers which has considerable bearing on some of my statements. As other members may 
have still further examples in their collections, will they be good enough to forward 
details (either to me or to the Editor) to enable a check list of such items to be 
compiled and published?  f 
AMATEUR COLLECTOR 'S SWISS CATALQCUE/0, '7z:o- S 

- 

t 

Auto 3 Bern - 75 Jahre Phil  
ateliaten Verein Bern- 
19-21.111.1960  

VERKEHRSHAUS LU7EIRN:  

The post-office of the  
'Verkehrshaus de Schweiz' in  
Luzern, which is closed dur-
ing the winter months, will  
re-open on April 11th. 	A  
special postmark s  similar to  
that of last year, will  
again be used.  

' postmarks the earliest one I have is a double c.d.s. with  

This type of mark is also known used on Italian  

.. no collector of this country can afford to be without AUTOMOBILE POST OFFICE:  
the new Swiss Catalogue. 	(Stamp Magazine, London)  

.. Tremendous improvements and changes since the last  

edition .. the most up-to-date Switzerland Catalogue ..  

.. It is highly recommended to the Swiss Collector 	 .. 

(Lindquist Publications, New York)  

extremely complete for its size .. well illustrated  
fine paper, it is THE guide for Swiss collectors.  

(The Belgian Philatelist, Brussels)  

.. this is indeed a necessary guide for all collectors  

of Switzerland. 	(The Canadian Philatelist, Toronto)  

GET YOUR COPY NOW .. 7/9d. (U.K.) + 6d. postage  

Amateur Collector Ltd. 27 Westbury Road s  London, N.12.  

on  

The philatelic press applauds our 1960 Catalogue:  • 
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TI-I= PRO J VFN F AWE) STAMPS 
by E. J. .ILAWNSLEY kart vii 

Heraldry as an art had deteriorated greatly during the 18th century, but, fort-
unately the later Swiss arms, possibly because of their older traditions, avoided - the 
major pitfalls, although a few errors did occur. 

S T. 	G A L L E N - (1803) - Arms: Vert, a fasces erect argent, banded of the 

first. The Canton was formed in 1803 from 8 loosely linked areas: 
1. The Town of St. Gallen, already allied to the Confederation 
2. The Furstenland, an area subject to the rule of the Prince-

abbots and including part of the Toggenburg, also under the 
suzerainty of the Abbey. 

3. The District of Gaster, subject to Glarus and Schwyz 
4. The kheintal, a bailliwick under Appenzell. 
5. Saxe, a bailliwick attached to Zurich 
6. The Commune of Sargans  
7. Verdenberr, attached to Glarus 
8. Rapperswil, a free bailliwick under the joint suzerainty of Zurich, Bern and GlaruE 

These various districts were combined into one Canton and for arms were given a 
shield of green and thereon a bundle of 8 silver lictor's rods with the axe in the 
centre, bound with a green ribbon, signifying the union of the 8 districts. It is 
interesting to note that green was then the revolutionary colour, not red as now. On 
,tie Pro Juventute stamp of 1929 the design of the border is made up of embroidery 
itif s, the region being famous for its exquisite embroideries. 

GRAUBUNDEN - (1803) - Arms: Party per fesse, the 
chief party per pales 

1. Party per pale sable and argent (The Grey League) 
2. Quarterly or and azure a cross quarterly.countercharged 

(The League of the Ten Districts) 
3. Argent, a raised Ibex sable (God's House League) 

The most complex of all the Swiss arms and heraldically the 
most interesting, with a long history. Grsubtinden( The Grey 
Leagues)arose from the merging of three federations formed in 
the 14th and 15th centuries for economic and military reasons 
following the collapse of feudal lordships. 

The oldest league was formed in 1367 by vassals of the Bishop of Chur and having the 
Cathedral of Chur for their first meeting place they named it 'God's House League' 
(Gotteshaus Bund - Casa Dei or Caddee) and adopted the arms of the Bishoprics Argent,. 
a raised Ibex sable. The 16th cent. seal, which as used until about 1795, shows the 
shield supported by the Virgin, a patroness of the Cathedral. 

The Grey (or Grise) League was founded in 1395 and soon became the dominant partner 
eventually giving its name to the whole area. The original coat-of-arms, mentioned in 
a grant of Pope Julius II of 1512, is unusuals 'Gules, a cross quarterly grey and 
argent'. This is said to have originated in the grey scarf worn by its adherents. 
Grey, however, is not a colour for enamel, and in very old drawings it is sometimes 
shown as 'Vaire' az. & erg. and argent', since according to some authorities grey is 
represented by the heraldic fur 'vair' (squirrel) and indicated by bell-shaped seg-
ments fitting one into the other in blue and white. Later the arms were changed to 
'Party, sable and argent', with as supporter,'St.George in armour, killing the Dragon. 

in 14a6 the last Count of Toggenburg died without heirs, resulting in the splitting 
up the Countship, part being allied to the Abbey of Glarus, as mentioned above, and 
part becoming the 'League of the Ten Districts' (Zehngerichten Bund). Early seals 
and banners showed a cross of variable hue, but were established in 1643 ass 'Quarter-
ly or and azure, a cross quarterly counterchanged'; supporters a Wild Man holding a 
pennant of the arms and an uprooted tree. It has been said that the cross is taken 
from the Roman symbol for X (Ten) and should by rights be in the form of a saltire 
and not a cross. 

After.being in close alliance for some centuries the three Leagues joined the Con-
federation as one Canton in 1803 as 'Graubtfnden' or 'Grisons'. Then began the diffi-
culty of deciding on the coat-of-arms to be'adopted, since each wished to retain its 
own emblems. For a time a compromise was reached whereby the shield and supporter of 
the Grey and Ten Districts Leagues wore depicted side by side, with the shield of the 
Senior League, God's House, in an oval, placed overall, the whole on a large shiéld 
argent. This somewhat cumbersome arrangement became the subject of much criticism, 
and it is curious to note that the present representation must have crept into use 
gradually, since it is shown on the Pro Juventute stamp of 1925 and yet it was not 
until 1932, by a decree dated 8th November, that the Cantonal Government officially 
adopted it. No supporters are used and on the Great Seal the name of the Qanton in 12  Con td. 



5c. 300,000 25c. 197 9 000 
10c. 386,000 30c. 275,000 
15c. 103,000 35c. 160,000 
20c. 495,000 40c. 776,000 

50c. 193,000 
60c. 250,000 
70c. 107,000 

ANSWERS TO ' CHRISTI\LAS UIZ' COMPETITION 

The quiz cards were returned to Mr.Gullis 
and presented to members of the Yorks1 arcs 
Group on Mar.2nd, and the results reported 
there were 

Mr. J.N. Highsted 
Mr. L. Moore 
'Mr. R. Ward 

734 average 

672)jj 	
70 

Price list available for all issues, 
iniature sheets, commemorative covers etc 

 lists from 'Helvetia' members 
will receive careful attention .. .. 

J .S./-\RMSTRO\C 
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, 

Lancs. 

Morecambe;; 
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NUMBERS 	ISSUED.  The follow- 
ing .figures are now available. 

PROPAGANDA ISSUE 19a 
5 o. 	12,015,033 	20 c. 	15,0309365 

10 c. 	27,413,136 	50 c. 	5,085,706  

- 434,106 

Approximately the same number of members 
attended both the London & Bradford meet- 
ings, London being perhaps at a slight dis-s 

10+10c. 
20+1Oc. 

5+5 c. 

advantage insofar as it was their first 
	

HISTORICAL SERIES - OVERPRINTED'OFFICIEL' 
attempt at this type of Quiz and three of 50c. 240,000 80c. 521,000 Fr.1.20 225,000 
those present were newcomers to the Society60c. 4599000 90c. 495,000 Fr.1.50 1534000 
The Quiz, which was set by Mr.Gullis, con-70c. 263,000 1Fr. 239,000 Fr.2.- 200,000 
sisted of a series of cards, each posing 3 LANDSCAPE ISSUE - OVERPRINTED 'OFFICIEL'  or 4 questions, many being shown by means 
of partial illustrations of stamps, thus 
covering a very wide field of Swiss Phila- 
telic knowledge. London had first innings 
on Feb.lOth. After much racking of brains 
and the need for some arbitration on one or 
two of the answers the results were found 

(1) Geneva Z240 or WII/15 (2) Date WII/34' ---- 
 Mr. E. Lienhard 	741 	 37 (3) Tell 2126 (4) Son Z101/3 (5) Altdoi. 

Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley 67 	average 	WI/54 (6) Uri WI/10 (7) Wire Z309 (8) Spec- 
Mr. M. Uehlinger 	61i 	66i 	imens: pr.postage dues opt'd 'Specimen' 

(9) Flags VIII/53 (10) Inspected WII/38 (11) 
Exhibition Z219 (12) Silk Threads Z22 (13) 
Rayon Z15 (14) Sheeps wool WI/31 (15) Moth 
WI/147 (16) Proof - Standing Helvetia proof 
(17) Trumpet Z291 or WII/55 (18) Tell Z126 
(19) Hand-looms WII/26 (20) Hands Z273 (21) 
Imitations - forgery of Rayon III (.22) Seen 
Z312 (23) Standard Z247 (24) Apex Z308 (25) 

At least the margin of difference was not Norld 
Z294 (26) Swear Z216 (27) Hope WIII/ 

19 (28) Fall Z200 (29) Increase Z134 (30) 
too great and both Groups showed that they  Telegraph - 1 Fr. telegraph (31) Goods 
had studied their stamps to some purpose.  Z219 ( 32) Rail Z278 (33) Post Z292 (34) 
A return match, with the Quiz set by Londo 
is under consideration for next year. 	

Calvin & Co. 1959 Prop. 50 C. 

The March meeting of the London Group con-'PRO JUVENTUTE ARMS STAMPS  (Contd ifr P.U) 

sisted of Swiss Films, organised by the Hot is three official languages surrounds the 
Treasurer Mr.A.J.HaMing, and was held a • shields 'Graubunden' (German), 'Grigioni' 
week earlier owing to circumstances beyond (Italian) and 'Grischun' (Romansch). 
our control. The main films shown were the 
two excellent ones from the PTT showing the 	The border of the stamp shows maple 

leaves, a reminder of the maple trees 
planted at Truns to commemorate the union 
of the Leagues. 	(To be continued) 

4\IRN/A- IL COV 
These much sought-after items become 
increasingly scarce as time goes by 

They enhance the value and appearance 
of any collection 

Let me quote you from my present stock 

Once more we remind you that the Fifth 
ANNUAL 'HELVETIA' OUP COMPETITION, will. be 
held in London on Wed.l3th Apri19`at the 
Kingsway Hall (Room 31). It is hoped that 
as many as possible will compete,-  but in 
any case de not miss this opportunity to 
see some very fine work from our members. 

LONDON GROUP:Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J. Rawnsley, 
329 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex. 

YORKS/LANCS GROUPS  Hon.Sec. Mr. A. Qullis, 
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

The Yorks/Lanes Group having held their 	NABAG' MINIATURE SHEET  half of the Inter-Society Quiz, we can re- 
port on the results - a win for the North! PRO PATRIA 1959  

2,508,004 
493149321 

 395679 844 

30+1Oc. 
50+1Oc. 

1 , 451 , 9 99 
1,4479094 

to be as follows: 

production of stamps by engraving and by 
photogravure. These provided a very lucid 
explanation of the technical details of the 
two processes from the artist's design to 
the final checking of finished sheets. 

Between the two philatelic films members 
also saw a Swiss travelogue, in colour and 
with sound, covering a holiday in Switzer  
land, visiting Montreux, Lucerne, Interlaken 
and Lugano. Those who know Switzerland 
longed to take the next plane to one or 
other of these delightful places, while 
these not yet so fortunate, will perhaps 
be tempted to do so in the near future. 
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LONDON 	GANS TI--D CJ , 1 
MR. J. A. LOWE GAINS WELL-MERITED .WARD OF THE SILVER CUP WHILE 
MR. R. L. CHRISTIAN OF LINCOLN RECEIVES THE "RUNNER-UP" PRIZE 

The 5th'Annual Silver Cup Competition was held on Wednesday, 13th April, when 14 
entries were judged by Professor H. Landau, the eminent surgeon and collector of early 
Swiss classics, and Mr. F. Streit, President of the London-Swiss Philatelic Society. 
meter due deliberation the results of the Competition were announced as follows: 

Cup Winner: 

Runner-up: 

Highly Commended; 

MR. J.A. LOWE 	- for a very fine entry of the different dies 
and printings of various issues: Sitting 

Helvetia, Standing Helvetia, Tell Boy, Tell Head, etc., the salient 
features illustrated by photographic enlargements. 

MR. R.L. CHRISTIAN  - for a most informative entry on early Swiss 
cancellations (A stock-book was awarded as a prize). 

(a)MR. L.E. STILES  (London) - for a selection of pre-stamp covers 
with most interesting route marks. 

(b)MR. A. GULLIS  (Yorks Group) - for an excellent study of the 
various printings of the Chillon Castle stamps. 

Other entries included "Tell Boy", "Strubelis", "Sitting Helvetia Perf.", "Standing 
Helvetia", "Stamps & Their Cancellations", "20 c. Grimsel", "Historical Series", 
"Cantonal Arms" and "Alpine Flowers". 

Thus, after being held for 3 years in succession by members of the Yorks/Lanes 
Group, the Cup returns to the south. No doubt next year there will again be great 
.valry for its possession. 

Professor Landau said he would like to congratulate all the entrants on the ex-
cellent standard of their entries. Philately and the handling of stamps, in his 
opinion, should be carried out with the same meticulousness as a surgeon carries out 
an operation. Both he and Mr. Streit had been impressed by the quality of all the 
entries and only regretted that they had to limit their awards to two. Mr. Streit 
said he was very pleased to have been asked to act as one of the judges and had enjoy-
ed the task. They had each made their own preliminary evaluation and when they came 
to compare notes, found they had arrived at almost the same conclusions. He, too, 
stressed the high standard of the entries, all of which he had found most interesting. 

The President, Mr. E.H. Spiro, making one of his rare appearances, thanked both 
judges for having undertaken the task of trying to decide the order of merit of the 
entries. He thought the winners would be well pleased with the results and those not 
so fortunate would, he hoped, be encouraged to try again next year. Professor Landau's 
collection is well-known, portions of it having been seen at many exhibitions - as will 
again be the case at the International Exhibition in July - but he thought it curious, 
in view of his profession, that he should specialise in bisects! 

The Cup was then presented to Mr.Lowe, after which members had an opportunity to 
study the entries in detail. 

London members were reminded that the next meeting, on May 11th, would consist of 
members' displays on the various "LANDSCAPE ISSUES". 

Sad to relate there are still a number of subscription renewals outstanding ... ... 
Will those members please send them in as soon as possible, otherwise we regret we 
shall have to discontinue sending the "Helvetia News Letter" 
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By W. R. MORRISON 	(Continued) 

No. 78B - 10 c. RED - Box  Harrow) Perf. 

199 Small dots over globe at L. 
Small dots btw. 1 and 0 of 10 

50 Wart below R. wrist 
Small v. str. below at bottom R.corner 

100 0 (or semi-o) below U of Universelle 
Small o on R. wrist 

150 V. h/line thro' 4 wire 
H/line outside L. frame at 3 wire 

200 Small star under V of Universelle 
Two small dots outside L. frame at shawl 

198 Three dots in scroll 
Small dot R. below R. insulator 

49 Dot under line under J 
Dotted line from L. frame over tab. 

to R. forearm 
99 Small o at bottom L. of 1 of 10 

Small dot in tab. R. above 0 
149 Two small str. on R. shoulder 

White str. on R. upper-arm 

o0o 

No. •B - 2 c. BLUE - 

1 Small dot in J of Jubile 
Two small dots below btw. IV 

51 Small dot btw. wires under Postale 
Small dot under 2 wire 	 108 

101 Spot under 2; Two small dots L. of face 
151 Small str. on U of Jubile 	158 

Small star under 2 
2 Small str. low R. in tab. 	 9 

Two small dots outside R. frame 	59 
above arms 

52 Two small dots R. below 2 	 109 
Small o R. of D after Grasset 

102 Small dot on F of Florian 
152 Small str. on 7 	 159 

Indent in R.frame at join of arch 	{ 
3 Small dot R. of Florian 	 10 
Small dot on R. hand 	 60 

53 Small dot in 7 
White area L. below lowest insulator 110 

103 Small o under J. 
Small curved str. in front of Florian. 

153 Small dot on R. side of 2 	 160 
Dot on foot of 2 	 11 

4 Small dot L. above top of 5 of 25 
Small dot on 1 wire 

54 Small dot above btw. LE of Jubile 	61 
Small dot under A of Postale  

104 H. h/line above globe 	 ; 111 
Dot on L. forearm 

154 Small dot below wires & Postale at R. 161 
5 V. h/line outside top L. frame 	12 

55 Dot on 5 of 25; Small dot top R. in tab4 62 
112 

162 

113 

64 

114 

164 

Small dots btw. 25 (at centre) 
Small dot under wires and Postale 
Two small H. str. high in tab. 
Small star under UB 
Small H. str. in cloud at L. frame 
H. h/line under NI of Universelle 
Four H. h/lines in cloud 

(To be continued) 

58 

amlitismaNNAMMININO 

105 H. h/line low in 1875 
H. h/line thro' shawl & R. upper - arm 

155 Small o at L. of L'Union 
Small dot below on 2 wire 

6 Small dot over 2 
Small o under 5 of 25 

56 Small dot in L. frame of arms 
H/line from L. frame thro' 2 and 

R. upper-arm 
106 H. h/lines in cross 

H. h/lines on R. forearm 
156 Small dot over LE of Postale 

Two small dots low in tab 
7 Small V. str. outside top L. frame 

57 Small dot outside R. frame at arch 
107 Small dot under E of Postale 

Two small H. str. in robe R. of 
R. upper-arm 

157 Small dot on R. shoulder; spot 
under 2 

8 Tab. open at top R. 

13 
63 

to L. hand 
163 H. h/line at top of 2 

H. h/line on R. shoulder 
14 H. h/line at top of pole 

Small o over 1 wire 
Spot on top L. corner 
Dot in top frame over A of Postale 
Ringed white spot over L. shoulder 
Small dot outside L. frame at shawl 
H. h/l in e in cloud 
H. h/line over 1 of 1875 
Small dot L. over 1875 
H/line thro' top frame, 0 of Union, 

Box Harrow Perf. 

Diag. h/line thro bottom frame, 
R. of 1900 to R. frame 

Small dot in L. of Jubile 
H. h/line from J to Universelle 
Diag. h/line thro' bottom R. corner 
Diag. h/line from L. frame throb clouds 
H. h/line over top frame and Postale' 
White spot on fourth wire 
Small dot under A of Postale 
Small H. str. at top of 5 of 25 
H/line from L. frame, thro' tab. and 

arms to R. frame 
H/line over face 
Small dot under R. of Universelle 
o and white spot in globe at L. 
Small dot under hyphen 
Small dot under arch under J. 
Small dot on pole at L. hand 
White dot in R. frame at lower end of 
ribbon; Top frame, from E of Jubile 
to R. corner, retouched 
H. str. over frame and Postale 
Small dot on outside of frame 

below scroll 
Small dot after Florian 
Small dot under N. of Universelle 
Small dot under button L. corner 
Small dot btw. 25 
Small dot outside L.frame at tab. 
Small dot outside L.frame at shawl 
Small dot at 1 o of 1900 
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^ =1=1f\ITIVES 
The new series of definitive stamps, replacing the values of 3 c. to 2 Fr. of the  

Historical series of 1941 and the Engineering & Landscape series (1949), in use for  

almost 20 years, will be issued on 10th May, 1960. The 3 c. value, redundant for some 
time, has been omitted, and a new value of 75 c., mainly intended for postage on air-
mail letters up to 5 grms. for the U.S. and Canada, introduced. It is thought that 
the higher values of 3, 5 & 10 Fr., which have remained unchanged since 1938, will be 
replaced next year. 

For the new stamps of 5 to 20 c. values, designs with motifs from the history of 
mail transport have been chosen, while well-known Swiss architectural monuments from 
various regions and epochs appear on the 25 c. to 2 Fr. values. To maintain uniform-
ity in design the artists required some freedom in the representation of the subjects, 
mainly to ensure that the lettering and value should appear at about the same place on 
all stamps. In some instances, therefore, the designer had to simplify his drawing by 
leaving out or displacing details. The most important alteration occurs on the 70 c. 
value, where the steeple of Bellinzona Cathedral. appears on the right instead of the 
left. On the Schaffhausen picture (90 c.) the actual houses nestling at the foot of 
theMnnot fortifications are represented by a single row of buildings. Details regaz--
ing production etc. are as follows: 

(a)Motifs from -costal history 	 Designers:  5, 10, 15, 20, 25,  
5 c. Cantonal messenger from Fribourg (reddish-blue) 40, 70, 80 & 1.20 Fr.  

10 c. 	" 	" 	" Schwyz (blue green) Werner Weisktinig,  St. Gall.  
15 c. Pack-animal driver with mule (brown) 	30, 35, 50, 60, 75,  90, 1 Fr. 
20 c. Mounted postman (from an old seal) - (crimson) 1.50 Fr. & 2 Fr.  

(b)Architectural monuments 	 Hans Hartmann,  Born. 

25 c. Cathedral of Lausanne (green) 	 Engravers: 	5 t 20 a. 
30 c. Crossmanster Zurich (vermilion) 	 Heinrich Heusser, Oberdgeri 
35 c. Guildhall 'zu Waldleuten' , Bienrie (or-brown)  
40 c. Cathedral of St.Pierre, Geneva (violet) 	 25 to 2 Fr. 

50 c. Spalentor, Basle, (ultramarine) 	 Albert Yersin, Mont-sur-Rollo 

60 c. Zeitglockenturm, Bern, (red) 	 Printing process & Printer: 
70 c. Collegiate Church, Bellinzona, (orange) 	One colour rotary rocess  
75 c. Wasserturm & Kapellbracke 9 Lucerne,(green-blue) printing by the Postage Stamp  

80 c. Abbey Church, St.Gall (violet-brown) 	 Printing Office PTT, Bern.  
90 c. Munot, Schaffhausen green-olive) 	 paper:  White recess printing  
1 Fr. Town Hall„ Fribourg yellow-brown) paper  

1.20 Fr.Basle Gate, Solothurn (red-brown) 	 No.of sheets per form cylinder:  
1.50 Fr..Ital Reding House, Schwyz (bluish-green) 	5 to 20 c. 4 sheets (1-4)  

2 Fr. Abbey Church of Einsiedeln (blue) 	 25 c. to 2 Fr. 2 sheets (1-2)  
50 stamps per sheet.  

Stamp format 	Picture  size  
29x24mm. 	26x21mm.  
24 x 29 mm. 	21 x 26 mm. 
29 x 24 	26 x 21 mm  

The new stamps axe valid as from May 10th, 1960, for postage on all inland and 
foreign mail. The current series, "Historical motifs" of 1941 and "Landscapes" of  

1949 can still be used for several years; invalidation will be announced by the PTT 
at least one year in advance. The new stamps will be available at all post offices 
from May 10th, but will be issued only on request as long as the current stamps are 
available. For collection purposes they can be obtained from the Philatelic Agency 
PTT, Bern (postal cheque account III 6456) uncancelled or cancelled as follows: 
6Vertzeichenverkaufsstelle PTT - Bern 1 Annahme - Bern PTT-Museum 

A special postmark consisting of the Federal Cross in an ornnental shield, flanked 
by two posthorns, will be used by the Philatelic Agency PTT in Bern on the day of isstaa 

The PTT are issuing two special envelopes for the new stamps, obtainable from 
beginning of April at the Philatelic Agency at 20 c. each - without stamps. As from 
May 10th the one for the Mail Transport series is available at the Agency with stamps 
(5 - 20 c.) whereas the envelope for the Architectural Monuments series is only on 
sale without stamps. Collectors are free, however, to affix the new stamps to these 
envelopes in any way they like and send them to the Philatelic Agency for cancellation 
with the special postmark until the day of issue (May 10th, 1960). 

--- -o0o---  

In order to publish this information  
regretted that we are unable to include  
however, be interested in brief details  
designs, information kindly supplied by  

in our April "HELVETIA NEWS LETTER" it is  
illustrations of the new stamps. Readers may, 
(overleaf) of the subjects for the stamp  
the PTT. 

5 c. to 20 c.  
25 c. to 90 c.  
1 Fr. to 2 Fr.  
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APRIL  1960 	No. 4 (14th Yr.)  
NEW DEFINITIVES  

5 G. CLONAL MESSENGER FROM FRIBOURG,  17th century. He wears the official messenger's 
coat-of-arms. In his right hand he carries a short pike painted in the cantonal 
colours, and in his left a sealed letter. 
10o. MESSENGER  OF CANTON  SCHWYZ,_l5th century. He wears a doublet, hose, boots and 
felt hat and has a cloth round his neck and over his mouth as a protection against 
cold and infections. In his right hand he carries a pike, in his left a split bough 
with a letter of denunciation ( a kind of declaration of wax). 
15c. PACK-ANIMAL  DRIVER of 17th cent. with his mule. These drivers plied the passes 
of - :he Gotthard, Grisons and the Great St. Bernard 
20 c. MOUNTED  POSTMAN  of early 19th cent., from the quaint old seal of the post office 
at A?.tdorf, canton Uri. 
25c. CATHEDRAL OF LAUSANNE, distinguished example of French church 
the most remarkable ohuroh building in %Switzerland. It was begun 
consecrated by the Pope in 1275 and work continued on it until the 
1536 it has been the town's principal Protestant church; also used 
civic functions. 
30c. GROSSMUNSTER IN ZURICH.  Romanesque in style, erected in 12th & 13th cent. on 
site of the old Carolingian collegiate church. Towers at western end altered during 
the Gothic period. The characteristic helmets are a late addition from 1787. 	This 
church, where the reformer Zwingli started to teach in 1519, was the centre of the 
Zurich reformation. 
35 c. GUILDHALL OF THE WOODCUTTERS IN BIENNE  was built, in late Gothic style, in latter 
half of 16th cent. It has a Gothic oriel extending over several stories, topped by 
a bulb-shaped baroque helmet. 
40c. CATHEDRAL OF ST.PIERRE IN GENEVA, built in Gothic style of 13th & 14th cent, 
with some parts dating back to Romanesque period. The Maccabees' Chapel (on right 
picture) was added in 1410 and the Corinthian style portico in 1752-56. Originally 
cathedral of the Bishop of Geneva, it has been Protestant since 1534. Beza and 
Calvin preached there. 
50c. SPALENTOR IN BASEL,  an old city gate is, apart from the Cathedral, the most 
characteristic landmark of the town. Constructed in red sandstone, with a roof of 
coloured tiles, it was erected about 1400, completed and adorned with valuable 
sculpture subsequently 
60 o. _ZEITGLOCKENTURM ( CLOCK TO+ER) IN BERN, formed westernmost end of the old town of 
1191; as a result of city extensions it came to be situated in its centre, but was 
preserved and adorned with an astronomical clock in 1530. 
70o. COLLEGIATA SS. PIETRO E STEFANO IN BELLINZONA, has an imposing facade. Begun in 
15th cent. Early Renaissance and baroque elements combine to form an artistic whole. 
The picture shows a free composition of the facade and steeple. 
75c. WELLBRUCKE AND WASSERTURM IN LUCERNE form a group of old structures in the 
River Reuss. The mighty octagonal tower with its wooden gallery dates from 14th 
cent., as does the roofed wooden bridge, whose present appearance with its rich 
decoration of paintings is largely the work of the 16th & 17th centuries. 
80 c. CATHEDRAL OF  ST. GALL, the twin-towered eastern facade, from the years 1761/69 --
shows the most elaborate design and richest sculpture of the building. The Abbey 
church of the Benedictine monastry until 1805, famous since Carolingian times, this 
late baroque edifice became the cathedral of the then newly created diocese of St.Gall. 
90c. MUNOT TOWER IN SCHAFFHAUSEN.  This mighty circular fortification on a steephill 
once protected and today dominates the town nestling at its feet. Erected 1564-15 84, 
it stands, with its huge casemates and wide platform, as a living monument of the 
most advanced fortification of its time. Today its platform is the scene of summer 
festivities. 
1 Fr. TOWN HALL IN FRIBOURG,  in its present shape dating from 16th & 17th centuries, 
is conspicuous by its huge roof, picturesque covered outside staircase and elegant 
octagonal stairway turret. 
1,20 BASELTOR  AT SOLOTHURN,  forms part of the great fortification works by which 
town was surrounded in first half of 16th cent. The Gothic gate, with statue of St. 
Ursus above, is flanked by two stone round towers. 
1,50 ITAL REDING'S HOUSE. SCHWYZ. Situated'in Dorfbachstrasse and built around. 1609, 
with numerous gables, turrets on the roof and an oriel over the main entrance, it is 
one of the most picturesque and stately mansions of Central Switzerland, the seat of 
a family which has given the country many distinguished public servants and officers 
2 Fr. CHURCH FACADE OF EINSIEDELN (Ct. Schwyz). The Benedictine abbey with its shrine 
was famous by the Middle Ages. Present vast structure in baroque style was built in 
first half of 18th cent. The long facade and the square in front with its fountain 
and surrounding arcades are the magnificent scene of processions and, from time to 
time. reli:ious •la s such as The Great World Theatre' b Calderon. 

J 	. S • ARMSTRONG . 
	FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS OF SWISS STAMPS 

* NEW ISSUES * FIRST DAY COVERS * COMMEII([ORA.TIVES * PRO-JUVENTUTE * PIONEER & FIRST 
ATInfAT * TT_P_1T. * STRUBELIS * Prompt attention given to all  enquirie s.  

architecture and 
in 12th cent., 
Reformation. Since 
for important 

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, 
MORECAMBE. 	 Lancs. 
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CAMPIONE Di ITALIA 	By: E. J. RAWNSLEY 

CAMPIONE is a tiny Italian''enclave' on the shore of Lake Lugano, entirely 
surrounded by Swiss territory, and the population, totalling some 850, cling vigor-
ously to Italian customs. Administration is largely autonomous so that privileges are 
enjoyed which are not granted to either the neighbouring Italians or Swiss. Once a 
squalid fishing village, the ereotion of a casino changed it to a prosperous community 
until, like Monte Carlo, it has become almost self-supporting on the proceeds. Stakes 
are high, baccarat and roulette are permitted and it is, therefore, more popular than 
the casino at Lugano, where stakes are limited by the Government and. these two games of 
chance are forbidden, being replaced by the more harmless 'boulle'. 

When the tide of war turned in 1944 Switzerland closed her frontiers against Musso-
lini and the Nazis who were still holding northern Italy, and Campione became isolated. 
It is said that Campion° declared war on Switzerland, in the hope of being annexed,but 
little notice was taken of that. On the contrary Switzerland did assist the people in 
many ways, even philatelically. Italian stamps were normally used, but with the seal-
ing of the frontier, no further supplies were available, and an arrangement was made 
whereby the PTT undertook to supply special stamps to tide over the emergency. These 
stamps were to be used locally within the commune and for postage to Switzerland, but 
as Campione could not join the Universal Postal Union they were not to be valid for 
postage to other countries, such mail was to go through the Lugano post office and be 
franked with Swiss stamps. 

Either because the emergency was expected to be of short duration, or 
because an issue of pictorial stamps was contemplated even from the 
beginning, a small printing of the first stamps was deemed sufficient 
to last several months. This consisted of a design based on the coat-
of-arms of Campion°, flanked by two smaller shields with the cross of 
Savoy (for Italy) and the inscription 'R.R.POSTE ITALIANS' at the top 
and 'COMMUNE DI CAMPIONE' below the arms. The stamps were produced by 
Orell Mai of Zurich (the firm which produced the famous 7arich '4' 
& '6' of 1843) on chalky paper in sheets of 25, perforated 112. Values 
and quantities were 

5 Rp. ... 10,000 	20 Rp. ... 40,000 	1 Fr. ... 5,000 
10 Rp. 	40,000 	30 Rp. ... 	5,000 

The stamps were issued on 20th May 1944, and the plates, essays, designs etc. were 
destroyed on April 20th, i.e. before the issue of the stamps themselves. Interest in 
the stamps, however, was so intense that the supply was quickly exhausted and a new 
printing became necessary. An 'official reprint' was made of the same design, colours 
and values, but from new plates and with a perforation of 11. These were issued on June 
23rd 1944 in the following quantities: 75,000 each of the 5, 10, 20 & 30 Rp. and 
40,000 of the 1 Fr. The second issue is distinguishable from the first, not only by 
the difference in perforation, but also by reason of its less finished look, thinner 
characters and stronger colours. A number of varieties and retouches occurred in both 
,sues which are listed in the Zumstein Specialised Catalogue 

With regard to cancellations a simple double circle obliterator was used at first. 
Although the stamps were officially for sale on -May 20th, so great was the demand that 
only a few were actually cancelled - by special favour on this date, and it was not 
until May 22nd that it was possible to send out cancelled correspondence. This can-
cellation was in use for 1 month only, being replaced on June 23rd, just prior to the 
issue of the second printing, by a larger cancellation, bearing in the centre the out-
line of the church at Campione. Stamps of the first issue can be found with this 
second cancel, especially the 10 & 20 Rp. of which there were a greater number than of 
the other values. 

Meanwhile designs had been prepared for a very attractive 7 
value pictorial issue, depicting not only views of Campion° but 
also the Basilica of Bergamo, the Cathedral of Modena and the 
Scala tomb at Verona. The contract for the printing of these 
new stamps was given to Courvoisier S.A., and they were produced 
in photogravure on chalky paper with red and blue fibres, in 
sheets of 20, perf. 11-Z. They were issued on September 7th 1944 
and remained valid for postage until 31st May 1952. Values and 
quantities were as follows: 

5 Rp. 	198,300 	20 Rp. ... 200,300 	60 Rp. ... 137,300 
10 Rp. ... 199,300 	30 Rp. ... 171,300 	1 Fr. ... 117,300 

40 Rp. ... 138,300 

Mail for Italy now uses Italian stamps which are postmarked in Campione, while mail 
for other countries uses either Italian or Swiss damps. In the latter case the mail 
is forwarded unfranked to Lugano and there cancelled by the normal Swiss ? ostmark. Although 
by reason of their limited use these stamps must be regarded as a semi-local issue, never- 
theless they did fulfil a definite postal requirement until the re-establishment of official 
contact with Italy at the end of the war, and deserve inclusion in any Swiss collection. 
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WORLD REFUGE E YEAR  
ISSUE  OF OVERPRINTED SERVICE  STAMPS 

To mark the occasion of World Refugee 
Year two service stamps of the European Office  
of the United Nations in Geneva, overprinted, 
'ANNEE MONDIALE DU REFUGIE 1959/1960"were 
issued on April 7th. The stamps will be 
valid for postage from the day of issue un-
til December 31st, 1960, but are for use 
only for the prepayment of postage on the 
UNO mail in Geneva. 

Details are as follows: 
Denominations: - 20 c. & 50 c. 

The stamp pictures, size, production, 
paper and number of stamps per sheet are  
the same as for the 20 & 50 c, service  
stamps of the UNO issue of October 24th,1959.  
Overprints ANNEE MONDIALE DU REFUGIE & dates  

Colour of overprint: 20 c. Dark blue 
50 c. Red  

Production: Typography by the Postage Stamp 
Printing Office PTT, Bern. 

From April 7th to June 30th, 1960 these 
stamps may be obtained, for collection pur-
poses uncancelled or cancelled to order 
from the Philatelic Agency PTT, Bollwerk 8, 
Bern.  

On the day of issue a small display of  
stamps issued in connection with Refugee 
Aid was on show in the 'Salle des pas per- 
dus' of the UNO Building in Geneva. On the 
same day the special post office located 
near the exhibition room was put into 
operation.  

On April 7th the post office Geneva 10 
and the special post office used the ordin- + 

 ary date stamp of 'Geneva 10 Nations Unies' 
as well as the special postmark showing two 
protecting hands curved above a human fig - 

 

ure to cancel the followings 

(a) the new service stamps, loose or 
stuck on sheets., but not on mail 

(b) the 1960 publicity stamps, loose, 
stuck on sheets or affixed to mail.  

A First Day cover with embossed vignette, 
prepaid with the two service stamps, is 
obtainable from the Philatelic Agency PTT 
Bern, at Fr. 1.- 

AUTOMOBILE POST-OFFICES:  The date-stamp, 
which has been in use since 1937, has now 
been replaced by a new one depicting a 
mobile post-office. It was first used by 
Bureau No.3 from 19-21 March 1960 on the 
occasion of the 75th anniversary of the 
Bern Philatelic Society with the text in 
German: AUTOMOBIL-POSTBUREAU. 

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS:  5 new cancels 
have recently been put into use 

BAD RAGAZ  - Heil and Jungbrunnen 
KRIENS 	- Wandergebiet am Pilatus 
SIGNAU 	- Schmuckes Emmentalerdorf 
VALANGIN - Visitez son chateau 
WILLIS.AU  - Schmuckes Stddtchen 

APRIL 1960 	No.4 (14th  Yr.) 
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The YORKS/LANCS GROUI held its own A.G.M. 
on April 2nd 1960, when the following 
Officerswere elected for the session 1960/61:  

Chairman: 	R.G. Strowlger 
Vice-Chairman: J.N. Highsted 
Hon. Secretary: A. Gullis 
Hon. Librarians H.W. Robertshaw 
Hon. Translators; U.J.F. Gosling & 

E.M. Hamilton 
Hon. Copyist: J. Walker 
Publicity Sec: L. Moore 
Delegate to 
Yorks Phil.Assoc: J.N. Highsted 

SYLLABUS  1 60 61  
1960,  
Oct. 1 Chairman's Display 
Nov. 5 Members' Joint Display 
Dec. 3 Joint Study: 'Cross & Figure 

and Tell Boy'. Discussion 
Leaders J.N. Highsted 

1961  
Jan. 7 PTT Films on Stamp Production 
Feb. 4 Annual Competition for 5iighstod 

Cup' (6 to 10 sheets) 
Mar. 4 Swiss Quiz (Match against 

London Group) 
Apr. 8 Visit by a V.I.P. 
May 6 A.G.M.  

All meetings are held on Saturdays 
at 2.15 p.m. at 4, Park View Road, 
Heaton, Bradford. 

Helvetia Members are cordially 
invited to attend any of these meetings 
if in the vicinity on the above dates. 

********************************** ***,E**  
WHEREVER SW ISS STAMPS  

ARE COLLECTED THE NAME OF THE  

AMATEUR COLLECTOR  L-rc 
IS MENTIONED 

A world-wide organisation such as 
ours could hardly grow so successfully 
unless it had something special to offer. 
Collectors like the wide choice of mater-
ial at their disposal through our Wants 
List and Approval Services and the person-
al attention given to their orders. 

If you are about to give a display 
 or are after a coveted prize, Mr.Katcher  

will personally attend to your specific 
requests. We are proud of the many  
awards our clients have won with the  
material they have obtained from us.  

Similar services are available through  
our overseas Agents in Australia, Canada,  
Japan, South Africa and the United States.  

LET ME HELP YOU - CATERING FOR YOUR SWISS  
COLLECTION IS MY BUSINESS  

H. L. KATCHER  
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park,  
LONDON, N.12 Tels HiLlside 6857  
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DRO DA ( R 1 A NATIONAL DAY STAMPS 	I  9 60  
The set of PRO PATRIA stamps again comprises 5 values, of which 4 continue the ser-

ies t Minerals, rocks and fossils', while the fifth marks the Jubilee 'Fifty Years of 
 

the National Day Collection, 1910-1960'. 90% of the proceeds from the additional  
charge is intended for the collection, which this year is for the benefit of the pro-
fessional training of Swiss Youth. The remaining 10% goes to the Swiss Institute for  

,Art Research in Zurich and will be employed for the recording and study of objects of  
-t istic art.  

The Stamps will be on sale in all post offices from June 1st to August 31st 1960,  
and from the Philatelic Agency PTT and mobile post offices from June 1st to December  

31st 1960. Details are as followss  

5 + 5c. Smoky quartz - four colours (blue, yellow, light blue, grey)  
10 + 10c. Orthoclase (feldspar) -- three colours (green, pink, grey)  
20 + 10c. Gryphaea (fossilised shellfish) - three colours (red, yellow, grey)  

30 + 10c. Azurite - three colours (red-orange, blue, grey)  
50 + 10c. Jubilee stamp for the ;National Day Collection' - symbols of various  

professional groups and dates - two colours (blue and gold)  

DesiLners: 	5 - 30 c. Niklaus Stdcklin, Riehen; 50 c. Heinrich Kt.mpel, Zurich  

â ravers 	Heinrich Heusser, OberEgeri  

Printing  processs  5 - 30 c. Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds  
. 

	

	50 c. Combined rotogravure and recess printing by the Postage 
Stamp Printing Office PTT, Bern. 

—2E221=  29 x 24 mm., 	Picture Sizes 26 x 21 mm. 

Peers 	White, slightly coated, with red and blue fibres. 

Sheets per  form cylinders 5 - 30 c. 2 sheets (A&B); 50 c. 2 sheets (Nos. 1 & 2) 

A special postmark inscribed 'BERN - BUNDESFEIERI2ARKENy with the date and outline of  

the quartz crystals (5 c. stamp), designed by Emil Hotz of Zurich, will be used bythe 
Philatelic Agency PTT on June 1st 1960. A special envelope with vignette (picture of 
the 5 e. stamp) will again be issued by the Swiss National Day Committee at a cost of 
20 c,, also available through the Philatelic Agency. 

JUBILEE MINIATURE SHEET - NATIONAL DAY COLTFCTION 

Fifty years ago the first National Day Collection was held. The proceeds,,Fr.29 90001-
were for the benefit of flood relief for Swiss citizens. This collection has been held 
each year since and more than 33 million francs have gone to many cultural and social 
undertakings. To commemorate the 50th anniversary and in compliance with a request 
from the Swiss National Day Committee, the PTT Administration are issuing a Jubilee  
miniature sheet, whose proceeds are intended exclusively for cultural purposes.  

This miniature sheet, or block, will consist of 4 imperforate stamps value 50 +10c.,  
bearing the same picture as the 50 c„ PRO PATRIA mentioned above, but printed in blue  

on a gold background. The border, designed by Werner Mdhlemann of Bern, shows the  

National Day emblem, twigs, dates and texts 'Jubilbumsspende, Schweizerisches  

Bundesfeierkomitee 1910-1960' in German, French and. Italian. The size of the block  

will be 85 x 75 mm., with the imperforate stamps in the standard size, 29 x 24 mm.  
The printing is by colour typography by the Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT, Bern,  

and the paper, as for the stamps, will be white, slightly coated, with red and blue  

fibres. They will be printed in sheets of 8 blocks, numbered on the front, but only  
the out blocks will be sold, at Fr.3,-. each. Both the complete block and the cut-out  

nnl-a. P_`e.  



2. WORLD REFUGEE YEAR 1959/60 -BALLOON  
FLIGHTS 

These will be three in numbers 
(a) 8th June, 1960-Ascent fromRapperswil 
(b) 20th August,1960- " 	" Neuch'itel 
(c) 1st October,1960-" 	" 	Lugano 

The proceeds from mail carried on these 
three flights will be used to aid refugee 
children. 

Mail, for the first flight in June should 
be sent as soon as possible y  and not later 
than 6th June, to the Postamt Rapperswil 
(Ct. St. Gallen), who will decide how it 
will be carried. A special cancellation 	\AFx?§M§§§§§§g§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§ 
will show a balloon and reading 1 Rapperswill§ 	 § 
(S.G.)- Weltfltichtlingsjahr 8*VI.1960'. 
(Details regarding the second and third 
flights will be made available later). 
Special envelopes with the vignette of a 
balloon will be available from the PTT 
Philatelic Agency at 30 Rp. -each. 

3. SPECIAL HELICOPTER FLIGHT VADUZ ZURICH  

To mark the 30th anniversary of the first 
Liechtenstein air stamps a helicopter 
flight will take place on 28th May from 
Vaduz to Zurich (Kloten). Letters - not ex-
ceeding 20 x 13 cm. in .size and 10 g. in 
weight - will be carried - franked only 
with a set of the new Liechtenstein airmail 
stamps (see Col.2)- at an inclusive cost of 
Fr.1.95 (Switzerland) and Fr.2.25 (abroad); 
postcards Fr.l.- & Fr.1.20. No express or 
registered mail will be accepted. A special 
envelope will be available at 30 Rp. each, 

Most dealers have run-of-the-mill § 
§ 	Swiss material to offer but 	§ 
($'' 

	

	 § 
HOW MANY CAN SUPPLY THE UNUSUAL? § 

That is where our tremendous stock 
scores. Whether your request is for § 
scarce Retouches on Standing Hel- § 
vetias, Double Prints, Postal His- § 
tory material, Hotel Posts, Railway 
Stamps, or almost anything else 	§ 
Swiss you care to mention - it can § 

§ be sent to you on Approval, fully § 
insured in transit both ways and 	§ 

t' whilst in your possession,  to study § 
4-; at leisure in your own home with 	§ 

your own Collection at hand! 	§ 
§ 

§This service has been created for 
6 YOU. Why not make use of it! 	§ 

and a commemorative cancellation depicting § 
a helicopter in flight and 'VADUZ 28.5.1960 	

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 	§1§ 
(H. L. Katcher) 

Helikopter Post nach Zurich' will be used. 
Orders should be sent to 'Postcheckkonto 	27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park, § 
IX6535, Mrstentum Liechtenstein Verkaufs- 	 London. N.12. 
stelle far Postwertzeichen, Vadurt, not 	 § 

Also from Mr. Jack Beken comes the news 
of a LIECHTENSTEIN-SWITZERLAND STAMP EX-
HIBITION to be held in Cologne from 21st 
to 30th October 1960, and organised by 
the 'Ring der Liechtenstein Sammler', the 
German equivalent of the Study Circle of 
G. B, 

A special postmark will be used to can-
cel mail posted at the Exhibition and for 
the next few months a cachet will be used 
by the Vaduz (Liechtenstein) P.O. to ad-
vertise the Exhibition. This very attrac-
tive cachet shows the coats of arms of 
Vaduz Liechtenstein and Cologne. 

RAR;:AAAAWCWMMMWW N§§§§§§§ 

A 
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NEWS FROM LIECHTENSTEIN 

[ Due to lack of space in recent issues 
details of the following new issues have 
been held over 

A. Continuing the new definitive seriess 
Fr. 1.20 - Apple ha7T47t7-57;;:EFE7g7 
Fr. 1.50 - Prayers 	(blue) 

Designed by Anton Ender, Vaduz, 

B. Commemorating 30 Years of  Airmail Stam st 
777- Bell helicopter 47-S7-orange 
40 c. Boeing 707 	 (grey) 
50 c. Convair 600 	(brn-red) 
75 c. Douglas DC-8 	(ol.grn) 

Designed by Martin Frommelt, Schaan. 
All the above produced in heliogravure 

by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds. 

C. To mark World  Refugee Years 
30 + 10 777tamps as used for the 
50 10 c.) Brussels Exhibition 

Overprinted s 'Weltflilchtlingsjahr 1960' 
in 	 '— covers will also receive an arrival mark 	n black. Original value and inscrip-  

in New York. Mail for Switzerland and other 	tion cancelled. Overprinting by Postage Stamp Printing European countries will be flown back by 
Swissair. 	 Works PTT, Bern. 

FORTHCOMING SPE:1AL FL IG HTS  
Three special announcements have just 

been mades 

A. SWISSAIR JET SERVICES  The inaugural 
flight on the route Zurich-Geneva-New 

York will take place on 30th May. Mail 
will be carried and a commemorative enve-
lope using the new 75c. stamp of the cur-
rent Propaganda series will be used. The 
inclusive cost will be Fr.l.- They will 
be available from the Swissair Headquart-
ers, Hirschengraben 84, Zurich 1; Swissair 
offices in Basel y  Bern, Geneva and Zurich, 
also the airports at Geneva-Cointrin and 
Zurich-Kloten, and should be ordered be-
fore 28th May. If obtained through. the PTT 
Philatelic Agency they must be ordered be-
fore 24th May. Weight not to el:ceed 5 g. 
A special cancellation will be used, de-
picting the familiar SWISSAIR emblem and 
inscribed eithers 'Zurich 58 Flughafen - 
Erstflug DC8 30.V.60' or 'Genbve 15 Aero-
port - Premier Vol DC8 - 30.V.60 1 . The 



ISSUES 	1 9 6 0 

S.A  M STRO\G 
14 , Low Lane, 

Torrisholme, 
MORECAMBE, Lancs. 

N  

Propaganda 
	 World Zefugee Year 

I)efinitives 	. . . 	 Pro Patria etc. 

Together with First Day Commemorative Covers 
Send your orders to me for prompt attention 

No. 5 (14th Year) 
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TI-I. PRO JUVE TLT ARVS STAMPS 
By E. J. RA WKTSIEY 
	

Part VII 

& azure,three stars per pale,argent 
The Hapsburgs, who by the 12th century had already become 

Counts in Upper Alsace, inherited extensive properties in Aargau 
which thus became a 'Dependency' of the old Confederation. The 
major part of the canton, which became the former Bernese Lower 
Aargau, is represented by the first half of the shield, the 
fesse wavy signifying the River Aare which waters the fertile 
country. The other half represents the three districts added to 
the Canton in 1803s the Freiamt, Baden and the Fricktal (detach-
ed from Austria). 

On official monuments and documents the three stars are not 
always shown in the same position. Sometimes they are shown as 2s1 in two rows, but 
more often per pale, usually with the centre star a little to the sinister, as shown 
in the stamp and in the window at Bern. The border of the 1926 stamp shows the humble 
carrot, indicating the rich agriculture of the area. 

argenh HURGAU-  (1803) ArmsS Per bend vert and 	two lions 
passant or. 

This region was also a subject area of the early Confederation. 
The arms of its original rulers, the Landgraves of.Thurgau and 
Counts of Kyburg - whose line became extinct and whose possessions 
passed to the House of Hapsburg through marriage - were 'Argent, a 
bend gules between two lions passant of the second' (already des-
cribed as the arms of Winterthur). When the newly formed Canton 
had to decide on arms the original coat was altered to argent and 
vert - with the bend omitted - again the use of green, the revol-
utionary colour, and the lions in gold. Depicted thus one of the 
lions infringes the heraldic rule of not placing metal on metal, and for this reason 
the lions are sometimes shown 'proper', i.e. in their natural colours. 

The border of the 1926 stamp is composed of pears, since the region abounds in 
orchards. 

T E S S I N (TICINO) - (1803) - Armss Per pale gules and azure. 

A striking, though perhaps not such a harmonious design. 
Little is known about the reason for the combination of colours. 
Some say that the red stands for allegiance to Switzerland and 
blue for the waters of the lake, but this is not very convinc- 
ing. Having been long under Italian jurisdiction an earlier 
shield is said to have been a silver cross on a red field (the 
reverse of the arms of Savoy), but this would have been too 
akin to that eventually chosen to represent the Confederation. 

From the 12th century until 1403, because of its importance 
as a key to the passes into Italy, it was jealously guarded by 
the Dukes of Milan and Como, who built at Bellinzona three sup-

guard the Gotthard, Lukmanier and San Bernardino Passes. 	Later 
monopolised by the Visconti. Then the Val Leventina went over to Uri, 
endless quarrels between the Milanese and the Confederates. In 1798 

gained independence and joined the Confederation in 1803. 

Again there are two theories as regards the border design of the 1920 stamp. One 
is that bricks are represented to symbolise the fact that building is the principal 
occupation of the inhabitants. The other is that they are actually 'Zoccoli'', the 
wooden shoes worn by the peasants, which are stacked up outside the houses in this 
manner. To be continued..... 

Continuing the descriptions of the arms of Cantons which joined the Confederation 
after the Congress of Vienna we come to 
A A R G A U - (1803) - Arms Per pales sable,a fesse wavy argent, 

erb fortresses to 
the area was 
which led to 
Tessin 
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LONDON  GROUP Hon. Sec. Mrs.E.j.Rawnsley, 
32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex, 

A rather sparsely attended meeting on 
May 11th discussed in detail the 3 defines 
itive 'Landscape' issues. The Secretary 
opened the proceedings with details re.- 
garding these issues, together with the "By special invitation of the Yorks/Lanes 

Group I attended their last meeting. Hay- relative stamps, including shades, tiete- 
ing been met at Leeds by Mr. Moore and Mr. beche and interspace pairs, overprints for 

official use, world organisations etc. 	Tyreman I was then taken on to Bradford 

Members then' had an opportunity to where, in the cosy headquarters put at study 
closely the competition entry submitted by their disposal by Mr. Highsted, I found  

assembled virtually all the members of this Mr. A. Gullis, dealing with the various 
m printings of the 'Chillon Castle' stamp, 	most active and enthusiastic Group, who  

and which had been retained, for this pur- travel considerable distances to attend the 
pose. meetings, including our veteran member, Mr. 

E.M. Hamilton, who had journeyed specially Mr. Lienhard then showed items from his 
collection, with emphasis on the various from Manchester. 
'doublingsl of the 20 c. 'Grimsel'. Mr. 	The main purpose of the visit was to  
Lowe produced some of his excellent photo- meet the members personally and having, 

graphic enlargements of the various dies over the years, corresponded with most of 
t which served to emphasize the points of 	them at one time or another, it gave me  

interest, very great pleasure to make their acquain- 
tance as fellow members of the 'Helvetia'. 

"Apart from inflicting on them a display 
- at their request - on my favourite the 
'The Development of the Postmark', there 
was time to discuss a number of matters 
relating to the Society in general. 

"The rest of the week-end I spent as the 
guest of Mr. & Mrs. Moore in the heart of 
the dales, with a brief glimpse of all its 
spring-time beauty, and travelled back to 

For those who o not see the SWISS PHIL_ 
London on Sunday. Even that was turned into d 	 '  Ian eventful climax by an extensive detour ATELISTI, we give below brief details of a} a11 round Ely and. Cambridge, thus ending remarkable discovery made by Mr. H.L. lt 

Katcher ofthe Amateur Collector Ltd. 	
a crowded but memorable weekend."  

The next meeting, on June 8th, will be 
the last in the current season. It will be 
an INFORMAL one and members are asked to 
bring along short displays, unusual items, 
queries and so forth. Suggestions for the 
next season's programme will also be wel-
come. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

IMPORTANT TETE-BECHE DISCOVERY  

On April 30th the Group had a visit from 
the Sooietyle Secretary, Mrs. E.Jaawnsley, 
who reports as follows 

0-744-444-, 

ORKS/LANCS (ROUPc Hon. Sec. A. Gullis, 
Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

NEWCOMKEMORATIVE SLOGANS FORAPRIL&MA—Y 

Vete cantonale de musique - Fribourg 1 
(25.IV. to 29.V) 

Courses de chevaux Morges-(15.IV to 29.V) 
FOGA-Foire gastronomique NeuchAel(to12.VI) 
500 JahresfeierUniversitat Basel(to 2.V1T-,) 
XXVIII Eidgen8ssisches Sangerfest Genf , 
Bern 1, Basel 2, Zurich 22, Winterthur 

this 1882 issue a cliche was inserted up- t 1 (18.v-18.VI)  
.c 	Fete 	d e 

side down. Due to the colour and bad light- 
XXVIIIe 	f6d4ral e chant Genve - 

e 
ing of the period, the error was overlooked Genve 1 (18.7 to 18.VI)  
and the first pair was only discovered. somei 6. Internationales Bachfest Schaffhausen 
15 years later. It is thought that they 	

I (to 28.V) 
Juni Festwochen Zurich 1960 - (to 30.111)

were put on sale in late Dec.1887 as the Nehmt teil am Eidg. Feldschiessen - Tag 
used pair in the Museum is postmarked 
23.1.88, Zurich. It was soon apparent that 	

der Schiftzen Thun 1, Biel-Bienne 1 - 
f kto 22.V) 

this newly discovered pair were from the s 
same cliches, since the fibres in the pap- 

Jeder Schweizer an Eidg. Feldschiessen- 

er went across the perforation bridges and Zurich 1 (to 21.11) Festa dei Fiori - Locarno (to 5.VI) 
the control marks on the two stamps were 	Bern - 10 Jahre BEA - Ausstellung ftir 
correct..The Swiss expert, Fritz Moser-Raz, 
unhesitatingly issued a certificate of gen- 

Gewerbe/Landwirtschaft Industrie/Handel 

uineness. Extensive tests then took place 	
Bern 12 220V. 

Bad Ragaz Briefmarkenausstellung-28 29.V 
to prove that the postmark was not forged. - 
Infra-red photography disclosed its use in BERN das sch8ne Stadtbild  
CHARMEY-BULLE 1.1.88, but some 80,000 	

Wilkommen in LENZBURG 
post- 

marks were examined, before it was pronounc- I AUTOMOBILE POST OFFICESs  
ed genuinely used during its period of val- 
idity. The pair now graces the collection Auto 3 Basel Mustermesse 23.IV to 3.1/.1960 
of a prominent Swiss collector and, has been Auto 2 Zurich Sechselauten 24-25.IV.1960 
described as one of the greatest rarities Auto 2 Basel - Gedenkfeier zum 100 
discovered, in the history of Swiss Philat- 	Geburtstag von Dr. Theodor Herzl 
ely. And there may be even more undiscover- 	1860-1960 (15.V) 

_ 

Among material acquired from Robson Lowe 
last year l .a used tete-beche pair of the 
5 c. brown-lilac 'Cross & Figure' (Z.60A) 
was founds The only other known copies of 
this elusive item, a mint and used pair, 
are in the PTT Museum and have long been a 
bit of a mystery. It is known that these 
stamps, unlike other Swiss t'ate-b?che items 
was an accident. In one of the printings of 
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TH E CA\TONAL 	GE -R 
The 5c. and 10c. values of the new definitive stamps just issued depict Cantonal 

Messengers from Fribourg and Schwyz. Who were these messengers, how did they origin-
ate and what were their functions? 

To meet the requirements of Cantonal administration and relations between allied 
territories and friendly powers in the Middle Ages, the Authorities instituted the use 
of messengers for the transmission of news. The first regular service was established 
t early as the 14th century employing hired pedestrian messengers who transmitted 
letters from the Authorities to places within the confines of the territory and also, 
on occasions, to foreign countries. As ambassadors and official delegates of the 
Authorities they were accorded friendly reception on their journeys through neighbour-
ing states, and also free lodging. Thus, in the 14th century, they were known to have 
travelled from, for example Bern, to Basle, Zurich, Geneva, Sion, Savoy, Constance, 
Feldkireh, Mulhouse, Strasbourg, and even Frankfurt and Paris. 

On occasions merchants employed similar messengers; they, however, did not have 
the official status of the government messengers and their journeys had to be adapted 
to fit in with the markets and fairs in relation ,to the particular type of merchandise 
involved. The official messengers enjoyed greater security, as well as greater speed 

since they were always ready for instant service. 
The Cantonal messengers were privileged persons; 

they represented the might and standing of those in 
whose service they travelled and carried certain 
tokens of identity. On their doublets they bore 
the insignia of the Canton which they serviced, and 
from the 15th to 18th centuries their clothes were 
in the cantonal colours of the "Thirteen Ancient 
Places", i.e. Uri,Schwyz, Unterwalden, Luzern,Zurici9 
Glarus, Zug, Bern, Fribourg, Solothurn, Basel, 
Schaffhausen and Appenzell. Particularly gorgeous 
was the uniform - if it can be so called - of the 
early messenger of Uri, in brilliant yellow and 
black, with a finely plumed hat, as shown on one of 
the series of cards issued by the P.T.T. 
The letters were enclosed in wooden or silver 

containers, marked with the colours or arms of the 
Canton and these insignia were regarded with the 
same respect and esteem as the Seal of State or the 
flag. 

As representatives of the Authorities they were 
protected persons; they could not be importuned 
and enjoyed free passage and safe conduct through 
the towns. The secrets of their messages were 
inviolate and the seals of the letter carriers or 
the letters themselves could not be touched. Delays 

or mishandling could be severely punished and to kill a messenger could even lead to 
war-like reprisals. For their part the messengers were bound by oath and their duties 
were laid down precisely, with special ordinances amd regulations. They must swear 
allegiance to the Authorities, must serve with truth and honesty, protect the interests 
of their employers and be ready for service by day or by night. They must lead orderly 
and abstemious lives, must not loiter on their way and must guard and keep secret those 
things entrusted to their care. Negligence or breach of confidence could be punished 
by imprisonment. 

(Continued overleaf) 
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THE CANTONAL MESSENGERS (Continued) 
The service was a state duty and the 

messengers were recompensed by the Authorit-
ies. In addition they often received sub-
stantial rewards by the recipients of the 
messages. An important addition to their pay 
was the issue of the party-coloured clothes. 
Anyone who did not wish to wear the stipula-
ted colours was not given an allowance of 
cloth.' 
Primarily they were used in the service of 

the Authorities, but were sometimes loaned 
for private service on the same terms as for 
the State. On such occasions they were used 
for confidential missions, for the collection  
of dues or debts and for the transmission of  
money. In return they received a fixed fee 
for each mile of the journey, an allowance for  
each day and also free lodging. 
It is not surprising, therefore,that the 

early messengers are to be commemorated on 
the new stamps, for in this system is to be 
seen the beginning of the modern postal or-
ganisation, particularly in regard to the 
integrity of the persons so employed, the 
recognition of their immunity and the main-
tenance of secrecy. The chief difference is 
that they carried the letters personallyfrom 
sender to recipient, a service to-day con-
fined to the private courier in the Diplomat-
ic Service.  
As communications grew the messengers had 

to use pack mules to help. carry larger loads 
and cover greater distances, as shown in the 
15c. value. Later still came the post-boy  
(20c.) and finally the era of the mail coach.  

E. J. RAWNSLEY  
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ON ALL PRICES IN OUR 1960 CATALOGUE* 	 1  
IF YOUR ORDER REACHES US BETWEEN  

JUNE  13TH and JULY 	30TH  

'•. 	For a limited period at this time cf the year we allow a 12 100 Summer Discount  

11The reason for this is twofold°  ii  
iä(1) 	It stimulates sales at a time of the year when Stamp Collecting is not the  

i Englishman's prime occupation. (My lawn needs cutting too!)  

(2) 	It enables collectors to save 2/6d. in the £ when filling gaps in their  

collections.  

As a result, everybody is happy and during the Discount Period we are so 
rushed. off our feet that we must adk collectors to co-operate by ordering early and 
hgiving us a few days' grace to execute their orders. Jain the happy throng of 

Qjbargain hunters and SEND 	US 	Y 0 U R 	WANTS - LIST 	N 0W ! ! ,i  
The Discount applies also to our Approval Service - Now is the time to send 

al for an enrolment form.  

1960 CATALOGUE available at 7/9d. + 6d. postage (Overseas 9/- Post Free),  
70 - fully illustrated - a 'MUST' for every Swiss Collector!  

1 	 THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., 	B.P.A., P.T.S.,  
(H. L. Katcher)  

 27, Westbury oa Westbur Rd9 	 ^ 	
9 Woodside Park 	London N.12. 	 !
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c^ c 	S CC,■dti  
... Will the new 'Pro Patria' stamps be  
the last in the rocks & fissils motifs?  
There are rumours that a change is  
contemplated for both these and the Pro  
Juventute stamps. Suggested subjects  
were the castles and/or old churches of  
!Switzerland, but these appear to have  
been allocated to the new def initives  
and further subjects will therefore, be  
required. A larger format is also  
suggested. For some years the issues of  
both series have not been uniform either  
in subject matter or in type of product-
ion. There has been considerable criti-  
cism that, for example, portraits do nat  
fit in with butterflies or flowers and  
make for disharmony in the arrangement  
of album pages. The PTT are being asked.  
to consider these points for forthcoming  
issues.  
... A 'tip' given in the Swiss Philate-
lic press is to watch the second issue  
of the 3 high value stamps 3,5 & 10 Fr.  
(Z. 216/8;.) A good future is forecast  
for these, particularly mint, but be  
sure they are truly the "w" series, i.e.  
on yellow-toned paper.  
... The recent Philatelic Exhibition at  
Bad Ragaz, organised by the Philatelic  
Society of Chur, included some note-
worthy exhibits, among them a superb  
display of Old Swiss and a collection of  
postmarks of Canton Graubtinden,1800-1950  
... The 13th Assembly of the World Healt  
Organisation was held in the U.N.Building9  
iGeneva, from 3-21 May 1960. Mail was can-
celled with a special date stampa'Geneve-
13e Assembl6e mondiale de la sant6'.  
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(Continued) 

15 Small 
Small 

65 Small 
Small 

115 Small 
Small 

165 Small 
Small 

16 Small 
66 

116 Small 
Small 

166 Small 
Small 

17 Small 
Small 

67 Small 
Small 

117 Small 
Small 
Small 

Diag. h/line thro'top frame to below SEL 
Small dot under 4 wire 

118 Small dot on L. upperarm 
H/line thro' top frame and pole 

168 Small dot high on pole 
Small dot L. above Florian 

19 Small dot under 'tail' of 5 of 25 
69 Small dot R. of 25 

Small dot outside R.frame above Postale 
119 Arc over frame above ' .. ILE DE' 

Two small dots L. of 'tail' of 5 of 25 
169 Small dot in shawl 

Small dot btw. 2 and 3 wires 
20 Small dot L. of head of 2 

Small dot low R. in tab. 
70 Small dot btw. 3 and 4 wires 

Small dot under head of 2 
20 Small dot behind and below Union 

Dot btw. 25 
170 Small white dot on globe at L. 
21 Small star on D of DE 

LE of Universelle retouched 
71 Small dot outside L. fratte at J. 
121 Spot under E of Postale 

Small dot on pole 
171 --- 

22 Two small stars over globe 
72 Figure in 1 wire 

Small dot outside L. frame at shawl 
122 Small str.in U of Universelle 

Small H. str. on R. wrist 
172 Small dot outside L. frame btw. 2&3 

wire; 
Small dot outside L. frame above tab 

23 Small h/line in tab. 
Small V.str. outside R.frame at top 

73 Small dot on last E of Universelle 
H. h/line thro' 1875 

123 Two dots over 5 of 25 
Two small o's on pole 

173 H. h/line thro' JUB 
H. h/line from 25 into clothes 

24 Diag. h/line on pole 
74 Small H. s tr. in cloak under U of Univ. 

Small H.Str. top L. on tab. 

57 
18 
68 

BLUE —  Box (Harrow) Perf. 

124 Spot above 7 in clothes 
Small H.str. L. of 1875 

174 Small H. str. under J 
Small H.strs. under 4 wire 
Small dot L. above DE 
Small dot outside L.frame at tab, 

75 Small dot on 1 wire under E of RSEL 
Small H. str. in shawl at L. frame 

125 H/line from L. Frame at 3 wire to face 
Small o btw. 18 

175 Small dot over globe 
Small dot outside L. frame at globe 

26 Small dot L. of J 
Small dot over 7 

76 Small dot below at B of Jubile 
Small dot under arch under T of Postale 

126 Small dot under U of Jubile 
Diag. h/line at 5 of 25 

176 Small dot under A of Postale 
27 
77 Small dot above btw. LE of Postale 

127 Two small dots in cloud under J 
Small dot R. above 2 

177 A second dot in J 
28 Small star over 2 

Small dot outside L.frame L. above J 
Small H. str. under 2 
Small dot high in tab. 
Small dot on pole 
Small dot in cloud under V 
Spot L. of 25 

29 
79 Small dot under wires under E of Postale 

Small dot over frame and NI of Union 
129 Small dot in top of 8 

Small o R. of tail of 5 of 25 
179 Small dot under U of Jubile 

Small dot under AL of Postale 
30 A second dot on the pole 

Small dot in L. of Jubile 
80 Small dot over 5 of 25 

Outer edge of R. frame diag. shaded 
over full length 

130 H. h/line btw. D and Florian 
180 Small dot R. below 9 

H. h/line in scroll at bottom L. 
31 Small H. str. under U of Jubile 

Small star in tab. under 2 
81 Small dot L. below 3; Small dot on pole 

131 Small str. below btw. 2 and 5 
Small dot under 2 

181 Small dot on cover of pole 
White spot R. of globe over covers 

32 Small str. outside R.frame at wire 
below arch 
Small dot between 3 and 4 wires 

'Wheel' R. below 25 
Small o over 7 in clothes 

33 Small dot under U of Jubile 
Small dot under 4 wire 

83 Two small H.strs. at top of pole 
Two small H. strs. in cloud 

133 Small dot under arch and U of Univ. 
Dot under 5 of 25 

(To be continued) 

No. Z9B — 2 c. 

o and dot over 2 
star in 'tail' of 5 of 1875 
dot below betw, VE 
dot L. of top of 2 
H. str. over globe 
dot below btw. DE and L'U 
H str. over 25 
dot top L. in tab. 
dot R. of 1875 

dot after Jubile 
star outside R.frame above ribbon 
dot in bottom R. corner 
H.str. under 'tail' of 5 of 25 
o under bottom R.eorner 
o under frame and scroll 
dot above 5 of 25 
dot on R. upperarm 
dot on S. of Postale 
dot R. above T of Grasset 
o outside R.frame at Postale 

25 

7 8  
'128 

178 

82 
13 2 
182 



THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR  CONFERENCE, GENEVA  
will be held from 1st to 23rd June, 1960. 
During the period of the Conference a post-
office will function in the United Nations 
Building and mail posted will be cancelled 
with a special date stamp reading:'Geneve -
Conference internationale due travail'. 

NEW SLOGAN POSTMARKS  
Spectacle 'Son et Lumiere' Sion - to 31.1  
11. Schweizer Turnfest des SKTSV in 

Widnau (S.G.) - St.Gallen (to 3.7) 

Wants Lists Welcome  

14, Low Lane, 
MORECAMBE.  

Torrisholme,  
... 	LANCS.  

Page 26 
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SOLDIER STAVES  
CLASSIFICATION FOR MOUNTING PURPOSES 

Those'who collect Swiss Soldier Stamps 
and have not access to Locher's Catalogues 
sometimes have difficulty in deciding the 
various categories under which they can be 
conveniently mounted. The following inform-
ation relating to the construction of the 
Swiss Federal Forces may be helpful. 
The Army is one of militiamen and not 

a standing army, the Constitution forbids 
a standing army. All its members, from  
private to colonel, continue to follow 
their normal occupations and are called up 
for service during brief periods or on 
mobilisation. The only exceptions are in-
structors, who are professionals, and corps 
and divisional commanders who give full-
time service. Training starts at 19 years 
of age and the Federal Army is composed of 
the Elite, men'"between 20-32; the Landswehr  
33-40; the Landsturm  41-48 and auxiliary  
service men of 49-60. 800,000 men can be 
called up on mobilisation. 

The Swiss Army now comprises: 
4 Army Corps  
9 Divisions 
3 Independent mountain brigades 
1 Fortress brigade 

-^ Light brigades and units which do 
not form part of the army corps, such as 
anti-aircraft troops, a few sapper battal-
ions and companies of miners, telegraph-
ists etc. The division into 4 army corps  
is not rigid. 

The Federal Army includes the following 
branches. 

1. Infantry:  Fusiliers, riflemen, machine-
gunners, anti-tank and anti-aircraft 
gunners. 

2. Light Troops:  Dragoons, cyclists, motor 
cyclists, motorised machine gunners, 
gunners, tanks. 

3. Artillery:  Field and mountain guns, 
howitzers, mechanised and fortress 
artillery. 

4. Engineers:  Sappers, pontoneer's, miners, 
telegraphists, radio-telegraphists - 
most of them motorised. 

5. Air Force:  Pilots, observers, anti-
aircraft troops, air observance and 
information services.  

6. Medical & Veterinary Services:  Doctors 
dispensing chemists, stretcher bearers, 
veterinary surgeons, farriers. 

7. Military Train:  Escorting soldiers, 
army train, etc. 

8. Supply Services  Butchers, bakers, etc. 
all motorised 

9. Transport Service:  Munition trucks, 
tractors etc. 

The above may serve as a rough guide 
for mounting these attractive and color-
ful stamps.  

UL 
LONDON GROUP:  Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley, 

32 9  Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex. 

There is little news for this column on 
this occasion since this issue of'Helvetia 
News Letter' is being prepared somewhat 
earlier than usual to allow the Editor to 
go on holiday with a clear conscience, and 
there are no Group reports to hand 

A copy of the new book by Marion Carne 
Zinsmeister: 'SWITZERLAND 1850-1958' has  
been added to the Library. This is not a 
book for the specialist, but gives brief 
descriptions of the various issues - when, 
why and how issued. Requests for the loan 
of the book will be treated in strict 
rotation. 

It is with pleasure that we learn that 
Mr. R.C.Tyreman of Leeds won the Kaufman 
Cup at Bradford Philatelic Society's com-
petition with a 9 sheet entry of 'Standing 
Helvetia'. 

We should like to hear more of members' ' 
 activities and would welcome a note giving 

details of displays which they give or 
awards won, for inclusion in our column. 

The editor would also like to have, from 
members at home or abroad,, articles on any 
aspect of Swiss collection, for publication 
in the 'Helvetia News Letter'.  

E.J.R. 



N JULY 	160 1 th YEAR 

7-WS 
Hon. Treasurer: 

MR. A.J. HARDING 
31, Somerset Way, 

'vex., Bucks.  

Hon. Secretary ,Sc Editors 
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,  

32, Ethelbert Gardens, 
Ilford, Escex.  

Hon.Exchange Pkt. Supts . 
 MR. J.H. SHORT, 

115, Peppard. Road, 
Caversham,  	Reading. 

INTERNATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION 1960 
RARE SWISS ITEMS ON SHOW AT THE FESTIVAL HALL LONDON 

To attempt an appraisal of the gems of philately atthis fabulous 10 million 
pound Exhibition would be a task requiring the Wisdom of Solomon. Surely never before 
has such a wealth of material been on display; with 1170 frames, covering practically 
every stamp issuing country and every type of collecting, there must have been some-
thing of interest to everyone. The emphasis was on the early issues ;  and on all 
--'%des were to be seen the collectors' dreamsg panes, half-panes, blocks and strips of 
world famous stamps - Penny Blacks, Twopenny Blues, CapeTriatgulars, Scinde Dawkes, 
and first issues of many Colonies, European Countries and. U.S.A. Modern stamps were 
to be seen mainly among certain specialised displays and in the Thematic Section. It 
would require many visits to assimilate the countless studies which have been made, 
each fascinating in its own way. 

Swiss stamps were to be seen as part of many composite exhibits, while the main 
display, comprising 11 frames, contained superb material. The first 5 frames were of 
material loaned by Herr G.E. Anderegg of Switzerland, commencing with the Zurioh 4 & 
6, with strips and blocks and items on cover with beautifully clear rosette post-
marks, including one in bright blue, and.another in red on a Zurich 6 with a second 
rosette in black on the cover. Also a Zurich 4 and a bisect to make up a 6 Rp, rate 
of postage. The next frame was devoted to stamps of Geneva-and Basle, with 3 'Double 
Genevas' on cover or on piece and other items with various types of Geneva Rosette 
cancellations. Also on 4 sheets, 13 Basle Doves, 5 on cover&including a superb pair. 

Next came the 'Transitionals'; singles and pairs, on and off cover, of the Waadt 
(Vaud), Neuenberg (Neuchatel) and Winterthur stamps, followed by the 2i Rp. Ortspost 
and. Post Locale. Many of the stamps bore fine 'P.P. and grille postmarks, including 
the peculiar one of Aigle (illustrated in an earlier H.N.L. article on postmarks.) A 
ary fine block of 4 on cover had each stamp franked 'P.D.' and a central circular 

cancellation of IAARWANGEN'. Further covers showed mixed frankings, Posh)Locale and. 
Rayons. The latter were also well represented, a notable item being a strip of 4 of 
the dark blue Rayon I cancelled in red. A cover from Basle to Uznach, bearing' a 
Rayon II, had a quarter cut out to reduce the postage to Ti Rp., while another unusu-
al cover showed a j Rayon I and. Rayon II. A block of 8 Rayon II, light blue '  was 
franked with 2 very fine grille cancellations. 

The next 3 frames were from Professor H. Landau and comprised an imposing array 
of Cantonal stamps on cover, with various markings. One noteworthy item was a Neu-
chatel stamp franked 11 Aug. 51, possibly the earliest known date of this stamp, 
while there were several examples of mixed frankings. The third frame contained a 
number of rare items showing the use of bisects; among them a Rayon II out diagon-
ally for 5 lip., a 10 Rp. Strubeli and a bisect to make up 15 lip., and many others. 

Two frames contributed by Dr. K. Strauss showed selected pages of early stamps 
off and on cover; Geneva 'cut-outs' on cover with rosette and. Geneva grille post-
marks; examples of bisected Strubeli stamps, also a Sitting Helvetia perf. 10 oa 
bisected for use as 5 Av., and 	stamps used for 15 Rp. A unique item was a Stru- 
beli cancelled with a Federal Cross in a circle and straight-line cancellation 'ARCH'. 
A 'Gratis' label of 1871 was shown on cover, with a boxed 'P.P.'. 

The last frame, to our great satisfaction, was contributed by our Member, Mr.. L. 
Moore of Leeds, showing his excellent study of the Strubeli issues, includingmethods 
of identification, colour trials, major varieties, bisects and unusual cancellations. 

Among the special exhibit 'One Hundred Years Old',.were,4 very fine coVers of 
1860; a 10 Rp. Strubeli with straight-line cancel IMUMPFt; a 5 Rp., with straight-
line tLEUGGERW; a 15 Rp. from Zurich to 7allenstadt with TPO cancellation, and a15 
Rp. with a small, neat blue circular cancellation IAFFOLTERNI. 

Continued overleaf .. 
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A LTTIR TG Ti- I'= IARONSS  
An interesting contribution by Mr. L. Moore 

"Have you noticed that collectors of G.B. Postal History frequently quote the 
contents of letters, which often give useful additional historical information, not 
necessarily postal? In the case of letters written in foreign languages one is in-
clined to put off the effort of translating, because usually there is nothing dis-
closed which is of the slightest help to the study of Postal History. 

This explains why I have had a cover for many years without bothering to try to 
read the letter within. I acquired it for its adhesives and its postmarks, and was 
content. However, only the other day I took the letter - which is in French - and 
ploughed through it. It is dated from Berne on June 4th, 1863, and is addressed to 
a Baroness K ....w in Heidelberg. For the most part it contains only family news. 
Then, on the last page, I reads (my free translations "We are all examining the 
envelopes of letters in the hunt for stamps ... my daughter has more scope than her 
father who receives few letters for the simple reason that he writes few ,.. Our 
stamps have recently been changed and now have a perforated edge (tun bord dente1e') 
- much more difficult to separate! I am enclosing two of our grey stamps which 
serve as franking for printed matter and also one letter stamp of the new issue, 
without, however, claiming for them the honour of a place in your album." 

Nothing startling there. Except, perhaps, that the perforated 'Sitting Helvetia' 
were apparently considered more difficult to separate than the imperf. 'Strubelit 
which had always fallen apart at a quick snip of the scissors! However, let us see 
who wrote this letter. The signature is '...Fischer' and a docket notes 'Auto-
graphed letter of the Avoyer de Fischer, last of the patrician Government, to be 
bound with his memoirs'. Students of Swiss Postai History know that the Fischer  

in their own country, were postally as famous as the Princes of Thurn & Taxis and 
provided the postal services of Canton Berne and surrounding cantons from 1675 to 
1832. They also ran services to Italy and to France. So the writer of this letter  
would know quite a bit about Postal History. In spite of this he apparently sought  
to please the Baroness by sending a few (?) mint stamps.  

Now, here is the point of my story. The reason I acquired the cover so many  
years ago was that it was a mixed franking a 40 Rp. green tStrubel' with a 10 Rp.  
blue 'Sitting Helvetia' perf. It bears a-normal Bern C.D.S., a 'P.D.' AND, on the  

reverse, in addition to the Heidelberg receiving mark, it has a beautiful oval  

'Schweiz fiber Baden'. Herr Fischer makes no reference to any of this. Obviously,  
covers were not, at that time, prized for their unusual markings. Or was it be-
cause at that time they were not unusual? 

However, I am grateful to him, for the envelope bears a perfect impression of 
the arms of the famous Fischer Family - AND, of cours e  I would not have minded hav-
ing the two mint Rp. 'Strubeli' which went to the Baroness! 

On a more serious note: if any member knows of the Fischer memoirs, the author, 
 or any of the present family, I would gladly give up my prize. 

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION  - Continued 

The spacious lay-out of the displays, 
with the use of the various balconies, 
ensured ease of viewing.  

The Exhibition has not been without 
its difficulties. It had been stated that 
it would be open on Sunday but that no 
dealers would be present. Apparently, how-
ever, the dealers were notified that the 
stands must be 'manned', but no sales could 
be transacted, although material could be 
put aside and orders taken. It was most 
frustrating for them to have to put mater-
ial on display and not to be able to sell as 

 much as a souvenir envelope - although the 
Post Office stand was allowed to sell stamps 

 and appeared to be doing well! It was equ-
ally frustrating for overseas visitors with 
limited time who were unable to make a 
second visit, and would appear to be a 
typical example of one of our archaic laws. 

E.J.R. 

ae^ 	X8383  

Those fortunate people who visited  
the International Exhibition at the  
Festival Hall will, no doubt, have  
seen our fine exhibit of Swiss Stamps,  
and Will have noted for themselves our  
varied and superb stock. Others who  
were not so lucky have no need to feel  
disappointed as they may still see all  
these items through our efficient  
APPROVAL SERVICE.  

SEE our beautiful Stamps at home  
with the happy knowledge that, as  
Swiss Specialists, we can supply items  
of the highest quality, and you can  
enjoy the advantage of knowing that  
everything is fully insured.  

Also, Mr. Katcher will be glad to  
help with any queries you may have with  
regard to your collection.  

AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTA  
(H. L. KATCHER)  

27, 11estbury Road, Woodside Park,  
London. N.12.  
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PRO JLV ENTUTE ARMS STAV DS 
By E. J. Rawnsley 	 Part VIII 

(VAUD) - (1815) - Arms Party per fess argent and 
vert, in chief the words - 
'LIBERTE ET PATRIE or outlined 
sable. 

This district was a subject area for a long time, having been 
conquered by the Bernese in 1536 during the period of the Reform-
ation. In 1798 it proclaimed its independence, accepted Frénch 
'protection' and adopted the green flag of the Revolution, result-
ing in occupation by the French, but in 1803 Napoleon decreed that 
Vaud should rejoin the Confederation. The green flag passed into 

the arms, which are the least heraldic in design of all the Cantons. At first the 
words 'LIBERTE, EGALITE' were adopted, in sympathy with France, but this device was 
speedily abandoned and replaced by 'LIBERTE ET PATRIE'. Vine-growing is the principal 
industry of the Canton and is shown- in the border design of the stamp of 1919. 
LAUSANNE  - the chief town, has for arms: Gules, a chief argent. 
it is an ecclesiastical and educational centre and traces its 
history back to the 4th century. As with the stamsof the Canton-
al arms, the border design of the 1928 stamp is composed of bunch 
es of grapes. 

W A L L I S  (VALAIS) - (1815) — Arms: 
Per pale argent and gules 5 mullets of as 
many points in pale between on either side 
4 such mullets in pale, all counterchanged. 
The district of Wdallis (or Valais) was originally a republic 

governed by a bishop whose family arms figured on the banners, 
together with the arms of the bishopric which appear on early 
seals and monuments. From 1628-1798, under a new constitution, 

the old colours of red and white were retained but new arms were adopted: 'Per pale 
argent and gules, 7 stars counterchanged', representing the 7 districts of the High 
Valais, From 1802-1815 the shield bore 12 stars for the 7 districts of the High 
Valais and 5 of the Lower Valais, and the shield was shown charged with 12 stars 
arranged per pale in 3 rows of 4 (all counterchanged). In 1819 a 13th star was added 
for the district of Conthey, and the shield now bears 13 stars arranged per pale 4:5:4 

The clusters of fruit shown in the border are a reminder that parts of the Canton 
have highly developed orchards and vineyards. 

NEUCHATEL  (NEUENBRUG) - (1815) - Arms: Tierced in 
pale vert, argent and guies, in the sini-
ster chief point a cross cooped of the second. 

Neuchatel was long dependent upon France and was governed by 
the House of Orleans4Longueville, Counts of Neuchatel. The 
family arms and those of the Principality were 'Or, a pale 
gules charged with three chevrons argent', which now comprise 
the arms of the City of Neuchatel. The heralds interpret this 
as representing the castle of that name, signifying the central 
building and two towers, and for proof cite the ancient seals 
which show a castle of two towers separated by a pointed roof. 

The shield of the House of Neuchatel remained in use for a long time, despite 
changes of dynasty, for in 1767 sovereignty passed to the Kings of Prussia, and al-
though the area became a Swiss Canton in 1815 the ties with Prussia Were not finally 
broken until 1848. In 1818, however, the Grand Council of Neuchatel decided to abol-
ish the old arms recalling the ancient regime and one of the Deputies presented to 
the assembly a flag of green, white and red, which he proposed in its place. He 
justified his choice of colours by saying that the red represented the blood which 
the Neuchatelors were ready to shed in defence of their new flag, the white was the 
symbol of the purity of their intentions and the green represented the forests and 
meadows of the Jura mountains. The new flag was adopted with enthusiasm, and a small 
white cross was added, to indicate their allegiance to the Federal State, and this was 
also adopted as the Cantonal arms. 

On the stamp of 1923 the border is composed of watches, signifying the principal 
industry of the Canton, with its world-famous centres at La Chaux-de--Fonds and le 
Locle. 	 (To be continued) 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * *1  
My stock of Swiss stamps is practic- a  

ally complete, Mint or Used. I invite  
you to forward your want lists which  wi.l1 
receive careful attention.  

MINT & USED CENTENARY SETS  
MINIATURE SHEETS MINT & USED  

SCARCE 1940 POSTMARKS  
FIRST DAY COVERS - UNUSUAL COVERS  

SLOGAN POSTMARKS  
POSTAL STATIONERY  

VARIETIES - PROOFS etc.  
MAXIMUM CARDS  

NEW ISSUE SERVICE  
•  etc.  

4 
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.SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 'VERBANO' CANCELLATIONS 

 

The XXIII International Conference on  
Public Instruction will be held in the  
Palais Wilson in Geneva from 6-15 July. As 
last year mail will be dealt with by the 
Palais Wilson Geneva 14 post office  and will 
bear a special cancellations 'Conference 
internationale de 1'instruction publique, 
Geneve'. 

A meeting of the Economics Conference 
of European Youth will be held in Lausanne 
from 13-23 July. During the Conference a 
post-office 'Lausanne 15 Comptoir suisse' 
will be opened and will use its own date 
stamp plus a complementary cancellation. 

To commemorate the centenary of the 
rail-way line Les Verrieres-Pontarlier, a 
special cancellation will be in use in Les 
Verrieres on 24 July. It will depict an-
cient and modern locomotives, with 'Les 
Verrieres' and the date 24.VII.1960 at the 
top and 'Centenaire du Franco-Suisse' at 
base. Although July 24 is a Sunday the 
post-office at Les Verrieres will be open 
to deal with mail and souvenir sheets. 

NEW CANCELLATION FOR USE AT THE AIRPORTS. 
As from 1st August 19 0 a new cancel

-lation will be employed for philatelic mail 
posted from the airports of Geneva & Zurich 
The same design will be used in each case, 
showing an aeroplane, one to be inscribed 
'GENVE 15 AEROPORT' and the other'ZURICH 
58 FLUGHAFEN'. No special cover is appar-
ently being issued, but appropriately 
addressed & stamped covers may be sent to 
the airports for despatch on 1st August ithen be brought right up to date with the request 'Obliteration speciale du 	 
ler Gout 1960' &'Sonderstempelabdruck vom ; NEB MACHINE CANCELLATION  FOR  PHILATELIC 
l.VIII.1960' respectively, and must be 	BUREAU.  To replace the machine cancella-r 
received there before 30th July. 	 !tion used by the Philatelic Bureau of the 
BALLOON FLIGHT FOR THE CHILDREN'S VILLAGES°•PTT (introduced in 1939 and modified in 
ZURICH 1960.  A balloon flight will take 	1954), a new one will be introduced on 1st 
place from Zurich on Saturday, 23 July .  1960 July. The design, by Bernhard Reber of 
in aid of the Children's Villages. LettersiBern, consists of a 'Squared oval' with 
and cards, weighing not more than 10 g.eac1'POST' at the top. 'HELVETIA' at the 
correctly franked & unregistered, will be 'bottom, value in centre and at the sides 
carried, costing Fr.2-(for delivery in 	(the symbol XII which will replace the 
Switzerland) and Fr.2.30 abr'o4d. 	Wail Iformer 'GD PTT DG'. Colour red. 
carried will receive a commemorative panc 
showing a balloon and inscribed 'ZURICH 
BALLQN-POSTFLUG FUR KINDERDORFER 23.7.1960 
After landing the mail will be franked at 
the nearest Swiss post office with an or-
dinary date stamp (without time) and will 
be forwarded in the usual way. 

2ND WORLD REFUGEE YEAR 1959/60 BALLOON 
FLIGHT. This flight, in aid of Refugee 
Children, will take place on 20 Aug. 1960,,  
with ascent from Neuchatel. Conditions are= 
as stated for the flight mentioned above,  

Mail for despatch should be sent to the s 
Post Office Neuchatel 2 Gore, and the out_  

side cover marked 'Gallon-post' or 'Vol ! 
postal' and bear the address of the sender  
Covers will be franked with a special  
cachet depicting a balloon and inscribed  
'NEUCHATEL - ANNEE MONDIALE DU REFUGEE  
20.VIII.1960'. Special envelopes with a 
vignette will be available up to 13 Aug. S 
from the PTT Philatelic Agency at 30 Rp.ea.b 	 MORECAMBE, Lancs.  

1.....r6f.T:1.t'w'ASti:.z:".u.Y:.crmruinirsrsrt.nrvsux. c5W.i4:urltglnrxiU zYl::S:I.M9tL s"1Ŝ .lT.i^lSi::+ 
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Further comments from L. Moore 

Following my article on the 'Verbano' 
marks in the 'News Letter' (Feb/Mar 1960).  
I have received valuable information from  
members, which in part disproves some of  
my assumptions. Mr.Christian tells me of  
3 different 'Verbano' marks he has, one of  
which is either unrecorded or has been  
used irregularly. . Mrs.Rawnsley has shown 

 

me a beautiful cover from Zofingen to  
Genoa in 1863, bearing a 30c. vermilion  
'Sitting Helvetia' stamp, with transit  
marks c.d.s. 'Verbano N.2' (my figure 3),  
a c.d.s. 'Luzern Schiffpost' and an '  
Ambulante Torino-Genova'. I have also  
found lurking in my own Italian collect-
ion several others which had previously  
not been noted, and I have received a lot  
of helpful information from other sources  

Altogether I have noted some 16 or so 
different Lake Maggiore marks - from 1851 . 
until the first decade of this century. 
There appear to be a similar number of 
marks used on Lake Como - to and from 
Switzerland. 

It will take me some time to work out 
a reliable check list, but in the mean-
time it occurs to me that there may be 
marks of the steamers on both lakes, even  
today. Last time I sailed on them I con- 
fess I never troubled to find out. If any 
member on holiday in the area could look 
into this and let mknow, I should be 
exceedingly grateful and our list could 

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme  

.r- 
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INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION  
AWARDS  SWISS ^,AT R I T'^  TT 	R 

FOUND AFTER 34- 0 YEARS  
VALUABLE ADDITION TO HISTORICAL RECORDS 

Bys Laurence Moore, M.B.E. 

Some two or three years ago my friend Frank Staff,  
the well-known (and well informed) Postal Historian, 
told me of some Venetian archives which were being re-
leased. and that they included some letters of the Ven-
etian Consular Services in Switzerland. No postmarks, 
of course, but the source recognisable by the date-line. 
In due time they appeared at a London auction where I 
bought several of them quite cheaply. They included 
letters from Bern, Basle and Chur - all addressed to the 
Venetian Ambassador in Zurich. Then I noticed one dated 
"di Grusch, 6 Dic. 1620". It was written in some langu-
age almost, but not quite, like Italian, which I took 
for Veneziano. I could only make out odd words, but 
realised that it referred to the Valtellina campaign. 
I could not even decipher the signature. 
Fortunately, however, I know Gilusch very well; quite 

a small village, even now, in the gorge of Prdtigau, on 
both rail and road between Landquart and Kiosters in 
Canton Graubunden. Some old friends of mine, .the Lietha 
family, live there in a very old and large house, - al-
most a castle - complete with 'Ritter Saal' (Knights' 
Chamber) bearing the arms of the original owners. I 
knew some of its history, although incomplete, so I sent 
the letter to my friend, suggesting that perhaps it was 
written in the old house. 

He has now sent me the results of his investigations, 
and tells me the letter has proved to be of tremendous 
importance, and has filled in what was apparently a 
blank in the Cantonal history. The language was early 
Romansch, and the signature was 'Giorgio Genaz' -better 
known to us as Jurg Jenatsch - who played a leading part 
in the freeing of Graubunden from the Austrian yoke, at-
whose portrait appears on the 1 Fr.20 value stamp of t1:6 
1941 Historical series, and also on the label of one of 
my favourite Veltliner wines!! My friend could not read 
the whole letter, so sent it to the Cantonal Archivist 
in Chur, who took photo-copies and sent it to 84 year 
old Dr. Pfister of Basle, who is the leading authority 
on the Jenatsch history, and has written several works 
on it. 

I now have Dr. Pfister's translation of the letter - 
with copious footnotes - in professorial German!! The 
gist of it is that Jenatsch reports after the defeat of 
the Bernese, Zurich and Graubunden troops at Tirano, 
and says he is back trying to gather together the rem-
nants of his followers. Things look pretty grim, and 

((bntinued on P.32)  

The task of the panel of  
jurors at the recent Inter-
national Stamp Exhibition  
must have been a formidable  

-ine indeed, considering the  
Aigh number of competitive  
entries and the standard of  
material displayed.  

It is, therefore, all the  
more gratifying to learn that  
all four Swiss entries re-
ceived awards.  

One of the two special  
awards, ranking above the  
gold medal and consisting of  
a gold dish embossed with the  
Tudor rose (the die used be-
ing 300 years old) went to  
Herr G.E. Anderegg of Switz-
erland.  
A silver-gilt medal was  

awarded to Prof.H.H.Landau  
and a silver medal to Dr. K.  

Strauss, both of whom are  
Honorary Members of our Hel-
vetia Society, while Mr. L.  
Moore, our ever enthusiastic  
member of the Yorks/Lancs  
Group, received a bronze  
medal, the more encouraging  
since this was his first  
attempt at entering the fiel . 

of international exhibition  
We extend our hearty oon-

gratulations and wish them  
all further success in the  
future.  

The Exhibition appears to  
have been entirely success-
ful, and although the dearth  
of more modern material (to  
encourage the younger gener-
ation of collectors) has  
been commented upon in the  
philatelic press, neverthe-
less, no one could fail to  
be impressed with the galaxy  
of material on view during  
this memorable week.  

E.J.R. 
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As reported recently in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeit-
ung'a very unusual item has come to light in Basle, among 
a selection of approval material, in the form of a cover 
franked with the series of 6 PTT printing trial stamps de-
picting fishes. Not only did it bear 3 clear postmarks: 
'Bern 1 - Briefannahme 17.VII.57-8', but also a registrat-
ion labels 'Bern 6 - Kirchen- fold' and was addressed to  
Brussels. The price asked was Fr.5. 

Information sought at the PTT headquarters has revealed 
that covers stamped and franked in this manner are used in-
ternally for various purposes: e.g. to test the adhesive 
qualities of stamps, postmarking and so on. Whether the 
registration label was affixed for a similar experimental 
purpose or added later when the cover had somehow got out, 
has not yet been established. 

So far as is known this is the first occasion on which 
such an item of non-postal validity has been offered on the 
market as a snare to any inexperienced collector. 

It is explained that when new machines are taken into 
use at the PTT printing works, or a machine is being test-
ed after overhaul, the tests are not carried out using 
postage stamp cylinders, but with cylinders of 'fantasy 
pictures' which have neither the name of the country nor 
any monetary value figures. Stamp trials in the various  
types of printing have been available for some years and 
may be obtained free on request from the PTT Bern. 

3..43 
	

7  

A VERY UNUSUAL ITEM!!  

8  

11,35 	32  

23 	38  

24  22  34  16,41,49  
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SWISS PATRIOT'S LETTER  

unless something is done  
quickly, the whole Canton  
will become Catholic. The  
'Spanish Party' s  which  
included the 'Graue Bund'  
and part of the Gottes-
hausbund' under the broth-
ers Planta, were arranging  
peace terms in Ilanz with  
the French Ambassador and  
the Spain Milan Axis, to  
control' the trade of the  
Valtellina. Jenatsch begs  
the Venetian Resident in  
Zurich to use his influ-
ence to seek the return . 

of the Zurich ,army, which  
apparently has gone home,  
and without which his  
cause will be lost. (In  
his notes Dr. Pfister ex-
plains that the Venetian  
Resident in Zurich was  
financing the revolt of  
the patriots (Volkspartd).  
The letter ends by saying  
that the last message  
from Zurich was incorr-
ectly addressed to Jenat-
sch care of CasparBonard  
- (Dr.Pfister says he was  
the priest of Grlsch at  
the time) - and asks that  
the Courier be instructed  
accordingly.  
Now my friend s  Dr.  

Trenkel-Lietha s  reminds  
me that there has long  
been a legend that Jenat-
sch and his companions  
met in the Ritter Saal in  
the old Grosshaus in  
Grffsch before riding off ,  

in February 1621 to Sch-
loss Rietberg, where they  
killed Pomejus de Planta.  
It seems that my old  
letter almost confirms  
the legend s  and my friend, ' 

the Cantonal Archivist &  
Dr, Pfister are now busy  
examining a further bundle  
of letters of the period  
which I have sent them. 

One mystery is left for 
me. Jenatsch mentions 
the receipt of letters by 
the 'Boten der Reichpost: 
Can any member tell me of 
any official postal system  
in the area at that time '?  

It is reported that the 
Vatican State is to issue 
stamps to commemorate the 
Millenary of Einsiedeln 
Abbey s  near Lucerne. Has 
Switzerland decided to 
miss` this event?  

FRAME BREAKS OF 79B - 2  
(' ^. 1g00 	 - 5 c. BLUE 

 



92 Only a small 
of Union 

142 Small dot 
192 Small dot 

Two small 
43 

dot over frame and 1 N 

in U of Union 
under N of Universelle 
dots in cloud under JU 

star under 2; Small dot under ST 
H. str. over frame and E L' 
star over globe at L. frame 
dot over hyphen 
dot below btw. 19 
dot in 5 of 25 
spot on bottom frame L.of cover 
o over U of Universelle 
o btw. 1 and 2 wires 
dot over 2 N of Union 
H. str. in bottom R. corner 
dot in cloud under N of Univ. 
star over 2 
o at Ji Small dot under 2. 

(To be continued) 
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Small 
Small 
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White 
Small 
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J By: ?r 7.  4. MVIORRISON (Continued) 

No. B -- 25 c. BLUE — Box Harrow)  Perf. 
183 Small H. str. below U of Universelle 

Small H. str. high on breast 
34 Small dot under U of Jubile 

Small dot over 1 wire 
84 H. h/line from DE over 1 N of Union 

H. h/line under 4 wire 
134 Small dot over E of Postale 

Figure in hyphen 
184 Small H. str. under J. 

Small V. str. R. of hyphen 
35 Small dot in J 
85 Small dot btw. 9 and 0 

Small dot L. below 8 
135 Spot on breast; Spot under 5 of 1875 
185 Small H. str. under 2 
36 H.' h/line under hyphen; Small dot under 

5 of 875. 
86 Small dot btw.1 & 2 wires;. Two small dots. 
136 Small dot L. above 1900 	in scroll 19 

Small H. str. in L. frame of arms 
_186 Small dot below 2 E of Universelle 

Small dot R. Below 8 
37 Small dot L. below 7 

Smâll dot below frame at R. corner 
87 H. h/line below frame and ORIAN S. 	19 
137 H. h/line R. of 25 

Small o on shawl below R. forearm 
187 Small dot below T of Postale 

White spot in hair L. of face 
38 Small dot in 1 E of Universelle 

Small dot over hyphen 	 14 
88 Small dot outside L. frame at 1 wire 

Small dot R. of Universelle 	 196 
138 Small dot btw. 18 	 47 

Spot outside R. frame at topmost ewer 97 
188 Dot on pole; Small o btw. 75 	 147 
39 Small dot L. below J 
89 Small dot at L. of Postale 	 19 

Small dot outside R. frame below arch 
—1.39 H. h/line btw. 1 and 2 wires 	 9 

H. h/line btw. 87 
189 Small star btw. 2 and 3 wires 	14 

 and small dot over globe 
40 Small dot L. of face 	 19 

small dot over frame and L'U 
90 Small dot btw. 1 and 2 wires 	 9 

R. frame diag. shaded from top to bottom 
140 Spot over 10 of Union 	 1 

Small star top L. in tab 
190 Small star L. in 2 	 1 
41 Spot L. in 2; Figure R. below 5 of 25 
91 Small dot top L. in tab. 

Small H. str. below frame and scroll 
141 Small dot in cloud below U of Jubile 100 

Small str. R. above 1 0 of 1900 
191 Small V. str. under 25 

Dot L. below 1 0 of 1900 
42 --- 	 200 

ADDITION TO THE LIBRARY  
We have acquired a copy of an interesting booklet entitled THE SWISS HOTEL POST' 

by Dr. H. Leemann, published by Sandoz Ltd., Basle. Superbly produced on art paper, 
it depicts each of the hotel stamps, together with examples of actual covers, blocks 
etc. A copy has also been obtained for the Yorks/Lancs Group Library. 

93 Small dot over ribbon at R. frame 
Small o in clothes over 5 of 1875 

143 Small star over 75 
Small o over 5 of 25 

193 H. h/line in front of Universelle 
H. h/line L. of face 

44 H. hfline in cloud 
Small dot on R. forearm 

94 H. h/line in shawl 
H. h/line in tab. 

144 Small o btw. 1 and 2 wires 
H. h/line btw. 3 and 4 wires 

4 Small H. str. under UB 
Small H. str. L. of face 

45 H/line high in tab. 
95 Small dot L. forearm 
145 Spot on J. of Jubile 

Small point in cloud 
5 Two small dots on pole 
Small dot on cover at L. 

46 Spot R. below E of Jubile 
H. h/line over breast to arms 

96 Small V. str. outside L.frame at tab. 
Small dot over globe 

6 Small dot on pole over oak leaf 
Small dot on 1 0 of 1900 
Small dot L. of J. 
Small dot btw. D and Florian 
Only spot L. outside top L. corner 
Diag. h/line thro' R.frame & 00 elf
1900 to bottom frame 

7 --- 

48 Small dot under U of Univ. 
8 Small dot below 2 wire 

Small dot btw. 1 & 2 wires at L.frame 
48 Small o below S of Postale 

Small star in cloud over 1 wire 

1 50  

8 
49 
9 

49 

99 

50  
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PRO JUVENTUTE 1959.  Stamps of this issue  
cease to be valid for postage as from June  
30th 1960. Such items, if used for postage  

will in future be regarded as unstamped &  
will be subject to postage due.  

WORLD REFUGEE YEAR.  As part of the  
propaganda for this cause a philatelic ex-
hibition has been held in the PTT Museum,  
Bern, Entitled 'The Refugee's Stamp', it  
shows the complete collection of special  
stamps issued by 70 countries for theWorld  
Refugee Year 1959/60,  

The PTT draws attention to the fact that  
items despatched to Bern for the purpose of  
obtaining philatelic cancellations (contain.  
ing either covers or loose stamps) are fre-
quently sent at 'Printed Matter' rate,  
which is invalid. Such items are subject 	 
to full letter rate in both directions  

SWISS PRINTING INKS- 
The following paragraph appeared recent-

ly in 'STAMP COLLECTING' and will be of  
interest  

"Recess-printing is characterised 
by the raised effect of the lines of the 
design, which must stand above the surface 
of the paper. In mixing, the inks it is 

 necessary to consider good adhesion to the 
engraving, as well as adherence to the 
paper, and easy 'wipability' from the plate. 
For this we require fillers (mostly calcium 
carbonate, magnesia, and barium sulphate). 

 Binders include linseed oil, varnish, par a-
ffin oil and vaseline, all of which are  
mixed together in special ink mills until 
a doughy mass is obtained. This filler is 
then blended with specified amounts of var-
ious pigments to obtain the final printing 
colour. 

"First, proofs of Swiss engraved 
stamps are taken on small hand.presses from 
individual plates containing one impression 
and for these proofs 10 grammes of ink are  
mixed at one time; of these 10 grammesfive 
aré pigment and five filler. Numerous col-
our proofs are obtained in order to give as 
varied a selection as possible, and the 
final deoision rests very largely on the 
colour which brings out the best in the 
design. 

"The Swiss recess-printing inks are 
consumed in considerable quantities, as 
each press uses about 15 kg. (35-1b.) per 
day. Very exact calculations are necessary 
in order to achieve the same consistency in  
15 kilos which was obtained when mixing the 
trial 10 grammes. Quite apart from the 
shades, which must remain consistent over 
long periods (especially in the case of 
definitives), such factors as resistance to 
acids and alkalis, and exposure to light 
must be taken into consideration." 

TT̂ 

RECENT AUTOMOBILE P.O. CANCELLATIONS  

Auto 3 Geneve - Vete Federale de chant  
17-28 . VI  

" 2 Bulle - Congres philatelique  
suisse 18-19.VI  

2 Willisau - Zentralschweizerisches  
Jodlerfest - 25-26.VI  

2 Basel - Feinfhundertjahrfeier der  
Universitat - 29.VI - 2.VII 

 H 
	

2 Porrentruy - Braderie de  
Porrentruy 16-17.VII  

3 Bern - Kantonalschiitzenfest - Tir  
cantonal - 1-14.VII  

" 3 Bean - ITF Kongres 20-29.VII  
" 3 Bern - Bandesfeier - 	I.VIII  
" 3 Zurich - Bundesfeier - 	l.VIII  

3 Thun - 18 Eidg. Hornusserfest - 
 27-29.VIII  

SLOGAN POSTMARKS  

Kam -dem Ltirm - Luttez contre le bruit - 
D' inuite i rumeri ... (General use )---

St.Moritz Heilbad- Kohlensdure-Eisen-Mo- .  
St.Moritz Engadin Sonne - '.7intersport  
Internationale Musikfestwochen Luzern - 
Luzern 2 - 18.VII - 11.VIII 

Freilichtspiele 'Die lustigen Welber von 
Windsor' Komadie Basel - Basel 2 

16.VIII - 3.IX 
41e Comptoir suisse Lausanne-Lausanne 2  

• - to 25.IX  
Montreux - Septembre musical - Montreux 

- to 25.IX 
Internat. Handharmonika Volksmusikfest, 
Luzern-Luzern 2 - 12.VIII - 11.1X 

Courses et concurs hippique Yverdon - 
Yverdon to 21.VIII 

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS 

DURRENROTH - Im schanen Emmental 
SEEWIS DORF 960 m.1.M.- Sonne - Ruhe  - 

Erholung 
'tTOLFSHALDEN 7.6 	- Bodensee  

Sonnenterrasse 

NET POST OFFICE OPENED IN ZURICH  

A new post office was opened , at  
Zurich 61 - Hirzenbach - on 23.V.1960. 

m 

• There are many interesting 'side- m 
, lines' to Swiss Philatelic 
a PRE-STA1 COVERS .. POSTAL STxTIONERYm  
£ 3̂ FLIGHT 	R 	DAY OF TEE ramA1UD  CARD  

W NATIONAL FETE & PRO PATRIA CARDS ..  câ  
to name only a few. 	 m  

e 	Approval selections will be sent g  
B  3 gladly on request, to members of the  

'Helvetia Philatelic Society', or if  

g you prefer to send a 'Wants List' it  
E will receive my prompt attention.  

al 

tdi J.S.ARMS LO\G  
314 Low Lane, Torrisholme, Morecambe. 
m 	 Lancs. 	m  
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UPORA 1960 C 
The European Postal Conference (Conference Europeenne des Administrations des 

Postes et des Telecommunications CEPT), which convened at Montreux in June 1959, 
decided that a EUROPA stamp should be issued this year in all participating countries, 
if possible with an identical picture motif designed to express the idea of ever 

-Moser co-operation between the European Postal Administrations. 

24 stamp designs from 14 countries, (including 2 from Switzerland) were submitted 
to an international committee which met in Paris last Spring. The final choice fell 
on the work of a Finnish artist, P.Rahikainen. 	Its motif, a wheel with 19 spokes 
(symbolising co-operation) as the '0' of the word 'EUROPA', was adopted and is used 
for the two Swiss stamps 1960 CEPT released on September 19th. 

Details are as follows: 

Values: 	30 c. 	Vermilion 
50 c. Ultramarine 

Stamp size: 36 x 26 mm. 

Picture Size:33 x 23 mm 

Process: Rotary recess printing by the 
Stamp Printing Office PTT, Bern, Sheets: 

Paper: 	White uncoated paper without 
fibres 

The special 'EUROPA' stamps will be available at all post offices (and auto-
“,obile post offices) from 19th September 1960, and will be sold, until further 
notice in place of ordinary stamps of the same denomination. 

A special envelope with embossed vignette, designed by Hans Hartmann, Bern, was 
issued by the Philatelic Agency PTT and a special first day postmark used, consisting 
of the initials 'CEPT' in the centre, Bern 1 at the top and 'Jour d'emission 19.1X, 
1960' below. 

L 1FC 	 N E W 	ISSUES 

  

Details of the following are to hands 

1. EUROPA 1960, Single stamp, value 50 Rp., featuring honeycomb cells and incorpor-
ating the letters 'EUROPA'; in 5 colours: Lt.Green 9  blue, violet, yellow & red. 
Designer: Louis Jager, Mauren. Productions Heliogravure by Harrison & Sons,Ltd. 

London::. 
(It is interesting to note that both Liechtenstein and Austria have preferred to 
use their own designs than the internationally adopted one). 

2. 3 stamps in the series of Native Trees: 
20 Rp. Beech - Dark Brown 
30 Rp. Juniper - Dark wine-red 
50 Rp. Pine 	- Blue-green 

3. Additional value in the new definitive series: 

75 Rp. The Reaper - yellow-brown 	Productions Roto heliogravure ty 
Designers  Anton Ender, Vaduz. 	 Courvoisier S.A. 

Design: International stamp picture after 
a design by the Finnish artist, 
P. Rahikainen, adapted for the 
Swiss version by Hans Th8Sni, Berm ;  

Engraver: Heinrich Heusser, Oberageri 

Printed in 2 sheets (1-2) 
50 stamps per sheet 

Designer: 

Production: 

Martin Frommelt, Schaan 

Heliogravure by Courvoisier 
S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds 



* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Autumn is in the air and the 

resumption of stamp-collecting 

is about to commence. 

Which aspect of Swiss Stamps 
do you propose to study this season? 

Whichever it is .. 

STRUBELIS 	O 0 

	 STANDING HELVETIA 
AIRMAILS 
	

COVERS 
THEMATICS 	O 0 

	 ETC. ETC. ETC.. 

I can provide material 

on Approval 

at reasonable prices 

Let me know your Requirements 

J. S.ARV S RON 
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme, Morecambe, LaaNc5_ 
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(1) THE BATTLE OF GIORNICO - National 	/ 	 CATALOGUE - 1961 

	

Fete 1939 9  10 + 5 c. 	( The 44th Edition of this Catalogue has 
!just 

	

 By 1413 the Swiss had taken over 	been published and will be available 
in ' addition to the Val Leventina, various 	for a limited period only. c other parts and dependencies of the Duchy Consisting of 90 pages it covers all the  ;issue 's of Switzerland, including miniature of Milan. In 1478 at the Battle of Gior-! 

!sheets,  telegraph and railway stamps and nico a party of 600 Swiss routed 15 9 000 1 
all stamps of Liechtenstein and Campione Milanese by the ingenious device of floodta t  

ing the territory with the waters of the 1
a Italia, 
The Catalogue is profusely illustrated 

which they dammed up,. letting the Milan- 
River Ticino and its tributary torrents 

land gives all major varieties. The text ! 
ese advance on to the slippery terrain is in German and the pricing reflects the 1 continuing upward trend. of Swiss stamps. and then with the battle cry of 'Liga! 

It is a handy guide for the 'up-to-the- Liga!' the Swiss charged in a single m 
assiminutel collector and is available in Gt, ed attack. After 1500 Milanese had been i 

drowned or slain the rest gave up. 	!Britain at the very modest price of 2/6d. 

followed by a more extensive and complete 
Law of Navigation that came into force on 
January lst 9  1957 9  covering all Internat-
ional Rules and Regulations relating to 
deep-sea navigation and taking into accou 
Swiss jurisdiction. * 

The legal seat of Swiss deep-sea nav- 
igation is Basle. A ship to be entered in * 

 the Swiss Register has first of all to 
prove its absolute Swiss character. In * 
order to obtain a permit of navigation by * 
the Swiss Federal Office of Maritime Navi- * 

 gation at Basle s  a ship has to be in poss-
ession of an A.1 certificate of Lloyds or * 
some other approved society of classifi- * 
cation s  as well as of all documents of 
identification required by International * 
Rules or Agreements. 

The Swiss merchant fleet comprises at* 
present (late '50k-ships with a total of * 
125 9 000 tons. With one exception the ships 
are driven by single-screw diesel engines* 
of the most modern design, with speeds 
ranging from 12-15 knots. 

There are 682 men serving at present * 
in the Swiss Merchant Navy, 380 of them * 
(57%) being Swiss nationality. No fewer * 
than 15 Swiss citizens hold a Master's 
papers8c3 of the ships of the Swiss fleet 

 

sailing the High Seas are commanded by 
a Swiss Captains. 	 E.J.R. 

FACTS E37-.1-11\ D THE STAMPS/ 7 , M S SMALL 

Then Louis XII of France prepared to1PR0 JUVENTUTE AS  SfiEf577.:FT&TTE:77- 
 invade Italy, with the Duchy of Milan as 1 Before concluding mention should also be 

his first objective s  he first concludedalmade of the three stamps issued to commem-
10 year alliance with the Swiss. With 	!orate the 600th anniversaries of joining 
their help he seized Milan in 1490 from Ithe Confederation: 
Ludovico Sforza without much effort. 

11951 - Zurich  - a well balanced stamp from 
(2) RHINE NAVIGATION &THE SWISS MERCHANT 	the point of view of design s  but 

FLEET. Publicity issue 1954 9  25 c.lheraldically incorrect since the shield ' 
Anyone Who has traversed the road 	Icannot be divided both from right to left 

along the Rhine from Cologne to Mainz canland from loft to right. The right hand . 
not fail to notice the number of vessels 'shield in this case is correct. 
bearing the Swiss flag which bustle up the 

1952 - Zug & Glarus  - St. Fridolin on the Rhine en route for Rotterdam. What is nobl 
Glarus shield is shown facing the so well known is the extent of the present! 

lwrong way s  an error that could have easily day Swiss Merchant Fleet. It was not un-1„, 
or . til the International Traffic Control Conl'een c orrected had the two shields been  

reversed. ference at Barcelona in 1921 that the way 
to the sea was opened to all countries, 1953 - Berne - again a double shield, only 
including those without a proper coast- 	one of which is correct, again that 
line. On April 9th, 1941 9  the Swiss Fed-ion the right. 
eral Council announced that from then on 
the Swiss Flag would be flown on the seven Many of the 'Soldier Stamps' consist of excellent examples of cantonal shields. seas. There were still difficulties to bel !Strangely enough these are almost without overcome and a provisional ordinance was exception correctly drawn, and it is sur- 

prising that the official postage stamp 
should contain - these errors s  especially 
there has been a great revival of intere— 
in heraldry in Switzerland in recent years. 
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PRO JJV N I ,T= ARMS STAVPS 
By E.J. Rawnsley 	Crae-CL_..t,i S iC'w 

GENEVA   (GENF) 	(1815) - Arms: Per pale: dextor or, a 
demi-eagle displayed 

sable, armed and crowned gules; sinister gules, a key in pale, 
wards upwards and to the sinister or. 

This is one of the most beautiful of all the heraldic shields. 
Although adopted officially for use as cantonal arms only in 1814, 
their use as the arms of the City of Geneva dates back to 1446. The 
eagle signifies that it was an imperial city; this emblem was used 
on coins and is to be found everywhere on monumental sculpture. 
Geneva was also governed by a Prince-Bishop who bore the arms of 
the Cathedral Chapter, dedicated to St.Peter: Gules, two keys or 

in saltire. So the Cantonal arms are composed of half the Imperial arms and, half 
those of the Chapter, which exactly represents the political situation. This form of 
shield was in use from the 19th cent., prior to that, according to ancient seals going 
as far back as 1342, the arms were shown ass 1. the two keys in saltine and 2. the 
demi-eagle. Finally the two halves of the shield were turned round to conform to the 
heraldic rules relating to banners. The arms are often shown with a golden sun and 
the letters 'IHS' or with the motto 'POST TENEBRAS LUX' - 'After darkness lights -
which goes back to the time of the Reformation. 

The necklaces of pearls shown in the border of the 1918 stamp signify that Geneva is 
• the centre of the jewellery trade. 

THE CONFEDERATION  - (1840) - Arms: Gules, a cross couped argent 

Prior to the French Revolution there was no central administrat-
ion and, therefore, no one coat-of-arms representing the country as 
a whole. When the upheaval of the Revolution imposed a united 
government on Switzerland the occupying powers introduced a flag c' 
their own, of red, yellow and green. Arms were not in favour at 
that time and seals of the epoch were invariably engraved with th'' 
image of Wilhelm Tell (together with his son and the celebrated 
apple), or other revolutionary emblems, while the coins bore a 
warrior waving the three-coloured flag. The detested colours wen~ 
abolished under the Act of Mediation but it was not until the re-
stored Confederation came into being that the need for one flag,a' 

a rallying sign for the Federal Army, arose. It was put forward in 1830 by General 
Dufour (then a Colonel of Engineers) who insisted on the organisation of defengs for-.. 
'ces at the time of the Confederation's first declaration of neutrality. The idea was 
greeted with hostility and jealousy by many Cantons, justly proud of their own in- 
dividual flags. The idea was studied in 1830 and 1832 and by 1835, 17 Cantons voted 
in favour. In 1839 it was again put•to the vote and the Federal flag, which serves 
lso as the national coat-of-arms, was adopted on 21st July, 1840. . 

By a curious coincidence the newest emblem is also the most ancient. Historically 
the red flag with a crucifix in the upper corner was the emblem of Schwyz under Im-
perial favour. From 1339 at the Battle of Laupen it is stated in the records that the 
Confederates wore a 'cross of white stuff upon a red field' (Ein wiss craz in einem 
roten velde). This applied to Swiss soldiers in general, not merely those from Schwyz 
The cross on the 'ecu' (money) of Schwyz is mentioned officially in 1553 under the 
name of a Federal Cross (' Eidgenossen Cratz' ). and :a gold medal of 1547 shows a strai-
ght cross with arms of equal length. (It is n4:known whether the reason for this wa 
to distinguish it from the Danish flags Gules, the white cross of Daneborg). 
In order to make the sketch clear the cross is shown in a frame but 

is in fact never shown thus in colour since, heraldically, this impl- 
ies a debasement and was the reason for the removal of the frame line 
round the cross on the early Federal stamps. 

ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA 	 ---' 

(1) In the section on ST.GALLEN, mention was omitted of the arms of 
the City of that name, which depicts the black bear of the Abbey 
For services rendered to the Emperor Frederick the Abbots were 
granted gold collars from which hung black bears and this gold 
collar was added to the arms: Argent, a bear salient sable, 
tongued gules and ducally gorged or. 	Symbols of learning are 
shown on either side of the shield. 

(2) A further note on Canton Ticino has been supplied by Mr. J.J.E. 
Eusebio who states that as homage to Napoleon, through whom the 
Canton achieved its independence, the colours of the City of 
laris - red and Blue were adopted as Cantonal arms. It is also 
confirmed that bricks are shown in the border design 

(3) OBW ALDEN (H,N.L. August 1959) The illustration was inadvertently reversed 
a..-; 	rr;in+,no. The key should face to the dexter. 

(Continued on previous page, 
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Zug, Zuchtstiermarkt 	7/8.IX 
Aarau, Internationale 
Hundeausstellung 	10/I1.IX 
Zurich, Knabenschiessen 10/12.IX 
Brig, Chavez-Gedenkfeier 23/25.IX 
Lausanne, Comptoir Suissel0/25•IX 
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" 1 

PI 
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TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS 

BAAR 	Höllgrotten 
BAECHLI (Hemburg) - Ruhe - Erholung 
FIL ZBACH - Erholung ob dem Walensee 
TRUB - Wanderungen in Napfgebiet 

Oct.. 12 

nELVBT.LA BUNS 4: E11ER 	S411 443E4  1960 	No. 9(14th Yr.) 

LONDON GROUP:  Hon,Sec, Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley, YORKS/LANCS GROUP:  Hon.See, A. Gullis , 

3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. .32$ +the1bert Gardens, Ilford, Essex 
Members are reminded that the autumn 

session will be commencing shortly .. on 
WEDNESDAY, 12TH OCTOBER, 1960,  and it is 
hoped that there will be good attendances 
at meetings. Those newer members who 
joined earlier in the year and have not 
yet come along to Kingsway will be espec-
ially welco ►e and we look forward to mak-
ing new friends. 

Meetings will again be at the Kingsway 
Hall, Kingsway, W.C.2., from 6.30 - 8.30 
p.m. on the second Wednesday of each month.October, with the 'CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY',to 
With the change to nearer the middle of be given by Mr. R.G. Strowlger. 
the month and the holiday season apparen 

starting earlier nowad 
proposing to hold a meeting 

 finish in May 
will, suit the majority 

 programme has 

1960 
 AUTUMN REUNION & 

ly start' 	 nowadays, we are this 
year prop 	 eeting in Jan- 
uary and 	 , and it is hoped 
that this 	 ajority of mem 

A varied 	 been arranged 
and will be as follows: 

There is little news to report from the 
North except that our indefatiguable Mr. 
Moore spent a largely philatelic holiday in 
Switzerland, following up the subject of 
his Jurg Jenatsch letters, which have 
apparently caused no little excitement in 
certain quarters in that country. 

The programme for the autumn session 
was published in the April issue, but 
Northern members are reminded that the 
opening meeting will be on Saturday, 1st 

a talk on 
'CURRENT TRENDS' by Mr. H.L. 
Katcher. 

Nov. 9 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Dec. 14 'STRUBELIS' - All Members 

Yorks/Lanes Group 
THE CANTON OF GENEVA & ITS 
STAMPS' by Prof. H.H. Landau 
'SWISS FILMS' - a Social evening 
to be arranged by Mr.A.J.Harding 
ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION 
'DISPLAYS BY EMBERS' - Details 

later 
Pocket programmes will be distributed 

with this 'News Letter'. 

THIRD 	BALLOON FLIGHT  
in aid of World Refugee Year 1959/60  

The 3rd Balloon Flight to aid children 
during the World Refugee Year 1959/60 
will take place on 1st October, with 
ascent from Lugano. 

As before covers and postcards weigh-
ing not more than 10 g. will be accepted. 
They must be stamped with valid Swiss 
stamps to the value of Fr.2.- (within 
Switzerland) and Fr.2.30 (abroad). Items 
for despatch to be sent in a cover bear-
ing the name of the sender to 'Postamt 
Lugano 1', to reach there by 29 Septem-
ber at the latest. 

Mail carried on this flight will bear 
a special cachet, similar to those used 
on the two previous flights, showing a 
balloon and reading 'LUGANO - ANNO 
MONDIALE DEL RIFUGIATO - 1.X.1960'. After 
the descent the mail will be forwarded 
from the nearest post office 

.- 	a/Y COL 
PRO JUVENTUTE 1959  — NUMBERS ISSUED  

The following figures have been issued: 

	

5 + 5 0. 	... 	11,59 2,275 

	

10 + 10 o. 	... 	8,954,213 

	

20 + 10 c. 	... 	6,484,265 

	

30 + 10 c. 	... 	 2,048,380 

	

50 + 10 c. 	2,304,518 

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS  - for September: 

OLMA St. Gallen - St. Gallen 1, to 13.X 
Spectacle 'Son et Lumiere' Sion - 

Sion, to.30.Ig 
Fete des Vendanges Morges - Morges to 2.X 
Quinzaine Gastronomique Interlaken - 

Interlaken to 18.IX 
Pictorial slogan: FRAUENFELD 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS: 

Jan4 11 'SWISS QUIZ' - Return match with 

Feb. 8 

Mar. 8 

Apr. 12 
May 10 

WARNING OF FORGED POSTMARKS  

The 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung! 
recently issued a warning to collectors to 
beware of forged postmarks on some ofthe 
earlier Pro Juventute stamps. 

A cancellation of ' Chbne-Bourg' has been 
noted on the Ti c. of 1919 and 30 c. of 
1926. This has been established as part of 
the postmark of 'Chgne-Bougeries', which 
post-office did not come into service 
until 19th December, 1930. 

It is possible that other invalid 
cancellations exist. 

bers. 

Attention is drawn to some of the facilities available to members of the Helvetia 
Society: ABSTRACTS OF PHILATELIC LITERATURE - PHOTO-COPYING - SMALL BLANK MAPS 
OF SWITZERLAND (suitable for marking air flights, T.P.O. routes etc.). Further 
details on request from the Hon. Secretary. 
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Han.Exchange Pkt. Supt: 
MR. J.H. SHORT, 
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To meet the requirements of the European Office of UNO in Geneva a 5 Franc stamp 
has been authorised and will be issued on United Nations Day, 24th October. On the 
same day new 30c. & 40c. service sumps, necessitated by the changes in postal rates 
of last year, together with a change of colour of the 20c. stamp, will be issued by 
the following organisations. 

International Labour Office (BIT) 
World Health Organisation (OMS) 
International Bureau of Education(BIE) - all the above in Geneva 
International Bureau of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) - in Bern. 

The stamps may only be used on mail of the above-mentioned organisations. Details 
are as follows: 

(A) UNITED NATIONS ORGANISATION - Fr.5.-value 

World Meterological Organisation (OMM) 
International Telecommunications Union(UIT) 

Designs 	Palais des Nations in Geneva 
and UNO emblem 

Inscriptions'Nations Unies' 
Sizes 	41 x 26 mm. 
Picture sizes38 x 22.5 mm. 
Papers 	White paper, blue & red f ibres. 

Designers Hans Hartmann, Bern 
Engraver: Albert Yersin,Mont-sur-Rolle 
Printing Process° Rotary recess printing 
Printers: StampPrinting Office, PTT 

Bern. 
Sheets: 
	4 sheets of 25 stamps each. 

(Nos. 1-4) 
(B ) 

SERVICES STAMPS OF BIT. OMM. OMS. UIT. BIE UPU. 

Value & Colour: 20 c. carmine-red. 	The design, engraving, printing etc. 
30 c. orange -red 	are the same as those of the new 
50 .c. blue 	 Service stamps issued in 1956/7/8. 

Sheets: 	2 sheets (Nos.l & 2) of 50 stamps each. 

The stamps will be available, uncancelled or with first clay cancellations, from 
the PTT Philatelic Agency or the Secretariat of the Regional Postal Directorate, 
Geneva (except for the UPU issue at the latter). The former 20 & 40c. stamps will 
be available as long as stocks last - but not later than 30th April, 1961 - from the 
PTT Philatelic Agency, Bern. 

Special envelopes with vignette will be available, and on 24th October, United 
Nations Day, first cancellations will be used as follows: 

Geneve 10 (special post office) .. 'Geneve 10 - Journée des Nations Unies' 

I t 
	

10 

n 	14 

fr 	22 
Bern 15 

Only the new 20 , 

3 30 & 50 c. service 
stamps 

More new issue news on page 40. 

THE ANNUAL GFNERAL MEETI\ 
Will take place on WEDNESDAY, 9TH NOVEMBER, 1960 	AGENDA on .. Page 42. 



SWISS KILO 
MIXTURE 
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NEW ISSUE NEWS  (Contd.) 

NEW STAMPS 1960s ISSUE OF STAMP BOOKLETS 
TETE-BECHE SHEETS2   STAMP  COILS Etc.  

Certain values of the new definitive 
stamps issued in May 1960 are being 
issued in the form of stamp booklets, 
t&te-béche sheets, stamp coils for auto-
matic stamp machines & stamp sheets with 
control marks on reverse. 

1. STAMP BOOKLETS  

(a) Containing 4 x 50. 9  12 x 10c. & 
8 x 20c. 	Selling prices Fr.3.- 

(b) Containing 8 x 5c., 12 x 1Oc., 
12 x 20c., & 4 x 50c. at Fr. 6. - 

2. TETE-BECHE SHEETS  of 80 stamps each 
of the 5, 10, 20 & 50c. values used 

for production of stamp booklets, in-
cluding 10 téte-béche pairs with inter-
space and 20 without; interspaces print-
ed with several rows of crosses. On 
sheet margin the date of printing and 
two control numbers. Available only in 
whole sheets, at a price corresponding 
to the value of the stamps. 

3. COILS OF STAMPS FOR  STAMP MACHINES  - 
Containing 1000 or 2000 stamps each 

of 5, 10 & 20c. (Machine coils of other 
values are no longer produced). Every 
5th stamp bears a control mark (letter& 
number) printed on the reverse over the 
gum. The coils are sold at a price 
corresponding to the value of the stamps 
plus an additional charge of 40c. fort 
1000 coil and 60c. for the 2000 coil. 

4. STAMP SHEETS  with control mark on 
reverse, detached from endless bands 

used for the production of coils. Each 
sheet bears, on 2 stamp rows, the con-
trol mark mentioned under (3) . Sold only 
in sheets of 50 stamps at the nominal 
value of the stamps. 

The new stamp booklets will be avail-
able at all post offices as well as the 
Philatelic Agency in Bern after the form 
er stamp booklets are used up. Stamp 
coils are stocked at larger post-office 
Tbte-bche sheets and control marked 
sheets are available only at the Philat 
elic Agency PTT,Bern (postal cheque 
account III 7456) from 24th October 196 (. 

NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS  1 

GOLDERN (HASLIBERG) - Ganzjlihrig 
lotenendes Feriengebietj 

HOHFLUH (HASLIBERG) - 	-do- 
REUTI (HASLIBERG) - 	-do- 
HEIDEN - 810 m.i..M. - Klimakurort fiber 

dem Bodensee 
INNERTHAL - Sommer Und Wintersport 
LAUFEN - altes Stadtchen an der Birs 
RIFFELALP ab Zermatt 
RIGGISBERG - Kommt ins Gantrischgebiet 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATION  

Auto 3 St. Gallen, OIAIA 13-23.X 

FAMOUS SWISS 

The Genuine Article 
not the rubbish which 
is usually offered 
under this heading 

Contains a large percentage of Historic- 
als and even a sprinkling of Fr. 3. -, 5. -^ & 
10.- values. 	Some Commemoratives also 

include. 

REAL  BARGAIN OFFER 

23/6d. per lb. plus 1/6 post & packing 

Please notes 	Supplies at present are 
very limited and for the 

time being we must ration clients to 1-lb 
of mixture per month. 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 
(H. L. Katcher) 

27, Westbury Road, 
London, N.12. 

Telephones 	HILlside 6857 

N U M A 	D ROZ - Statesman 

1844 - 1899 	P.J. 1955 5 + Sc. 

Born on January 27th 1844 at La Chaux-
de-Fonds. Was first apprenticed to a firm 
of watchmakers as an engraver, but left 
this to take up teachings 

Turned to politics and authorship in 
the service of a struggling radicalism and 
became editor of the radical 'National 
Suisse'. In18 69, at the legal minimum age 
(25) he became a Councillor of Ct.Neuchatel 
and 2 years later Director of Education. In 
1875 Droz, in spite of his youth, received 
the highest honour of his country, being 
elected as a Federal Councillor of the 
United Federal Assembly at 32 years of age. 

In 1881 Droz was elected President of 
the Federal Council and in the stirring 
years that followed, his steadfastness in 
the leadership of the political sphére 
averted many dangers; in particular his 
handling of the ' Wohlgemutt affair, whiçh 
almost brought Switzerland to war with 
Germany over the political rights of German 
refugees living in Switzerland. 

In 1886 he published a political cate-
chism entitled 'L' instruction civique' for 
the education of youth with a view to 
producing good citizens. 

He retired from politics in 1892 owing 
to ill-health, but took over the management 
of the International Railway Traffic Minis-
try, and was at the head of this office up 
to the day of his death on December 15th, 
1899. 
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. 7).J 	1 900 	THIRD ISSUED No. 77C — 5 cts. GREEN 
By: W,d. R. Morrison 

Of the third issue of these stamps it is ,proposed to deal only with the 5c. and 
10c. values. 	The 25c. being so scarce that it is not thought practical to quote in 
detail. 	The information is, however, available to anyone who is interested. 	Ed. 

1 Bottom left corner damaged 	'161 

101 H. h/line from L.frame at 4 wire to 62 
51 H. h/line thro 18 of 1875 	 12 

Dot above btw. E and D of JubilE DE 

bottom R. corner 
151 H. h/line from bottom L.corner thro 112 

8, clothes and R. hand 	 '162 
Coloured spot btw. 3 and 4 wire 

2 H/line from L.frame at l wire to globes 13 
Small dot under wires under Postale 

52 Spot R. of L. hand 	 63 
102 
	

113 
V. str. outside lower R. frame 	163 
Dot in top of tab. 14 
R. frame damaged' at arch 	 1 64 

53 Dot on L. forearm 	 114 
103 Dot on J of Jubile 	 164 

H. str. over frame and pole 
153 Str. below frame at R. 	 15 

4 H/line over top L. corner 
Dot top L. in tab 

54 Small str. undér . 1 of 1875 
V. h/line outside R.frame at ribbon 

104 H/line from L. frame thro value 5 to 
R. frame at elbow 

154 Small V. str. btw. 1 and 2 wires 
5 Dot in cloud over 1 wire 

55 Spot low at L. in tab. 
105 H/line from L.frame thro Jubile to 

top frame 	 116 
155 Dot in J 

6 H/line from U of Univ. to 1 wire 
H. h/line over top frame 

56 Dot over globe near L. frame 
Dot on R. upper—arm 

106 H. h/line over top frame 
156 Two dots over globe at L. 

Small dot R. of 1875 
7 Small dot below N of Univ. 

Small dot in dress 
57 

Diag. h/line on top frame at L. 

157 Small dot low L. in tab. 

108 White spot in coloured part of value 
158 Small dot on pole 

58 Three small dots R. below 5 

9 H. h/line btw. 1 and 2 wires 
H. h/line from 1875 

	
* 

V. line on cover on pole 

152 
3 

65 
115 
165 
16 

59 
109 
159 
10 

Small dot over top R. corner 
H/line from J. to arch 
Small dot R. of value 5 

60 H. h/line from, L. frame thro face 
110 Small dot on globe 
160 Small dot btw. ER of Universelle 

Small dot on 2 L.of Universelle 
11 Small dot at R. -frame at arms 
61 Dot L. below value 5 

Dot in bottom R. corner 
111 Small dot on line under 18 of 1875,1* 

Dot R. of .1875 
Dot on scroll L. of 1875 
Indent on outside of R.frame at Postale 
Small str. on A of Grasset 
H/line over pole and L. hand 
Small o in frame over E of. DE 
Small H. str. over top frame and 0 

of Union 
White spot on globe at I. 
Small dot under wires under Postale 
Small dot btw. VE of Universelle 
Globe L. of fa e pale coloured 
Small o L. of 3 at frame 
Small H. str. in shawl at L. frame 

Small o in clothes over 19 of 1900 
Dot over frame and E of Jubile 
Small dot R. of value 5 
H/line from S after Florian to 2 0 

of 1900 
Small str. in clothes over 5 of 1875, 
Small str. near top of L. frame 

Small dot in ribbon R. of L. arm 
Small H. str. L. below J 
H. h/line in clothes R. above. tab. 

66 Small dot in scroll 
Small d.ot outside L. frame at height 

of scroll 

166 White area on cheek and hair * 
Dot in cloud under UN * 

17 Dashes from Grasset to Florian 
Small dot top L. in tab. 

67 Small dot below btw. 00 of 1900 
Diag. line from L.frame to beneath 

1 of 1875 
117 Dashes from Grasset to Florian 
167 Dot R. below value 5 
18 Dot top R. in tab. * 
68 Diag. str. from 4 wire to 2 E of Universelle 

118 H/line thro L,forearm and R.'frame 
H/lino from tab. to hyphen at lower frame 

168 
19 H/line from L.frame thro globe, clothes, 

L. hand to frame 
Small dot over top R. corner 
Small dot over 1 wire 

69 'String of pearls' from 2 L of SELLE 
to top of pole 

Dot over ribbon loop R.of L. hand 
119 H/line thro L.frame to globe, R. hand 

to R. frame 
169 H/line over top frame and Uni of 

Universelle; Small dot low in tab. 
20 Two H. strs. over globe 
70 Two H. str. R. of head of 7 

120 H/line over DE 
170 Dot btw. LE of JUBILE 

Small dot btw. 1 and 2 wires 

* 'Einzelne' which is iaken to mean 'Only on some examples'. (To be continued , 
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In accordance with the Society's Rules N 0 T I C E is hereby given that the 

GE\FRAL. N/11- 1- 71\G ,  
ill be held on WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER  9th  1960, (2nd Wednesday) at 6.45 p.m. PROMPT 

at the Kingsway Hall Room 32), Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

A G:E  N D A  

. Minutes of the A.G.M. held on 11th Nov. 6. Hon. Pkt. Superintendent's REPORT .. 

1959 
. Matters arising from the Minutes 
. Chairman's Address 
. REPORT by the Hon. Secretary 
. Hon. Treas. REPORT & STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS  

7. ELECTION of Officers & Members of the 
Society's Committee for 196061 . 

8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS ( see below) 

9. Any other business 

OMINATIONS: Nominations for the Election of Officers & Members of. the Committee i.e. 
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon.Secretary, Hon.Treasurer, Pkt.Superintend-

nt, Hon.Auditor and (not exceeding) TWELVE Members of the Committee should be sent 
o the Hon.Secretary, Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley, to reach her not later than Tuesday 8 Nov. 

SOLUTIONS: Any Member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the.A.G,M. must 
GIVE NOTICE in writing, enclosing the text of the Resolution, to the 

oy Secretary before the opening of the A.G.M. 

After the business meeting, which is expected to last about 1 hour, Members are 
invited to show material, such as recent acquisitions, or to put forward any queries 

MEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
and are invited to put forward criticisms or suggestions which will help to improve 
the running of the Society and the facilities which are available to its members. 

E.J. RAWNSLEY (Hon. Secretary). G.W. DAGLISH (Chairman). 

LONDON GROUP:  Opening of the Autumn Sess ion 

There was a well attended meeting and 
Mr. H.L.Katcher very kindly came along to 
give an informal talk on 'CURRENT TRENDS' 
and cope with questions fired at him by 
members. 

Regarding 'classics' the position is 
now somewhat peculiar. Material is hard 
to get and important collections invaria-
bl; ;o to auction where dealers have to 
compete with investors and fantastically 
high prices result. A superb copy Of a 
Zurich 4, catalogued about x,400 will now 
fetch nearer x.700, while even a poor copy 
will realise x.200. The same trend applies 
to a lesser degree to stamps such as 'Ray-
ons'. The scarcity can be attributed to 
the greater number of collectors today, 
particularly in U.S.A.& Germany, & among 
them the earlier material is now spread 
very thinly. Even issues from 1914 on are 
rising because of this demand. As far as 
investment is concerned, as long as world. 
finance remains economically sound, stamps 
cannot fail to be a firm security. Only a 
very serious slump, resulting in the un-
loading of much material on a weak market, 
is likely to affect this. 
Mr.Katcher answered many queries re- 

g&.rding specific stamps and other matters 
and there were lively discussions, all of 
which were both interesting and instruct-
ive, since they threw much light on little 
known aspects of stamp collecting. 

A very hearty vote of thanks was given 
to Mr.Katcher for giving members the 
benefit of his experiences.  

£310 	a a m a a a as a a a a ar a a a a a m a 
a3 	 m 

The latest Catalogues show that 
a 
	

SWISS 	STAMPS 
	a3 

a 
	

ES 

a3 
	are continuing to increase in value 83 

83 It is advisable to fill any remaining 83 
$3 
	

blank spaces N 0 W - 	 a3 
a 
	while supplies are obtainable 
	

83 

a3 

0 My extensive stock is available to 
'HELVETIA' Members 

a3 	 m 
m Send your Want Lists to me for prompt m 
as tention or ask for approval selections E 

a3 
83 

14, Low Lane, Torrisholmo, Morecambe83 
 Lancs. 	 (ADV.)83  

ea a a m as a m e3 a ae as a a m a a3 e3 a a3 m a 

NEW M U L L E R 	CATALOGUE 

A copy of the 30th (1961) Edition of 
the Muller Catalogue of ' SCHWEIZ - 
LIECHTENSTEIN' has been received & added 
to our Library. Excellently produced, 
with clear printing and illustrations, it 
reflects the ever-continuing upward trend 
in the values of Swiss stamps, an d claims 
5,69 0  price increases, with only one re-
duction, said to be due to the growing 
popularity of Swiss stamps and the diffi-
culties encountered in replenishing stocks. 
This 260 page specialised catalogue is 
available from Ernest Muller, Aeschenhof, 
Basel at 7/6d. Sterling or Sl.- U.S. 

0 
83 

83 

3. S. ARMSTRONG . 
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PRO JLV -NT ?E 19 6 C 
The 5 Pro Juventute stamps with additional charge will be issued on 1st December 

1960. The 5 c. stamp commemorates the well-known Neuchatel Painter of mountain 
landscapes, ALEXANDRE CALAME (1810-1864), who was born at Vevey 150 years ago. The 
other 4 values consist of the third issue in the present series of wild and garden 
flowers. 90% of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the Pro Juven-
tute Foundation; the remaining 10% is intended for youth welfare work of various 
kinds. 

5 + 5 c. Alexandre Calame - one colour 	reddish-blue 
10 +10 c. Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) - 3 colours green, ye1low8agrey 

 20 +10 c. Phlox (Phlox paniculata) - 3 colours: carmine-red, reddish-grey & 
yellow-green 

30 +10 c. Larkspur (Delphinium consolida) - 4 colours: orange-brown, blue, 
green & yellow.  

50 +10 c. Thorn apple (Datura straznonium) - 4 colours: ultramarine,green,grey 
& yellow  

Productions 5 c. Steel engraving by Karl Bickel Senior, 'Jalenstadtberg, after 
a lithograph by J. Hebert, Geneva. 

Other values: Designer: Hans Schwarzenbach, Bern 

Printers & Process:  5 c. Rotary recess printing by the Postage Stamp Printing 
Office PTT, Bern. 

Other values: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds. 

Stamp sizes 24 x 29 mm. 	Picture size: 21 x 26 mm.  

Paper: 5 c. :rlhite recess printing paper without coating or fibres 
Other values: White, slightly coated, with red and blue fibres. 

No. of sheets per form cyclinder:  5 c. 4 sheets (Nos. 1 - 4)  
Other values: 2 sheets (A & B)  

The stamps will be on sale at all post offices from 1st December 1960 to January  
31st 1961, and from the Philatelic Agency PTT and mobile post offices from 1st Dec-
ember 1960 to 30th June 1961. They will be valid for postage until 30th June 1961.  

A special envelope with an embossed vignette of Alexandre Calame has been prepar-
ed by the Pro Juventute Foundation, costing 30 c. without stamps and Fr. 2.10 with 
the set of 5 stamps, and is obtainable from the agencies of the Foundation, stamp 
dealers and the Philatelic Agency PTT in Bern. 

A special postmark will, as usual be used for first day mail despatched from tha 
 Philatelic Agency PTT on 1st December. This has been designed by Hans Tomamichel, 

artist, of Zurich, and depicts a spray of Phlox. 

A stamp booklet, with gold-coloured cover, containing twelve 5+5c., twelve 
10+10 o. and four 20+10 c. stamps, has been prepared at the request of the Pro Juvon-
tute Foundation and sells for Fr. 5.— including 20 c. towards the expenses of manufacture 

The Central Secretariat: of the Pro Juventute, P.O. Box Zurich 22, has also pub-
lished an 8 page booklet, with descriptions in German or French and coloured re-
productions of the stamps, at a cost of 50 c.  

Next London Meetings 	1  STRUBELIS° 	... Sitting. Helvetia, Ihperf. ALL MEMBERS  
Wednesday 14th December 	Please come along and bring some material to display.. 
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YORKS/LANCS GROUP Hon Sec A Gullis  

The autumn session opened with a display  
by the new Chairman, Mr.R.G.Strowlger, con-
sisting of the 'CROSS & FIGURE' and 'STAND-
ING HELVETIA' issues, plus a number of  
other items picked at random, the whole  
providing a most interesting start to the  
resumption of philatelic activity.  

The Northern Group members have been  
maintaining the prestige of the Helvetia  
P.S. Following Mr. Moore's award of a  
bronze medal at the International Exhibit-
ion, we now learn that Mr. R.C. Tyreman  
has won the Kaufman Cup of the Bradford P.S.  
The Group will also be presenting displays  
to Bradford on December 20th and to Wake-
field on Feb. 8th.  

The Yorks/Lanes syllabus, as published  
earlier in the year, has been slightly am-
ended. Will Group Members please notes  

Feb.4th - will be 'SWISS QUIZ' 	and  
Mar.4th - Northern Group CUP COMPETITION.  

The meeting on November 5th consisted of  
Members' 'Short Displays'. As usual, this  
produced a marvellous variety of material,  
and included several items of a most unusu-
al naturei Mr. Highsted showed a 'Mixed  
Bag', the principal interest being early  
used Newspaper bands. Mr.Gosling showed  
most of the early Flying Meeting covers,  
while Mr. Gullis gave a display of 'Pro  
Juventute'from the beginning up to date.  
The Chairman, Mr. Strowlger, hit upon a  
novel idea. While the heraldic and costume  
stamps are often seen arranged in Cantons,  

he went further and included the Landscapes  
where appropriate, and from the 'famous  
people', any who were sons of the particu-
lar Cantons. Houses, postmarks .. the  
possibilities of extension are great. Mr.  
Robertshaw brought Centenary sheets and  
stamps together with a few associated items  
which had not been seen before.  

CHRISTMAS  

IS ON THE WAY  

Stamps make fine presents  

- even to yourself!  

Selections available on  
request:  

Early to Modern Issues ..  

Pro Juventute  .. 

Air Mails 	.. Thematics  

Miniature Sheets  

etc. etc.  

+'or all requirements of - 

Swiss Stamps  

Write now to:  

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,  

Morecambe, Lancs.  

J The 'DAY OF THE STAMP' 1960 will this  
rear be organised by the Philatelic Soc-
3iety of Bern and will take place on 4th  
!December. At the same time a 'Grand  
IBourse'will be held on 3rd & 4th Dec,  

The design of the special postcard  
Would seem to have been influenced by  
the new low value stamps, since it con-
sists of a very striking picture in 4  
colours of a Bernese Medieval messenger.  

Cards and covers will be franked with  
a special 'Day of the Stamp' cancellat-
ion, depicting the famous 'Zeitglocken-
turm' - the old clock-tower of Bern, &  
the date 4•XII.1960.  

WARNING is given of back-dated cancel-
lations on certain 'Pro Juventute', 

 National Fete' and Airmails etc., mainly  
on stamps which are priced higher used  
than mint.  

In particular blocks of 4 cancelled  
'KZLCHBERG (Zurich) VIII' and with the  
following dates, should be regarded  
with suspicions  

31.XII.32 	- 	9 31.XII.41 - 9  
1.VIII.40 - 	9 31.XII.42 - 8  
l.VIII.40 - 19 13.IX. 42 - 8  
1.XII. 41 - 8  

YOUR ROAD TO  A  

PRIZE-WINNING COLLECTION  

Without a doubt the  
Swiss Collections which  
are talked about and  
which have won prizes,  
could not have been built  
up on a strightforward  
Wants List basis.  

To form a desirable Collection, even  
on the most modest scale, requires the  
out-of-the-way items which must be in-
spected and studied. Only an approval  
Service affords such facilities to the  
Collector.  

The Amateur Collector Limited deals  
in one country only SWITZERLAND. It  
stands to reason,, therefore, that the  
material available through our Approval  
Service must represent the finest  
choice to Collectors in the English-
speaking world.  

I shall be very happy to submit to  
you, on request, selections to suit your  
own style of collecting and I promise  
that whatever this style is to afford  
you the opportunity to acquire those  
items for which your friends will envy  
you.B epe A ^ 	

H.L. KATCHER 	
PoToS. 

The Amateur Collector Ltd.  
27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park,  

London, N.12.  

If you are not already on our books  
please let me hear from you soon.  

3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 	 J \/ ^̂   't-  ^ 	r 	Ill r w;sJ  



E.J.R. 

all 	our 	Overseas 	Member .  
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THE ' MEICHSBOTEN ' MYSTERY 

 

Members will recall the sensational discovery of the Jurg Jenatsch correspondence 
by Mr. L. Moore, which was reported in our August 'Helvetia News Letter' and which 
concluded with a plea for information on the 'Reichsbotet mentioned therein. 

Herr Andre Nussbaum, of the famous stamp firm of Muller of Basle, has been kind 
enough to do some extensive research on this subject, on our behalf, and has sent 
us the following information; 

"I have perused a couple of books dealing with the postal system at the time of 
Jurg Jenatsch in the Grisons as I wish to help in answering your question re the 
'Reichsboten'. Among my philatelic books dealing with the old German States, I was 
fortunate in -finding a sketch map to da Herba's 'Postal Guide' dated 1563, giving 
full details on the messengers' routes at that time. 

"From 1516 the house of Thurn & Taxis, as farmers of the Posts of the Holy Roman 
Empire (das heilige rt3mische Reich), operated a messenger service between Brussels, 
Augsburg, Nissen, Innsbruck, Bozen, Castelnuovo, Brescia and Milan. Another service 
operated between Brescia, Tirano, Chur and Zurich. There was no service over the 
Splagen Pass other than the Fussacher-Botenpost. However, a branch service operated 
from Castelnuovo down to Venice. In a book by Jakob Lenggenhagers 'Beitrag zur 
Verkehrsgeschichte Graubandens', reference is made to this international Post Time--
Table ('Post-kursbuch'). Although this piece of information does not mean or say 
very much, I think we may find the solution later in the same book, which reads as 
follows: 

"The use of the Fussacher (Lindau-Milan) service was optional for the inhab .:- 
ants of the Grisons. Probably because it was not a State enterprise merchantsused 
its pack-horse trains almost exclusively for the conveyance of their goods and 
mail to the Valtelline and to Italy, and only in the case of mail to Germany and 
Austria did they make any extensive use of the official (Thurn & Taxis) service." 

"On the other hand, Jakob Domenig in his book: 'Die Graubdindnerische Kantonal-
post', says: 

"Besides the use of ordinary carriers, trade was carried on with the outside 
world through the Lindau Milan messengers, also called Fussacher-Messengers, and 
by the Zurich messenger. The former had been in existence -sinc-e the 15th century, 
It was founded by merchants of the Imperial town of Lindau in order to establish 
a postal connection with Milan and Italy. Once a week the pack-horse column, e-
trusted with letters, money and goods of all kinds (especially silk) passed via 
Feldkirch--Chur-Spltigen-Chiavenna-Como to Milan and vice-versa. Very early, prob-
ably in the 16th cent., this service was assigned to the Spehler Family, where it 
was bequeathed from descendant to descendant for centuries until the abrogation 
of the messenger service. Although the Fussacher messengers were mainly in the 
service of the towns of Lindau and Milan, extensive use was also made of them by 
the towns situated on their travel route, especially the merchants of Chur, who 
availed themselves of this medium for the conveyance of their commercial corres-
pondence with Italy and with the Reich. The messengers conveyed foreign letters 
as well from and to all Grison valleys. The exchange with the country messengers 
took place at Chur. On the way letters were both collected and distributed from 
locality to locality., With a total lack of postal agencies and letter carriers 
of any kind the Fussacher messengers delivered letters right to the house, thus 
assuming all the functions of a postal service in one person." 

"It looks to me as if the expression 'Reichsbote' refers to the normal messenger, 
the Fussacher-Rote, and not to any special carrier in the service of the 'Reich', or 
the Thurn & Taxis Posts. ' Reichsbote' most probably was just the commonly used el.- 
pression for the Fussacher-Bote whose itinerary began and ended in the 'Reich', 
hence his 'surname'. 

"I still have another book on this Fussacher Postal Service to go through and 
should I come across any new information on this matter, I will be glad to write you 
again. ," 

We are most grateful to Herr Nussbaum for providing so much information on this 
subject, and for throwing light on the ways in which the messenger services operated 
in those far-off times. 
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THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  
The A.G.M. was held on. Wednesday 9th wished to emphasize that for insurance 

November, 1960, at the Kingsway Hall,,7C2 
Apologies for absence were received 

from Dr.P.H.Taylor & Mr. L.E.Stiles. 
1. MINUTES of the A.G.M. held on llthNotis  

1959. These were read by the Hon. 
Secretary and agreed.  

2.MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES-Nil. 

3. CHAIIIMAN' S ADDRESS:  Mr.G.Wd. Daglish  
said he wished to thank Mrs.Rawnsley 

and all other officers for their excel- I 
lent work during the year. He had great-
ly enjoyed the meetings which he had been; 
able to attend and in particular thanks 
were due to Mr.Harding for the Swiss f ilm 
evening. The programme for the coming 
year had been agreed by members and he 
hoped it would be equally successful. 

4. HONGSECRETARY'S REPORT:  The past year 
had been satisfactory. Membership was 

up a little, both at home and abroad and 
many overseas members are now making use 
of the Information Service. There have  

been some welcome recruits to the London 
Group, not all of whom have been met, but 
it is hoped they will come along, since 
new members means new ideas. It was with 
regret that the resignation of Mr. E. 
Shurley had been accepted. A founder memw-4 7. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS:  The following  
ber, he had helped the Society in many I 	were proposed by Mr. L.H. Osborn: 
ways and his knowledge of the older iss- 
ues led to his appointment as Chairman efs (a) That a panel of speakers be formed 
the Expert Committee, an office now vac-1 	among Helvetia members, willing to 

ant, but it was felt that he would be 	;visit other Societies and give displays 
 

willing to assist. The Northern Group 	and that the list be publishedin the 

continues to flourish with undiminished 	Philatelic Magazine and other suitable 
 

;journals. enthusiasm. Through Mr. Moore contact  

purposes it is essential that members 
should send a postal  receipt  w: •uh their  
advice noteLsa  This is obtainable FREE OF 
CHARGE from the Post Office.  

6. ELECTION OF OFFICERS  & COMMITTEE 

Chairman:  Mr. Daglish said that busin-
ess committments made it difficult for him 
to attend regularly and, therefore,. he  
wished to propose that MR.E.C. SLATE  be 
elected Chairman. Seconded by Mr. Short 
and carried. 

Vice Chairman: Mr. Slate proposed. MR. 
24 1 DAG: 113. Seconded by Mrs. Rawnsley  
and carried. 

The remaining officers were elected 
'en bloc'.  

Hon.Treasurer 	... Mr. A.J. Harding 
" Secretary 	... Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley 
" Pkt. Supt. 	... Mr. J.H. Short 
" Editor 	... Mrs. E.J.Ramn.sley  
" ?.Auditor 	... Mr. L.H. Osborn  
Committee:  

Mr. L. Moore 	Yorks^Lancs 
Mr. J.A. Eastwood 	Group 
Mr. J.N. Highsted ) 

Proposed by Mr. G.W. Daglish, seconded  
by Mr. L.E. Lister and carried. 

had been made with Herr Andre Nussbaum 	discussion it was felt that this 
lv̂ras so much a question of geography it of the firm of Nttlle in Basle and it was !would be better to advise journals that hoped that this will lead to closer ties 

with Swiss philately. 	 ;Helvetia members would be willing to give 
On the subject of the 'News Letters ;displays in suitable areas -- application,. 

grateful thanks are due to those members'in the first place to be made to the Hon. 
tSecretary. This was agreed. who have helped valiantly with material,1 

but the demand exceeds the supply and 	(b) That there be an exchange of visits 
more articles, studies, notes etc. are { 	each year between members of the Lon- 
urgently required to maintain and improve} don and York/Lancs Groups; out-of-pocket 
the 'News Letter'. All contributions 	!expenses to be paid by the Society. 
would be more than welcome. 

5. HON.TREASURER'S  REPORT :The Balance 
Sheet had been circulated and Mr. 
	as the mid-week meetings in London. Also Harding said it would be seen that the 	

such a scheme would soon make inroads into  position was more favourable than last 	
the Society's working balance. On consid- year. Expenses had been kept at about 	
oration it was felt this was not practical the same level and the improved balancemean-time. 

would allow more scope. 
Adoption of the accounts was proposedi2.ANY  OTHER BUSINESS: 

by Mr.J.H.Short and seconded by Mr.T.C. 
Brooks and carried. 	 (a) Advertisement in Essex Convention 

Handbook.  On discussion it was felt 
6. HON.PKT. SUPT'S. REPORTS Mr. Short 	ithat this might have some success & it was  

stated that the position remained the lagreed to take advertising space.  

same; the dearth of suitable material 	,(b) Size of 'News Letter' It was suggested  
did not allow for more frequent circul- that this might be quarto instead of fools-
ation, but he was always on the look-outleap, but it was impractical owing to print-
for further supplies. A packet had just ; ing costs.  
completed the circuit and the amount 	! 	The A.G.M. closed at 8 p.m. and the  
shown on the Balance Sheet could be re- ;remaining time was used for general dis- 

 ti.. nn•nr17_ Ed. He 	cussion. 	 E.J.R.  

1 	This too, was discussed at length and  
while agreeing that it was eminently des-
I irable, there were some difficulties such  
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1 	MRS. E.J. RAG?NSLEY, 

32, Ethelbert Gardens, 
Ilford. Essex. 
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1 Hon. Treasurers 
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MR. J.H. SHORT, 

115, Peppard Road, 
Caversham. 	Reading. 

     

SV7ISS S AT1 O\   

  

by R. L. Christian 

This is an aspect of Swiss philately which has only recently been studied ser-
iously by the devotees of Swiss postmarks. Probably the first time that a collect-
ion of these interesting marks was exhibited was at the National Stamp Exhibition in 
Aarau in 1938. It is a subject which can give hours of enjoyment and Which need not. 
necessarily involve heavy expenditure. At the same time there is a vast field 
available for study and a wide variety of types of cancellations to be discovered, 
many on. common stamps, although some of the earlier markings will, of course, be 
found only on postal stationery and covers and such items now command quite high 
prices. 

First of all, what are these markings? It should be made clear that their pri- 
mary use was not postal. They are the official cancellations of Railway Station 
Officials, intended for use on Railway Documents, and are, therefore, quite distinct 
from the T.P.O. (Bahnpost or Ambulant) postmarks which were dealt with in the art--
'icle on this subject published in 1957. The railway cancels have, however, come to 
be used for Postal purposes and some have had their format changed in orâer that 
they might better serve this purpose. Some cancellations still survive from all 
stages of their development and tend to add greater interest to the variety of mark-
ings which can be found. 

In Switzerland, for some considerable time, as part of the co-operation between 
the Posts and the Railways,certain railway stations- have been charged with the 
clearance of letters from thè posting box on the station'premises - and sometimes 
also from the letter-box of the local post-office - at certain specified times. Such 
collections have to be made on week-days after the last normal collection, or on 
Sundays or other occasions when there is no normal -  postal collection. Mail taken 
from these boxes by the Station Staff is forwarded either by the next Travelling 
Post Office, or in the luggage van of the next train, to the nearest postal centre. 
If the mail is to be handed over to a T.P.O. it should not be marked in any way by 
the Stationmaster, but be cancelled by the T.P.O. officials. If, however, it is to 
be despatched in the luggage van it is cancelled with the station cancellation. 

In addition to the above Express mail can be handed in at any baggage-receiving 
depot if it is not possible to catch the next train if handed in at the post-office. 
Such letters are also cancelled with the railway cancel. 

Co-operation between the Railways and the Post began even before the introd-
uction of Travelling Post Offices, and some of these railway markings, dating back 
as early as 1850, three years after the establishment of the first railway in 
Switzerland, are recorded in the 'Grosses Handbuch der Abstemplungen', while some 
of the cancellations recorded therein are still in use to-day in identical form. 

The stations charged. with this mail clearance and cancellation are governed by 

,IrAr1 P.o.f 
Dam„1 a -E-i nn of 1st July 1928, supplementing an official general notification No. 5 
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of 1922. This at first referred only to stations of the Swiss Federal Railways, but 
stations of the Swiss Federal Railways, but has since been extended to cover over 60 
Private Railway Companies and Steamship Companies. Not all stations and private 
railways are within this Agreement, but it often happens that mail posted at a stat-
ion not covered by the Agreement is cancelled and forwarded in order that it may 
reach its destination more quickly - which is, of course s  the whole object of the 
Agreement. Such letters should be cancelled again by any Post Office through which 
it passes, but in most cases they are missed. 

Many of the Private Companies made use of coloured inks for their own purposes. 
This has been forbidden for postal purposes, unless black is not available.. Some 
coloured stri'.7.es, however s  are still to be found, possibly where the wrong pad has 
been used either by accident or in ignorance. 

As might be expected the different administrations each had their own idea as 
to what form their station handstamps should take. This was not important as long 
as the handstamps wore used only for railway purposes, but when these cancellations 
came to be used for postal purposes, it meant that cancels of every shape s  size and 
description came into use. Not only did they vary from one railway company to an-
other but different stations of the same Company or different lines often had vary-
ing types of handstamps, although to some extent there was uniformity within the re-
spective Companies. The intention was that only handstamps with the name of the 
station and date space were to be used, but cancellations with the name of the sta-
tion only, in either a straight line, or enclosed in a frame, sometimes with orna-
ments, but without a date, do occur. 

Stations of the Swiss Federal Railways often include the initials SBB, OFF or 

START 

also include the initialsi 05 BASLE DOVE very fine used, well embossed,fresh 

Oberland-Bern) or F.R. 	! 

in the station cancellat-I 	colour, good to very large margins on 3 sides, 
ions, i.e.M.O.B.(Montreumq 	frame partly cut at right & very faint crease 

(Ferrovia Ticinese), or t 

sometimes the name of the? , 	with Federal Grille (a little heavy but an 

, 

'1845 GENEVA SMALL EAGLE s  usual margins, cancelled 

°ANTONALS etc. 

along frame line(Moser-Rgz Certificate).. £140 

, 	outstandingly rare item for Postmark Spec- Company in full. In 
addition the section of 	ialists) only .. 	.. 	• . 	00 	 • 0 Z 24 
the station may be inclu- 11847 GENEVA LARGE EAGLE,MINT s with almost full 
clod, e.g.Gepffek, Ragagli 	original gum s  slight crease in left bottom 

corner (Moser-Rgz Certificate) 	.. 	.. Z 40 Einmehmerei, etc. 
(To be continued) 	p848 GENEVA EAGLE,DI( GREEN s Luxury copy MINT with  

I; : 	21.1. 1 0-um (Moser-Rgz Certificate) 	.. Z105 

SPECIAL  BETHLEHEM 	1850 ORTS-POST without Framed Cross.Cut close 	 tq 

CHRISTMAS CANCELLATION 	in north-east corner otherwise very fine 	 Ip 

used P.P. only. 	
ln •. 	E 3 	,..s.,•-t: •• 	.• 	. • 

From 15-31st December L 
 

t4 1850 ORTS-POST Framed Cross full margins,fine 
1960 Bethlehem (nr.Bern) 1 	 s 

used,very faint crease in south-west corner a„ 22.10.4: 
will use a special canc- W  
ellation depicting the 	---r----

!,  PILAYONS 
	

th 

	

p1050 RAYON I with Framed Cross s rare greyish-blue 	l' 
Virgin Mary on an ass.The4! 	 Al  mottled print(Type 28,Stone Ala),Item of great 
special post office will, 	interest to Specialist•Luxury condition .. Z35 
however, be closed on 	t s 	 1850 RAYON I on blue with traces of cross, very 
Dec.18th and on Christ- 
mas Day. 	

fine unused 	00 	 • • 	 SO 	 00 	 00 	 - 25.  

Items to be franked 	
7.850 RAYON II brilliant luxury copy on scarce ..  

cartridge paper.. 	.. 	.. 	.. 	E 11 	M 01 

	

, 1850 RAYON II DOUBTR PRINT, visible in all parts 	
,q with this cancellation, , 	

of stamp. Very Rare .. 	.. 	.. 	.. g, 27.10.4 together with a suitably 
stamped envelope for re- 1 ! 

9
Bethlehem 

	1851 RAYON I on-white. Attractive strip of 3 .. 
.. 	• . 	.. 	.. 	£ 16 	i turn, can be sent to 

	

	
used on piece. 0. 	

11! k1851 RAYON I on white, copy With 7/12th Framed 'Weinachts-Sonderpost- 
ne 	 bei Bern sto 	 Cross. Very rare thus. Cut a little close 

but brilliant colour .. 	00 	 00 	 Z 14 

A special postmark will 
	

$ 
be used in MURREN from 	I HAVE EXCELLENT STOCKS OF RAYONS AND STRUBELS BOTH 	It! 

6 Dec.1960 to 11 March 	MINT AND USED AND INVITE REQUESTS FOR APPROVALS. 	!I 
1961 to mark the 26th 	B.P.A. 	 H. L. KATCHER - 	 P.T.S. 
Arlberg-Kandahar Ski Raceg 	 il 

	

The Amateur Collector Ltd, 	 v, ,I. 
to be held on 10-12 	1 i 	 27., Westbury Road, London. N.12. 	 IP 
March. 

   

    

    

FFS, the German, French 
Italian equivalents of 
'Swiss Federal Railways' 
in their cancellations. 
Most Private Companies H 

T- 
 L  .... 

NW YEAR 
	 	 .... 	.L..._,  	..........=......=...=::::::----- .. 

7<IGHT 	
1 1 

SOME TREATS FOR YOUR COLLECTION. 	
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